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A B S I R A C 1.

Although many sophisticated computer sound synthesis systems have recently

been developed, their use remains significantly under-exploited by

composers. This is due to a large extent to the cumbersome and detailed

programming invariably necessary in order to produce even the simplest of

sounds. So, for effective and efficient useof computer sound synthesis

techniques in musical composition, certain generative methods of forming

and controlling data structures can be a powerful aid. This thesis

proposes and develops such methods.

Techniques of pattern formation are described which have been developed

and used in the original compositions of the author. These are based on

stochastic generative schemes. The examples cited develop across the

spectrum of complexity, ranging from the application of simple

probability distributions through to intricate structures of inter-

related stochastic constraints under the control of a general grammatical

schema. In some cases the computer output has been designed so that it

can be transcribed for performance by conventional musical forces. In

other cases the output data has been used for direct control of digital

sound synthesis programs and equipment. In addition to the limited

practical resources existent at the City University, the author has been

able to work with facilities made available on practical research visits

to other institutions in Europe.

The structuringtechniques employed by the author are compared with

other research taking place elsewhere, and are set in the context of

15



recent advances in the development of certain formal grammars for the

description of musical structures.

Methods of general application of the techniques are suggested, and in

particular, in the light of the development of alternative methods of

non-standard synthesis, the use of stochastic web grammars is proposed

not only for the macro-structuring of notes or sound objects, but also

in the definition of sound complexes and timbres. The techniques

explored have an explicit use as a practical tool for composers and may

be incorporated into, of form the basis of, computer controlled

compositional aids of wide ranging application.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Relation to other work

Very little material concerning the subject of computer music has been

published in the United Kingdom. The Ph.D. thesis by Peter Manning of

Durham University 1 is the most substantial contribution, which 	 -

essentially contains a survey of the area and concentrates in particular

on the hardware applications and related aspects of sound generation.

There are a number of smaller articles of a general nature, 2 and others

concerning applications in computer analysis, 3 but these are of little

significance.

With the ready availability of large and sometimes even extravagant

resources, a great amount of research has taken place in the United

States which has generally been concerned with the establisThuent of

digital sound synthesis systems. In particular, much effort has been

directed into the analysis and computerized reproduction of natural

instrument tones. Little work has been done to investigate compositional

techniques using a computer. Some composers engaged in research, notably'

Xenakis, Brlln, Koenig and Truax, have made use of stochastic techniques

in their work, but this has tended to be of a particular nature for

limited tasks and does not approach the generality of the systems

developed in this thesis. Markov Chains were suggested as appropriate
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models for music as early as the mid-fiftie, 4 but even though the basic

idea has been used by Xenakis and others, no other detailed development

or analysis of the pattern structures which may be used has appeared of

which the author is aware.

The author has already completed a thesis for a Master of Philosophy

degree at the Computer Centre of the University of Aston in Birmingham

entitled "A practical study of the application of Computer Techniques

in processes of musical composition" . 	 In addition to containing a

fairly thorough survey of the historical situation, it is particularly

concerned with various compositional applications of a certain group of

limited techniques. The present thesis expands the field in the context

of more general systems, examines the theoretical basis more rigorously,

and extends into the application of stochastic structuring techniques

to digital sound synthesis systems and in the definition of tiinbral

complexes.

Descriptions of research in closely related areas have recently appeared

by C. Roads of	 Berkeley, California, and S. Holtzman of the

Computing Department at the University of Edinburgh. Their work is

described briefly in two articles 6 but is expanded in more detail in

two unpublished documents.7 ' 8 The systems they propose are grammatical

structures for the description of music sound data. These are designed

to be carefully defined by the composer and allow him to organize and

control his ideas more efficiently. The function of these systems is

rather different from that of the stochastic systems proposed in this

thesis, which are designed to be self-generative structures, in which the

composer is interested primarily in the end result and not necessarily in

the processes which lead to it.
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The distinction is between a desciptive environment in which the composer

uses a formal grammatical framework in which to control and manipulate

the structural definition of sound data combinations, and a generative

environment in which the composer sets up parameter boundaries for the

structures he wishes to generate, which may be vague or imprecise if that

is expedient in the context of the composer's requirements, and in which

situation he may be unaware of the actual grammatical model employed

within the system.

Holtzmann, Berg and Koenig have described and experimented with techniques

of non-standard synthesis which sometimes have elements of stochastic

control involved.

At appropriate points in the thesis, reference is made to the research

which has been cited above.
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1.2 New findings and propositions

All of the compositional applications described in the thesis are unique.

The application of extended stochastic techniques to generate

compositional structures and produce control data for digital sound

synthesis systems is thought to be without similar precedent. There are

instances (Koenig, Truax) where work of a related nature has been

described. Again these are identified and compared in the thesis (see

3.3) and the distinction of the work of the author is made explicit.

The extended musical application of Markov Chains is considered for the

first time in this thesis, where an original, intuitive approach to the

mathematical theory has been developed, appropriate for this particular

context. As a generalization extending from that, the application of

Stochastic Web grarimars is described, both for generating musical

structures and for the creation of complex sound textures and musical

timbres. This and a further extension into higher dimensions of

structural definition and integration, is a completely original conception.

The practical suitability of Stochastic Web grammars a composing tools,

or as part of a general composing system is suggested.
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3_Sourcesethodsandtechnigu

In almost all cases the author has intuitively developed structures and

techniques to solve particular practical needs. Subsequently, reference

has been made to the literature and amongst colleagues to establish links

and comparisons with potentially similar research elsewhere; and further,

the author has attempted to establish a sound theoretical basis for the

work by investigating the mathematical models and theory of the structures

which have been used. Reference has been made to standard texts on

probability theory, stochastic processes, and formal grammars.

The author has had the opportunity to work at, and use the extensive

practical computing and sound synthesis resources available at the

Insitut de Recherche et Co-ordination Acoustique Musique in Paris during

August 1977, and at the Institute of Sonology of the University of

Utrecht in the Netherlands in August 1978. These occasions proved to be --

of great practical value, and the difference in the basic philosophy and

approach to computer music of the two institutions was very stimulating.

Participation in the UNESCO symposium on computer music at Aarhus,

Denmark was also of considerable benefit.

Most of the ideas contained in the thesis have been worked out in actual

musical compositions, which have nearly all been successfully performed.
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1.4 Structure of the thesis

After a general breakdown of the basic components of compositional

strategy in order to establish a background framework for description,

the thesis proceeds to develop a new theory of stochastic processes in

composition. Starting with a consideration of simple probability

distributions it leads on to an analysis of various types of Markov

Chain. In each case, having established the theoretical foundations,

the structure of the compositions FIRELAKE and MA4CRICISUM are considered

in detail, as examples of the techniques applied in practice.

Following these examples, the method is extended in a wider theoretical

context, and leads into a consideration of stochastic web s grammars.

Experiments with these grammars are analysed and finally applications

are described and assessed.

An appendix contains scores of some of the compositions considered, and

listings of computer programs which have been developed and used in

composition and experiment.
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CHAPTER TWO

COMPOSING STRATEGY - A LINGUISTIC MODEL

It is useful in breaking down and analysing general compositional

method, to pursue a linguistic analogy. Three components of creative

linguistic activity can be isolated: the semantic, syntactic and

phonetic. 1 Their basic relationship can be represented as in figure 1.

figure 1

A basic linguistic model of composing strateo'!J

At the level of natural language, the semantic component refers to the

mental activity of sorting out the meaning of what is to be said, the

syntactic component refers to the process of mapping the meaning into

the grammar and words of a commonly accepted language, and the phonetic

component is the action of translating the words into audible speech and

sound. Each of these activities is dependent on the others, and the

boundaries of distinction are not necessarily well defined. Nevertheless

it is a convenient and usable model of categorization.

This model has been developed in a musical context in the writings of

Otto Laske. 2 Its use as a strategy in examining the compositional

process is considered below.
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2.1 Semantic component

In the context of musical composition, the semantic component covers

the creative act of sorting out the initial ideas for a musical

composition, developing an overall structural plan or deciding what is

to be said.

For example, figure 25 (page 84) shows an overall structural scheme,

which represents general patterns and shapes, and not absolute, final

relationships, for the piece FIRELAKE. Deriving this initial, conceptual

plan forms a part of the semantic aspect of the compositional activity.

Decisions made at a semantic level may also determine precisely what

syntactic form is to be used or how it is to be used. Inparticular, in

some of the types of computer music composition under consideration,

semantic decisions may involve the actual definition of a syntactic

structure, or a special adaptation of a given structure.

Again, this was the case with the same example, where a particular

syntactic system (using the Random Decaying Function - see section 5.2)

was defined.

It is therefore more accurate to adapt the figure above and re-draw it

as in figure 2 below.
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figure 2

An extended linguistic model of composing strategy
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2.2 Syntactic comnonent

So having determined what is to be said at the semantic level, the

subsequent syntactic decisions determine how it is to be said, or what

language is to be employed.

All composers have always worked within the framework of a familiar

syntactic system, where an accepted language explicitly or implicitly

defined by an agreed set of rules or grammar is employed. Modern

composers have a wide range of syntactic systems from which to choose,

which offer various degrees of rigidity. Such systems include

conventional tonality, polytonality and modal systems, mi•crotonality,

serialism, total serialism which has very strict rules, and indeterminacy

which has few. Very often composers have made use of their own specially

defined syntactic systems, and even if not explicitly developed as such,

distinctive composers t styles can be analysed in syntactic terms.3

The syntactic systems described and developed in this thesis can be used

to model most of the composing styles listed above, and are consequently

much more general in their scope.

It is the syntactic part of the composing process which is the main

subject of this thesis, and its nature and application in computer music

systems is considered in the next chapter and those following.
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2.3 Phonetic / Sonic component

When considered in a musical context, the term phonetic is not really

appropriate, and so the term sonic used by Laskek is more suitable.

The sonic component refers to the action of defining exactly which

sorts of sounds are to be used, that is mapping the notes or symbols

resulting from the syntactic activity into an audible form. At the

level of conventional composition technique this is equivalent to the

process of orchestration.

Again, the areas of activity as defined in the original diagram are

rather blurred. The nature of the sonic mapping is frequently

determined by decisions taken at the semantic level, and in computer

music, systems can be defined using syntactic techniques. The final

version of the diagram of composing strategy will thus emerge as in

figure 3 (page 34).

In the past, most of the work in computer music research has been done

at the sonic level. In order to communicate with the machine, the

systems which have been developed have necessarily used basic syntactic

structures for sound definition, but these are by their nature quite

different to the generative grammars proposed later in the thesis.

The first widely used program for defining sound data was MUSIC V

developed by Max Matthews at Bell Telephone Laboratories. 5 This uses as

a.model themodulesof the traditional electronic music synthesiser which

may be combined and built up in as complex an arrangement as desired.

This program has spawned a host of related descendants which are the

basis of most computer sound synthesis systems in use today. These
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figure 3

P frthe extersion of the 1ngust.Lc model of composing strategy
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include MUSIC IVB, MUSIC IVBF 6 , MUSIC 30, MUSIC XI , and MUSIC 10

which was used at IRCAN by the author to realise the composition

M4CRICISUM and is considered further in section 7.1.3

A popular technique which can be realised on such systems is frequency

modulation. Its use as a powerful tool in computer sound synthesis was

first seriously proposed and investigated by John Chowning of Stanford

University 8 and has proved to be so successful that many hardware

systems have been designed snecifically for FM generation. The technique

was used in M4CRICISUM and is described in section 6.5.2

Another alternative source of interesting sounds is supplied by the VOSIM

generator developed by Kaegi at Utrecht. 9 This was used to create the

taped sounds for DUTCH COURAGE realised by the author at Utrecht.

All of the above techniques are based on traditional approaches to sound

synthesis which are essentially built upon Fourier theory. Certain

alternative methods of synthesis have recently been proposed and are

usually referred to as "non-standard". Most of this work has emerged

from research taking place at Utrecht by Berg, Koenig and Holtzmann.

"Standard" synthesis is based on top-down techniques where an acoustic

model is used to derive samples defining a sound pressure wave. By

contrast, the "bottom-up" techniques of non-standard synthesis specify

sound samples by some syntactic method without reference to traditional

acoustic theory.

In each of these programs, an abstract pattern of numbers, related only

to each other, is specified by the control program. Van Prooijen's

CYCLE 10 program is basically geared towards making small incremental
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changes as a basic initial number pattern is repeated a large number of

times. Berg's PILE 2 	 describes a fairly sophisticated syntax for

defining and manipulating lists of numbers. Koenig's SSP 12 has a

simpler structure which includes options for stochastically defining

sequences and repeating groups of values. SSP is very similar to an

earlier program of Koenig's: PROJECT 2, which was developed for defining

compositional structures at note level. Holtzmann's "automated digital

sound synthesis instrument" 13 uses a generative grammar to define

sequences of machine instructions. Brun's SAWDUST 1 program, as well

as having basic block manipulation functions, has provision for using

polynomials to define strings of values corresponding to a curve linking

specific start and end points.

The advantage of these approaches is that they are not bound by the

limitations of an imperfect acoustic theory, and some rather extraordinary;

hitherto unimaginable sounds have been generated in this way. Many of

these sounds, however, are sostrange that to most ears they appear harsh

and unintelligible. Nevertheless these methods do have a significant

potential for development.

The author's own work has used generative techniques at the sonic level,

to control data expressed by "standard" synthesis methods, as for example

in the second movement of MACRICISUM, entitled LAITR4PARTIAL, which

is described in section 6.3 below.
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CHAPTER THREE

GENERATIVE SYSTEMS OF SYNTACTIC CONTROL

3.1 The need for generative systems

The computer sound synthesis systems in general use are almost all based

on the model set up by Max Matthew's MUSIC 5 program. They require

large amounts of data to first of all define "instruments" and then to

specify lists of notes which will be "played" on the instruments.

Example 3.1 (page 3) lists the MUSIC 5 data necessary to define an

instrument and play the notes of the short musical fragment shown.

Now this is a rather trivial example which will merely sound like a

rather poor electronic organ, for even with such large amounts of data,

relatively static and unchanging sound quality will be Droduced.

Various techniques such as frequency modulation are possible to produce

interesting time-variant timbres which escape from an artificially

consistent "electronic" sound quality, but even then large lists of

notes are still required.

Max Matthews, recognising this fact, made provision for the MUSIC 5

user to write what he terms PLF routines 1 which can perform elementary

operations on groups of notes. But this facility is essentially just a

method for repeating notes in various ways. Other formal systems for

note organization have been used and proposed, and these are considered

below (3.4).
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figure 4

4 musical fragment with the MUSIC 5 data to define it

SV2 0 3; C4 NO CONVT;
S13 0 10;Cal DISC OUTP1T WITH REPORT;
SIA 0 4 10000; CCI4 SAMPLING RATE 10000;
CQI INSTRU4E DEFINITK;
INS 0 1;
OSC P5 P6 B2 F3 P30;
OSC B2 P7 82 P6 P29;
0(71' B2,B1;
END;
INS 0 2;
OSC P5 P6 B2 P4 P28;
OSC B2 P7 B2 P6 P27;
0(71' 82 Bi;
END;
INS 0 3;
OSC P5 P6 82 F5 P26;
OSC B2 P7 B2 F6 P25;
OUT B2 Bi;
END;
GEN 0 13 0 0 .99 20 .99 4910 511;
GEN 0 14 00 .99 20 0 511;
GEN 0 15 0 0 .99 20 .75 40 .75 4910 511;
GEN 0 1 6 0 0 .99 50 .99 205 -.99 306 -.99 461 0 511;

C4 SOPRANO;

NOT 0	 1 1	 750 0.0511 30.047;
NOr 1 1 1.5 1259 0.0341 26.776;
NOT 2.5 1 0.5 1750 0.1022 22.484;
NOT 3.0 1 0.5 2000 0.1022 23.813;
NOT 3.5 1 0.5 1750 0.1022 22.484;
NOT 4.0 1 0.5 1500 0.1022 20.031;
NOT 4.5 1 0.5 1250 0.1022 17.834;
NOT 5	 1 1	 1000 0.0341 22.484;
NOT 6	 1 0.5 2000 0.1022 13.388;
NOT 6.5 1 0.5 1500 0.1022 15.023;
NOT 7	 1 2	 1000 0.0256 17.834;
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CCXI ALTO;

NcYT5	 2 0.5
NOT 5.5 2 0.5
NcYT6	 2 1
N0r7	 2 0.5
NOT 7.5 2 0.5
NOT8	 2 1

cai TENOR;

1000 0.1022 16.863;
1500 0.1022 15.023;
2000 0.0511 13.388;
1500 0.1022 13.388;
1000 0.1022 11.906;
750 0.0511 11.242;

NOT 2.5 2 0.5 1750 0.1022 13.388;
Nr 3 2 0.5 2000 0.1022 15.023;
NOT 3.5 2 0.5 1750 0.1022 13.388;
NOT 4	 2 0.5 1500 0.1022 11.906;
NcYT 4.5 2 0.5 1250 0.1022 11.242;
NOT 5	 2 0.5 1000 0.1022 10.007;
NOT 5.5 2 0.5 1500 0.1022 8.917;
NOT 6	 2 1	 1750 0.0511 8.432;
NOT 7	 2 2	 1000 0.0256 8.917;

CCXI BASS;

NOT 0.5 3
NOT 1
	

3
NOT 1.5 3
NOT 2 3
NOT 3
	

3
NOT 4 3
NOT 5 3
NOT 5.5 3
NOT 6 3
NOT 6.5 3
NOT 7
	

3
NCYT 7.5 3
NOT 8
	

3
TER 9;

0.5 1000 0.1022
0.5 1250 0.1022
0.5 1500 0.1022
1	 1750 0.0511
1	 2000 0.0511
1 1500 0.0511
0.5 1000 0.1022
0.5 1500 0.1022
0.5 2000 0.1022
0.5 1500 0.1022
0.5 1250 0.1022
0.5 1000 0.1022
1	 750 0.0511

11. 906;
11. 242;
10. 007;
8.917;
8.432;
7.512;
6.694;
5.953;
5.621;
5.953;
5.621;
5.003;
4.458;

figure 4 contInued
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Techniques which can merely repeat groups of notes are not very powerful,

and in order to build complex and interesting structures, it is necessary

to find a method of generating large amounts of variable data.

Many composers have tended to shy away from computer music systems.

Those who have been bold enough to tackle the difficulties and have

taken the trouble to learn how to use the systems, have discovered that

it takes a great amount of time and energy to produce even the simplest

of sound structures. It is possible to spend days prenaring lists of

data to define sounds lasting a few seconds only. Many of those composers

who have made use of computers have barely scratched the surface of the

rich resources available, and have merely used the computer to reproduce

compositions essentially instrumental in conception and in a strongly

note-based idiom. There is no reason why systems should nt be used in

that way, when advantage may be taken of very accurate capabilities for

control of pitch, rhythm and intensity which instrumental players are

unable to achieve, but the possibilities which computer music generation

have to offer are far richer and more interesting than such a restricted

use might suggest.

At the recent UNESCO symposium on computer music at Aarhus, it was

generally agreed that much of the current usage of computer music systems

was trivial and that there was an urgent need at the present time to

encourage more composers to make use of the available systems and to

develop compositional techniques appropriate to the resources.

In the United States in particular, the development of hardware and

sound synthesis software has reached a sophisticated level, but the

sometimes extravagant systems are not being fully exploited.
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Unfortunately, such a favourable situation with respect to resources

does not exist within the United Kingdom!

Generative systems, then, have much to offer in the field of computer

music composition. In addition to helping to define large, interesting

and varied data structures, generative techniques are able to spur the

imagination of the composer, and may sometimes suggest possibilities

which would not otherwise have been anticipated. Furthermore, such

systems can be intrinsically valuable methods of organising sound

structures in their own right.

William Buxton has made a distinction between "composing programs" and

"computer-aided composition". 2 Koenig has pointed out in a recent

lecture that such a distinction merely identifies two extremes, and they

do not form distinct entities. 3 There are programs and systems which

fall between the two, and there are some which may be both at once!

Ideally, a program which can function as the most general composing aid

should offer a full range of possibilities from complete user control to

almost total control by the program. The structures under consideration

can be used at any point on this scale.

Although the main purpose of this thesis is to investigate stochastic

processes, some other alternatives will be considered first of all. 	 -
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3.2 Deterministic Processes

The simplest type of generative system, or composing routine is a

deterministic process in which the composer defines a rule which can be

repeatedly applied to a set of notes. Once the process is begun it may

continue to run indefinitely. Such processes usually involve defining

a basic pattern of some sort and then repeating it, but making incremental

changes on each repetition.

Example 3.1	 A 'musical chairs' process.

A short rhythmic fragment is defined (see figure 5(a), page 43).

A rhythmic sequence can be generated by repeating the fragment,

but removing the last note or rest on each repetition (figure 5(b)).

Example 3.2	 An expansion process.

A group of pitches is defined (see figure 6(a), nage 43). A nitch

sequence can be generated by repeating the group, and pushing each

note up or down a semitone either side of a tonal centre with each

repetition (figure 6(b)).

The above examples may be combined to produce the result of figure 7.

Notice that the base fragments of examples 3.1 and 3.2 are of different

lengths. By repeatedly using the same rhythmic pattern, and expanding

the pitch pattern further and also applying it repeatedly, a sequence may

be produced which will continue for a long time , before it begins to

repeat itself.
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A contracting rhythmic process
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figure 6

A pitch expansion process

figure 7

A contracting rhythmic process and pitch expansion process combined
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Another type of generative process is the system of change ringing,

where slight alterations are made in the order in which a group of bells

is rung on each repetition.

Example 3.3

On a group of six bells, the rule that the central pair changes

order, then the two middle pairs, then the outer pairs, with the

process repeated indefinitely, will produce the following -

sequence:

1
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6

1
	

2
	

4
	

3
	

5
	

6

1
	

4
	

2
	

5
	

3
	

6

4
	

1
	

2
	

5
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3

4
	

1
	

5
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3

4
	

5
	

1
	

6
	

2
	

3

5
	

4
	

1
	

6
	

3
	

2

5
	

4
	

6
	

1
	

3
	

2

5
	

6
	

4
	

3
	

1
	

2

6
	

5
	

4
	

3
	

2
	

1

6
	

5
	

3
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1
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1
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5
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4

3
	

6
	

2
	

5
	

1
	

4

etc.

Some beautiful symmetries emerge in these patterns, which have

inspired a number of mathematical studies of change ringing and

may be modelled using group theory techniques. At least one of

these studies has been carried out with the aid of a computer.4

Change ringing processes have been used to generate material in

some of Lejaren Hiller's computer music compositions.5
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Generative processes of the type described have been used by many recent

composers. The music of Steve Reich is almost entirely dedicated to

exploring and making use of such processes. 6 But other composers have

made effective use of process techniques in more familiar concert works.

Messiaen, for example, has made use of an intervallic expansion process

similar to that described in example 3.2 in many of his works.7

Although some composers have found that such deterministic composing

processes can be very useful in specific instances, in general they are

generatively rather weak structures compared to the stochastic systems

to be considered below, which are of much wider application and offer

more sophisticated opportunities for structural control.
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3.3 Serial manipulation

In order to assist with data generation in many early attempts at

composition with computer music systems, use was made of serial

composition techniques, by means of which, the standard permutations

and transpositions of a twelve-note series could be systematically

exploited.

An early use in England was made in 1963 by the computer scientist

Stanley Gill in response to a request for background music for a T.V.

program. 8 He used a computer to generate versions of a twelve note row,

which were tested against a few other compositional rules, and used to

produce a short piece for string trio.

At Utrecht, Koenig has developed a composing program PROJECT ONE which

is designed as an extension of serial techniques:

"PROJECT ONE is intended to carry on from serial compositional
technique, and to describe a study model which, practically
independently, produces any number of variants of a basic
structure."

This was designed to produce an output which could be transcribed for

whatever instrumental resources the user required. Koenig has recently

renewed the program so that it can be used to generate electronic sounds

directly. The author has made use of the nrogram in this form.

The greatest use of serial techniques, however, has been in the United

States. The post-serial combinatorial techniques of composition favoured

by Milton Babbit and his pupils have found a ready and convenient outlet
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in computer sound synthesis systems. Barry Vercoe 10 and John 4e1by

are amongst those composers who have used systems in this way.

A twelve-note serial facility is not uncommon in computer music

installations in the States. For example, Donald Byrd has described

the program MUSC which is available at Indiana. 12 A number of studies

have appeared concerned with combinatorial problems which may arise in

the systematic application of serial techniques. An article by Kobin

and Ashford, for example, discusses certain harmonic difficulties which

have been encountered.13

Some composers find that working with such techniques can be satisfying

and rewarding, but nevertheless, the writer is of the opinion that again,

they are rather limiting and lacking in generality. In fact. Koenig points

out that serial composition can be considered to be a snecial case of 	 -

aleatoric compositional technique where the twelve notes have to occur

with equal frequency.	 Koenig's intention in using the term "aleatoric"

is essentially to mean the same as the more explicit term "stochastic".

Such systems are considered below (section 3.5).
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3.4 Descriptive grammars

So far, the systems described have all been generative systems where a

starting structure and a simple increnental or permutational algorithm

are defined and used to produce a completely controllable and predictable

result. In addition to these techniques, more formal descriptive systems

have been developed which give the user of computer music synthesis

systems more flexibility in organising sound data. These range from

basic methods for automatically repeating chunks of data, which avoid

unnecessary re-writing of lists of note definitions, to sophisticated

data control systems where groups of related structures may be defined

and various structural manipulations applied. Although not necessarily

explicitly described as such, all these approaches can be termed types

of descriptive grammars.

Examples of these are the SCORE program of Leland Smith, in use at

Stanford and IRCAM, 15 and the facilities available as part of the

Structured Sound Synthesis Project (SSSP) under development by William

Buxton and others at Toronto.16

Recently, two sophisticated studies of a musical descriptive grammar

have anpeared which, based on the effective use of formal language theory,

appear to offer the most powerful and efficient means of describing

musical structures so far developed, though both have yet to be applied

in a working system.7 lB It has already been stated that this study

is more concerned with generative, rather than descriptive systems; but

formal grammatical techniques, applied in the context of the auto-

generative stochastic systems being considered, rather than exclusively

as a medium in which to express a precise structural definition, have an
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enormous potential. .Such a use of formal grammars is taken up and

explored in chapter 8 and in the remainder of the thesis.
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a computer, a composer is forced to specify , every last aspect of a sound,

and may unexpectedly find that he needs to control all sorts of Darameters

which were previously taken for granted. If these parameters are left

unchanged, the result can be boring and lifeless; if an attempt is made

to control every last subtlety of sound production individually, the

task becOmes hopeless; stochastic techniques can provide useful solutions

to such difficulties at every level of composition.

Pioneering work with some types of stochastic control has been a feature

of some of the early compositions of Xenakis 19 and Hiller. 20 Koenig has

written composing programs involving stochastic choices, where the user

is able to define an outline of a compositional structure for which the

computer will fill in the details. 21 Some of Koenig's techniques have

been developed and incorporated in Truax's P.O.D. programs.22

The purpose of the following sections is to explain the nature and

operation of stochastic techniques in composition. The text begins by

describing simple structures, and with the aid of examnies builds un to

a more complex and sophisticated level whe the benefits of stochastic

and grammatical means of definition are combined.
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CHAPTER FO.L'R

STOCHASTIC PATTERN GENERATION (i)

SIMPLE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

4.1 Preliminaries

Before using any sort of stochastic patterning system, it is necessary

to identify which compositional parameters are to be controlled, and the

range of values which each can assume. The range of values will be

referred to as the Bet of events which constitute the event space. For

most musical purposes the set of events will be discrete. The stochastic

modelling of processes with continuous event spaces is rather more

complicated; the present discussion will in general be limited to discrete

event spaces.

The event space must be an ordered space, that is with the events in

some natural or clearly defined sequence. The following notation will

be used:

E=

where E is the event space, the ordered set of events

and e1 , e2 , ,.	 are the individual events

and i is the index of event e

I El is the order of the event space and is equal to n , the

number of events.
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Example 4.1.1

An event space can be defined for the intensity parameter as below:

Ej.t =	 (pp,pp,p,mD,mf,f,ff,fff)

here, e1 = ppp ,	 e , = inp ,	 etc.	 IE.	 J	 =	 8
int

Example 4.1.2

An event space for the duration parameter may be:

(1,),	 >E=
dur

and in this case,	 lEduri	 =

It is not necessary to define an event space by listing its elements, a

description will suffice.

Example 4.1.3

An event space for the pitch parameter:

itch =	
the major scale of C )

here,	 it h'	
=

The techniques discussed below set out methods of selecting events to

achieve a desired result.
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dur.

2

10

2

3

7

11

mt.

8

2

5

1

1

7

pitch

9

16

2

3

19

17

note 1

note 2

note 3

note 4

note 5

note 6

timbre

3

1

3

3

2

1

4.2 Equally likely outcomes

The simplest situation is where each event is equally likely to occur.

This corresponds to the aleatoric process described above where the

outcome is totally at random.

Example

The following four parameter event spaces may be defined:

	

itch =	
( the scale of chromatic notes from C to G' )

Edur	 =	 < ) to
	 in semiquavers )

	

=	 to fff )

	

Etib =
	

( flute, oboe , violin )

I Epjtch I -
	

20
	

lEd!	 =	 16

t Eint i	 =
	

8
	

l Et i mbre l=	 3

A random choice is made from each parameter space. So, for example,

the following matrix identifies an event by its index, for each

parameter, in defining each note:
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A

E

D

D

F#

E

fff

pp

mf

ppp

ppT)

ff

'p

c1"J
J)

I, is

violin

flute

violin

violin

oboe

flute

note 1

note 2

note 3

note 4

note 5

note 6

Or in terms of actual events:

When transcribed into traditional musical notation, this will

appear as in figure 8.

Uie

oboe

YiotV%

-3 .---.----

;	

---_: ___

_________

4JJ

fl,p

figure 8

A randomly generated sequence

It is a simple matter to use the random number generating facility

available in most computer languages to control the choice of states.

In the BASIC language, a call of the function RND(N) will deliver a

random integer in the range 0 to N-i , which can be used to choose

the index of an event to be selected from the event space. Where a
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random number generator is not available, a simple subroutine or

procedure may be written. The author has described a technique used in

some earlier work, and there are many descriptions and discussions of

random number generators in the literature.1

The material used at the opening of the tape niece MACRICISUM was

generated by making a simple random cioice from within the limits of the

event space specified for each parameter (see section 6.2.3).

With many parameters being controlled, and with careful definition of

each event space, the resulting sound, over short periods, will sound far

from chaotic, and may produce pleasing and original patterned sequences.

Such a strict random distribution of events, with equally likely outcomes

does not, however, correspond to any natural nhenomena. It is usual for

certain events to be weighted so that they are more likely to occur than

others. Techniques for adjusting the likelihood of particular outcomes

can be very useful in stochastic composition, and these will now be

considered.
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4.3 Probability distribution define.d a priori

The weighting of various events can be specified by defining a

probability asBignment or vector over the event space. The number of

entries, or order of the probability assignment must obviously equal the

order of the event space.

Example 4.3.1

A composer could decide that he wants to produce a sequence of

pitches which contains many A's, a few D's, hardly any F#'s, G#'s

or B's, and nothing of anything else. He will first of all define

a pitch event space:

Epitch =	
( A,BID,F#,G#)

and a corresponding probability assignment:

P1	=	 (0.6,0.05,0.25,0.05,0.05)

or if listed side by side:

A	 06

B	 005

D	 025

F#	 0.05

0•05

p(e) is the probability of event i occuring, so

p(e) = p(A) = 06

This means that A will occur with a probability of 06 , that

is 60% of the time; B will occur with a probability of O•05

that is 5% of the time, and so on.
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Each event nrobability must be less than or equal to one: p(e) 1 for

all ± . The total sum of probabilities must equal one, or in the usual

mathematical notation:

p(e1)	 =	 1

This distribution can then be used to generate a sequence which stays

within the required bounds.

A probability assignment may be used in a computer program to generate

a sequence in the following way. First of all, starting at the beginning

of the assignment and working through it, each probability is replaced

by the sum of the probabilities up to that point, thus producing a

cumulative array. So if p'(e1) represents the value associated with

event e in the new cumulative array P', then:

p'(e) i-	 (e)	 i = 1, ...

For each event required, a random real number between 0 and 1 is

generated. The values in the array are compared one by one with the

random number until a value greater that the random number is found.

The position in the array where this occurs is used to index the required

event from the event space. This procedure may be repeated for as many

events as are required and will, as the total number of events generated

increases, produce a sequence whose overall distribution of events becomes

progressively closer to that defined in the original assignment.
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When these sequences for pitch and rhythm are combined, the resulting

sequence of figure 9 is formed:

figure 9

A melodic sequence generated from simple probability distributions

Note that there is no need for events in the event space to consist of

single elements. In the rhythmic event space of the example above:

e 1 	 =

Each event may be whatever the composer wants to specify, and may be as

complex as he wishes. A set of pre-recorded concrete sounds may be used

for an event space, or a group of electronically synthesized sound

complexes. The following simple example has each event in the event

space consisting of a pre-composed group of notes.

Example 4.3.3

Using the same probability measure as above (4.3.1) a different

event space of order 5 may be chosen with the five events e 1 ,.. .,e5

defined in figure 10 (page 6l). An event sequence such as the 	 -

following:

e1 e1 e5 e1 e3 e2 e1 e3 e1 e1 e1 e5 e3 e1 e1 e1 e1 e3 e1 e1
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e1

e

1

e£pPe4

•1

figure 10

An event space for a simple piano composition
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will then transcribe into the form of figure 11 (page 63).

It is possible for each event to be itself defined stochastically. This

idea is taken up later (section 6.5.2) and is the case with many of the

examples in chapter 7. Such generality gives this stochastic approach

a considerable power.
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'.!•u-e 11
An event sequence formed bq the application of a simple probabilitg

assignment over the event space of figure 10
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E =<

4.4 Probability distribution defined by analysis

It is possible to produce a probability assignment by analysing a given

sequence. This is done by counting the number of occurences of each

event and assigning probabilities proportionately.

Example 4.4.1

A probability assignment will be constructed for the extract shown

in figure 12 from the first Chromatic Invention in Bartok's

Microkosmos Book VI.2

p	 I - -

figure 12

The beginning of the 'irst Chromatic Inventicn from Mikrokosmos
Book 6, Bartok

First of all, the event space of figure 13 may be defined. (This

is only one of many which could be used.)

--

>

figure 13

A pitch event space

IEI	 =	 13	 -.
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In the following chart, the number of times an event occurs is

given in the first column, its relative percentage in the second,

and corresponding probability in the third.

number of
State
	

occurences	 %	 probability

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Total

1

2

1

6

4

3

1

4

3

l

1

2

2

30

3

7

3

20

13

7

3

13

10

3

3

7

7

100

.03

•07

03

•2

•13

•07

•03

•l3

•1

•03

03

07

07

1•00

The required probability assignment is in the final column:

P	 =	 (03,07,03,2,l3,07,03,l3,1,03,03,07,07)

Some early experimenters with computer music thought that it was possible

to reproduce melodic styles by analysing a given melody and using the

results to generate new sequences. However, such a simple technique

alone is quite inadequate, as was soon discovered. Nevertheless, the

results of this type of test may be useful for study and comparison, and

to generate material which has a restricted resemblance at the lowest

level to the parent source.
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The author has used these techniques to analyse intervallic content in

recitatives from Passions by Handel and Bach. 3 The study produced some

interesting observations which might otherwise have gone unnoticed. For

example, it transpired that Handel, in general, used smaller intervals

than Bach; and Bach's "Christus" recitatives contain many more intervals

of the perfect fifth than might have been expected. Analysis by

intervals is a particular use of difference distributions which are

discussed in section 4.6 below.

Probability assignments generated by analysis can be useful in composition,

as long as the limitations are understood.

Example 4.4.1 continued

The event space and probability assignment of the example above,

may generate a sequence such as the following:

4	 8	 2	 5128111	 5	 4	 6	 8	 9	 5

4 12 3 4	 7	 9 4 5 13 2	 6	 8 13

which transcribes into the form of figure 14 below.

A synthetic 'Chromatic Invention' based on the probabilities
derived from Bartok's original in figure 12

figure 14
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Any claim that this is representative of Bartok's style is clearly

misleading. Such a small original sample is bound to generate a

reasonably lively result with a sunerficial resemblace to Bartok. But

as the generated sequence length is extended, the result lacks variety

and structure, becoming formless and boring.

Defining an alternative event space, based on units two beats long for

example, will produce a different set of similar characteristics.

The author has used the results of stochastic analysis of natural

language as a compositional technique, but this was carried out using

Markov Chain techniques where event probabilities vary according to

their context, and so discussion of this is deferred until the next

chapter.
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4.5 Probabilit y distribution defined b a function

One of the most interesting and productive uses of simple distributions

involves using a particular function to define the probability

assignment so forming a specific relationship between the individual

probabilities. In this way coherent structures, with readily

recognisable patterns may be generated.

Example 4.5.1

A regular distribution with a triangular shape may be generated

using the function:

p(e) = n(n+l)	 i = 1 , ... , n

where e refers to the i-th event

and n is the total number of events, as before.

Use of the above function will generate a simple arithmetic

sequence of probabilities which all add up to unity.

So, if n=4,

P=

	 Ii	 1	 3

If n=12,

P -	 1	 1	 2	 5	 1	 7	 Lf	 3	 5	 11	 2

It can be quickly verified that in both of these cases,

P(e )	 =	 1
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2/13

5/39

probs. 
Lj./39

1/13

2/39

1/39

1	 2	 3 k 5	 6 7	 8	 9	 10 11	 12

.15

.1

.05

0

The use of such a distribution will generate a sequence with elements

evenly biased towards events with a larger index, and event n occuring

most frequently. With n equal to 4 , in a sequence of 10 events,

one would expect event 4 to occur four times, event 3 to occur three

times, event 2 to occur twice and event 1 to occur only once. This

bias shows clearly in a distribution diagram such as figure 15 which

shows in graphic form the distribution expected if n=12.

figure 15

A regular triangular-shaped distribution

If the probability assignment of order 12 as specified above is applied
-y

to the pitch event space consisting of the twelve notes of the chromatic

scale above D, then a sequence such as that in figure 16 may be generated.
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figure 16

A melodic sequence derived using a triangular-shaped distribution

The distribution used above is a regular triangular functi.on. Such a

regular distribution is unlikely to correspond to the event frequencies

of any naturally occuring phenomena, but certain other standard

distributions have been shown to model natural events closely. The sort

of examples which statisticians cite to illustrate these distributions

are: "The number of defective components in a batch", "The number of

corpuscles in a given volume of blood", "Life expectancy at a given age"

and even "The number of cavalry men killed bya horse-kick in a year"

Distributions commonly used include the Binomial distribution and the

Normal distribution, which are very similar in shape. An event

probability graph of the Binomial distribution has the following form

of figure 17.
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or

Probability

state8

figure 17

The basic shape of the binomial disttibution

Here there is a bulge of events all having close probabilities of

occurance, which rapidly falls to a tail of unlikely or infrequent events.

It should be noted that as far as defining a generative probability

assignment is concerned, turning the distribution around the other way

(figure 18(a)) or having the bulge in the middle (figure 18(b)) amount

to the same thing as using the original form of the distribution which

may be reconstructed merely by re-naming and re-ordering the events.

a
	 b

figure 18

alternative forms of the binomial distribution
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Probabilities

Another useful distribution is the PoisBon l7istribution.

figure 19

The basic shaoe of the Poisson distribution

In this case, the probabilities immediately fall from the maximum and

then gradually tail off as before. The function which may be used to

derive the probabilities is:

pej )	 =

here,	 U =	 i (1-1) (i-2) ... 1

e	 is the exponential function, which models natural

patterns of growth and decay

A	 is a scaling factor which will determine the steepness

of the curve and affect the overall mean density of

events.

It has been shown that the Poisson distribution is ideal or modelling

the occurence of isolated events in a continuum, 5 .and it has consequently

been applied successfully in musical composition. Xenakis has made use

of the distribution in some of his works, notably ACHORIPSIS for
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orchestra, 6 and Barry Truax has used the Poisson distribution as the

basis of his POD programs. 7 (POD is merely an acronym for Poisson

Distribution.)

Other more complex functions include skew distributions where the rate

at which probabilities approach or recede from the maximum may be

different (figure 20).

A skew distribution

figure 20

There are also distributions with more than one peak (figure 21).

A two-peaked distribution

figure 21
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However, the means of defining such functions can become rather

complicated. It is simpler to divide the function into line segments,

each of which is a triangular distribution. For small event spaces each

probability may be specified individually as was done originally in

section 4.3

When using a function for definition, it is not always necessary to

define the separate probabilities of the assignment explicitly. The

author has made use of the following function:

i	 =	 rnd(rnd(n))

which will produce an output with events distributed in a concave pattern

which has a similar appearance to the Poisson distribution. This will

be referred to as the random decaying function. Use of this function

means that a required value can be generated directly, when required, and

obviates the need to generate a complete probability assignment and

laboriously work through it for each event to be generated (as described

in section 4.3 above). This makes the computer operate much more

efficiently, and is particularly useful if the number of events is large.

The asym m decaying function was used exclusively to generate material

for the orchestral movement FIRELAKE'. Its nature and application are

discussed in the following chapter.
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4.6 Probability distribution defined at random

It is possible when using a computer to employ random techniques to

generate the probability assignment. This is done by generating a random

number for each position in the assignment, (this will usually be a real

number between 0 and 1 but it need not necessarily be so) and then

calculating the sum of the numbers. The actual probabilities are then

derived by working through the assignment and dividing each number by

the sum. This ensures that the final probabilities total unity. So,

if r is the random number generated in the i-th position of the

assignment:

p(e)	 =	 n

i=1

Example 4.6.1

To generate an assignment of order 5.

Suppose the five random numbers are as below:

R	 =	 (•69,28,53,•]2,•88)

Their sum is 2 . 5 , so the resulting probability assignment

becomes:

P	 =	 (•28,•ll,•2l,•05,.35)

and it can be seen that:

5
p(e)	 =

1=1
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It is possible to include in the assignment generating nrocedure a

provision for forming a bias towards zero probabilities. Those events

whose probability of occurence is zero are null events. Their function

may seem to be redundant, but using this technique it is possible to

define a number of different assignments on a fixed set of events. Thus,

such a use of null events is equivalent to defining a set of different

event spaces. Example 4.6.2 demonstrates this.

Even with such an apparently capricious composing method, with thoughtful

definition of the event space, a reasonable degree of control may be

achieved and interesting structures may be generated.

Example 4.6.2

An event space of order 12 for a short violin piece is defined in

figure 22 (page 77). Two probability assignments are constructed

at random:

P1 =	 ( 05 , l5 , 0, 0, • l , 09 , ll , 0 , 4, 0, 0)

P2	 =	 ( 0, • l , 0, 0, • 2 , 0, • 2 , • 1 , 0, 0 , 3, • l )

A distribution diagram of the same type as those used in the previous

section helps to visualize the situation (figure 23).

P1 is used to generate a sequence for the first section of the

piece.

9 5 9 2 9 5 10 6 1 9 7 2 6 9 2 9 9 10 7 9

And then P2 for a second section:

11 7 5 11 2 11 5 7 8 5 11 7 11 7 12 2 11 5 8 12

The result transcribes into figure 24 (page 79).
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.3

probability
.2

.1

0

assignment P1

•Lf

.3

probability
.2

.1

0

1	 2 3	 k	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11 12

events

assignment P2	-

1	 2	 3	 k	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11 12

events

figure 23

Two probability assignments foi a violin piece
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In earlier work the author has made much use of probability assignments

formed at random, 8 but these have mostly been in the context of more

complex Markov systems which are to be discussed in chapter 6.

I
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4.7 Difference Distributions

The Markov Chain systems to be considered shortly take into account the

past history leading up to the occurence of an event; its occurence

probability depends on the immediately preceding event. Difference

di8tribution8 form a bridge between the simple distributions which have

been considered and Markov chains by considering the frequency or

probability distribution of differences or intervals between event

indices. These can be particularly useful in analysis, but present

difficulties when used as a generative model.

Example 4.7.1

Consider the following sequence of events, from an event space of

order 6.

65113465121

It is possible to construct another sequence which specifies the

difference between each event.

-1 -4 0 +2 +1 +2 -1 -4 +1 -1

A difference space DE can then be constructed.

IDE =	 (-4,-3,-2,-1,O,+1-'-2)

The probability distribution over the difference space,	 , is

defined by counting the number of occurences of each difference,	 ,-

and dividing by jD , the total number of differences. So,

P	 =	 ( • 2 , 0 , 0 , • 3 , • 1 , 2 , 2 )
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In this way a consideration of the "up and clown" movement of a sequence

may be incorporated into the model, and so some formulation of a state's

contextual function is maintained.

The best method of representing types of difference distributions is in

the context of Markov Chain systems and so further discussion is

reserved until later.
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CHAPTER FI.VE

APPLICATION IN COMPOSITION Ci) - FIRELAKE

5.1 Composing semantics

FIRELAKE is the central section of a larger orchestral work: WINDOWS

INTO ETERNITY which portrays various visions in the 'Apocalypse' or

'Revelation' of St. John:

"... the devil was thrown into the lake of fire and brimstone
where the beast and the false prophet were, and they will be
tormented day and night for ever." 1

The basic musical plan was to use the strings as a background, maintaining

a continuous shuffling profile to represent the bubbling red surface of

the lake, from which yellow and orange splashes of woodwind colours came

flickering out in tongues of flame; all this to be periodically

punctuated with white tormented shrieks from the brass and deep aeonic

rumbles from the timpani.

This basic conceptual design is represented in figure 25.
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5.2 The Random Decaying Function

It was decided to make use of the Random Decaying Function (abbreviated

to RD-function) which was introduced above (section 4.5). The

particular form of the function used was the following:

i	 =	 rnd(rnd(n) + 1)

This will deliver a random integer in the range of 0 to n-i inclusive,

and can be used to index a total of n events. The indices will be

biased towards 0 . Figure 26 shows the distribution formed by this

function over an event space of order 10.

.3

.2

probabilities

.1

0	 123	 k 56	 789

figure 26

The random decaying function

The effect of the use of this function is to form a background of

frequently occuring events, with a bias towards a particular event, into

which the less frequent events only occasionally intrude. This maintains
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an optimal balance between repetition of familiar material and the

introduction of unexpected, intermittant extremes.

The nature of the practical application of the function was varied to

suit the musical context and the effect being sought. It was used to

control all of the main compositional parameters, including pitch,

duration and intensity in a number of different ways. These, and the

different event spaces over which the functional assignment was applied,

are detailed for each instrumental class in the sections which follow.

The overall jurisdiction of the function provides for a high level of

structural unity and integration.
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5.3 Application of the distribution

STRINGS

The strings play in quavers throughout, in unison or octaves. 'C' was

chosen as the tonal centre, on which the pitch structure is built, and

so, using the RD-function to derive the pitches means that the probability

of a particular pitch occuring reduces the higher above 'C' it is.

Figure 27 below is an example of the type of pitch sequence this may

produce.

figure 27

A pitch sequence produced by the RD function

Even though the individual notes are of constant length, the RD-function

was used to derive sectional durations. It was decided that the overall

density of the string writing should be O75 , that is each

instrumental part should on average rest for approximately one quarter of

the time. Three calls were made to the RD-function and the suni used to

determine the length of a sequence of pitches in bars, and then one call

to determine the length of following silence. This means that the

silent sections tend to be short, with only occasional longer rests.

Reference should be made to the full score in Appendix A.
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The RD-function was also used to define intnsity, on a six point scale

from ff to pp, with the bias towards ff, and the length of time for

which each intensity state was to apply, in terms of number of whole

bars and number of additional beats.

It should be pointed out that at least as far as the strings were

concerned zero' lengths, which are in fact the most common, will not

appear at all and so the actual distribution in this case is a little

different from the RD-function which otherwise governs the compositional

structure.

WOODWIND

The woodwind also play in unison or octaves,but in semiquavers and in

intermittent groups of notes. The density of sound in relation to the

whole playing time was chosen as 05, so the RD-function was called

to determine the length of pause, in quavers, and then again to

determine the length of note groups, also measured in quavers. 0's were

ignored. Figure 28 below shows the sort of rhythmic structure which is

produced.

-- l . J7)1	
Jjv)	 I

figure 28

A rhythmic seguenceproduced by the RD function

This resulted in twenty five note groups being formed, separated by rests.

In addition, a short delay was introduced before the first woodwind entry.
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The pitches were chosen in the same way as for the strings. The

instrumentation for each of the twenty five note groups was determined

by working through each instrumental part, and using the RD-function to

determine for how many groups the instrument played, and for how many

groups it rested. Zero's were included this time, so where an

instrument plays for a zero number of note groups, it ends up enjoying

long rest periods. The resulting woodwind instrumentation scheme is

represented in figure 29 (page 90).

BRAS S

The RD-function determined the pattern of entries, with a density of

0 • 25 , i.e. the brass plays for a total of only one quarter of the time.:
The function was also used to determine the rhythm pattern for each note

group. 0 indicated an acciaccatura, and the values 1 to 6 represented

note lengths in semiquavers. The following is an examnie of the rhythm

of the note groups so produced:

4

• UU. ;.
figure 30

A rhythmic fragment produced with a differeht method of app1yin9
the RD function

Again, a delay was introduced before the first brass entry.
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'

The function was then used to determine the , number of different pitches

required in each chord represented by the notes in the rhythmic pattern,

the values of the pitches in the chord, and the instruments available to

play them. The actual allocation of pitches to instruments, and choice

of register, was determined by hand so as to achieve the most easily

playable arrangement for each instrument.

The simple constraints could easily have been programmed for the computer

to do the job, but it would have taken longer. The computer should

always be used as a servant, to aid composition; not as a master, used

for its own sake.

The brass play fortissimo throughout.

TIMPANI

The timpani entries were determined at a density of 0125 , with

rhythmic patterns constructed in the same way as for the brass. The

tonal centre 'G' is used as the only pitch, and the player is

instructed to play fortissimo.
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5.4 Conclusions

The Lull score of FIRELAKE can be found in Appendix A.

Having heard the work performed, the author is generally quite

satisfied with the result. Use of the RD-function produces a

structural balance and integrity which is quite easy to perceive. In

this application the composer had complete control of the structural

development of the piece, and was able to assess the effect of various

alternatives before deciding upon the most effective interpretations and

applications of the function being used, which was acting very much as

servant rather than master of the operation; although having decided to

use the function, there is a sense in which decisions are made in order

to make it work effectively. Its nature and presence can therefore

determine and mould the direction of compositional activity. But these

are none the less very stimulating constraints within which to work.

When the work was introduced to the orchestra giving the first

performance, they were told that one section of the seven in the

complete piece was written with computer assistance. After playing the

work through they were invited to suggest which section it was. The

composer thought that it was obvious, but surprisingly no one identified

the section correctly! The reaction judged on such an informal basis of

course has little value as a valid statistical test. The players'

expectations of what computer music ought to sound like could vary

dramatically. But the reaction does seem to demonstrate that the section

blends into the work as a whole, and is not a comnositional cuckoo.
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FIRELAKE was first performed at Strasswalchen near Salzburg on 31st

July 1979.
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CHAPTER SIX

STOCHASTIC PATTERN GENERATION (ii)

MARKOV CHAINS

The patterning systems described in chapter four were all derived from

simple probability distributions, which remain constant over a period of

time. Much more sophisticated control mechanisms may be constructed,

however, by taking into account the context of an event in a sequence,

and making the probability of the occurence depend upon the event which

preceeded it. The analysis and generation of such sequences were first

considered by the Russian mathematician A. A. Markov (1856 - 1922) who was

engaged in a study of the alternation of vowels and consonants in

Pushkin's "Eugene Onegin". 1 This is an interesting example of how

essentially artistic or literary directed ends led to the development of

a sophisticated mathematical tool which has had a profound influence in

every aspect of mathematical statistics, electronic engineering and even

economics.
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6.1 Matrix of transition probabilities

If i and j are the indices of events from an initial event space, and

Em is the event index of the m-th event in the generated sequence, then

the following relation formally expresses the dependence of each event's

probability on its antecedent:

Pu	 =	 1 Em+i 3 IEm=i)

In other words, pjj represents the probability of event i being

followed by event j

It is usual to express the probabilities p 	 in the form of a matrix.

The rows represent the 'current events', for each of which there is a

separate probability assignment to determine the next vent. It follows

that the matrix will be a square matrix. It will have the following

form:

P=

p11 p12

p21 p22

.

Pu1 P12

pnl Pfl2
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It is clear that the sum of each row must be 1

j
1pij	 =	 1	 i=l,2, ...,n

And the sum of all the probabilities must therefore be equal to the order

of the event space:

.	 .	 pi.	
=	 n

1=1 )1

Such a matrix as this is called a matrix of transition probabilities or

a stochastic matrix.

Example 6.1.1

The following stochastic matrix defines conditional probabilities

on three events:	 -

• 8	 0	 •2

P1	=	 0	 0	 1

• 2	 • 8	 0

This matrix defines a situation where event 1 will tend to be

followed by itself and occasionally by the third event, event 2

will always be followed by event 3, event 3 will mostly be

followed by event 2 , but occasionally by event 1 . The

following is an example of the sort of sequence this matrix will

produce:

e1 e1 e1 e1 e1 e1 e1 e1 e3 e2 e3 e2 e3 e2 e3 e2 e3 e2

e3 e2 e3 e1 e1 e1 e1 e1 e3 e2 e3 e2 e3 e2 e3 e1 e1 e1 e1

Patterns generated by this matrix will always have long sequences

of one repeated event followed by sequences of two alternating



different.

events. This may be interpreted in musical terms by using the

three-event space defined in figure 31(a) producing the sequence

transcribed in figure 31(b).

Example 6.1.2

Changing the probabilities.

Using the same event space, a different stochastic matrix may be

defined:

0	 .5	 .5

P2	=	 1	 0	 0

1	 0	 0

In this case, both event 2 and event 3 will a1ways be followed

by event 1, but event 1 may be followed by either event 2 or

event 3 with equal probability. A sequence such as the following

may be produced:

e1 e2 e1 e3 e1 e2 e1 e2 e1 e3 e1 e3 e1 e3 e1 e2 e1 e3 e1 e2 e1

In other words, events 2 and 3 alternate with event 1

Transcribed into musical terms, using the same event soace as

example 6.1.1 above, this sequence will produce figure 32. Even

though this example is constructed from the same simple material

as figure 31(b), it can be seen th 'at the musical effect is quite

It is often useful in helping to visualise the structure of a matrix,

to use an event-relation diagram of the type associated with the study
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(a)
4')

e3___e2=
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(b)

figure 31

An event space and event sequence formed by the
application of a Markov Chain

figure 32

An event sequence formed by applyinq a different Markov
Chain to the same event sequence as figure 31



of finite automata, with lines representing the possibilities of changing

from one event to another, as defined in the matrix.

Example 6.1.3

The matrices in examples 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 will apnear as in figure

33, which gives a clear picture of the structures involved.

Example 6.1.1	 Example 6.1.2

figure 33

Event relation diagram of two simple Markov Chains

The method of using a matrix to generate a sequence is an extension of

the procedure described in section 4.3. The initial event may be chosen

at random or specified by the user; the row corresponding to this event

is then identified in the matrix, the probability assignment specified

in that row is used to derive the next event, event j, using the

technique described in section 4.3, then event j becomes the current

event, the j-th row is identified, and the process is repeated all over

again many times to produce the required length for the sequence.

In a similar way to the process described in section 4.4, it is possible

to analyse given sequences to produce material for use in composition.
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As before, this is best explained with an ecamp1e. The techniciues used

in composing the choral work TEXT YEARS will be described.

Example 6.1.4

TEXT YEARS : Markov Chain analysis in composition.

TEXT YEARS is a choral work which explores the massed effect of a

large number of voices reading special texts which were carefully

prepared to generate distinctive textures. The sound of letters

in a sequence of synthetic text is strongly dependent on an

individual letter's context. This is particularly true of vowel

combinations. For example, the sound of the letter "o" is different

each time it appears in the following invented words, when spoken

by someone who is used to standard English pronunciation:

moso	 moosoop	 kolokos	 inoalo

It therefore seemed appropriate to make use of Markov Chain

techniques to form the texts to be used in the composition since

simple probabilities would be inadequate in providing consistent

sonic textures.

Short contrasting fragments of text were constructed, being

designed to produce particular effects. For exaiirnle, "dum dum da

duma da duma duin . . ." will sound like plucked strings, "knng

gonngong ..." like bells and "krak tak a kraka .. ." like spitting,

crackling fire. Each fragment of text was analysed to construct a

stochastic matrix which was then used to generate a substantial

amount of textural material which would be consistent in its

probability structure, and hence in its overall stochastic sound
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texture. The raw material produced in this way was drawn upon to

arrange and develop contrasting textural blocks split amongst four

groups of performers in the final score.

The program for analysing and synthesizing texts using the Markov

chain model may be found in Appendix C. This is written in

ALGOL 60. A flow chart showing the operation of the first part

of the program, which analyses the input text and generates a

stochastic matrix from it, is given in figure 34. The second half

of the program, which uses the matrix to generate sequences,

operates in the way already described above (page 99).

The complete score of TEXT YEARS is in Appendix B.

TEXT YEARS was first perfomed in the New Hall of the City University

London on 24th April 1978, and subsequently at the ICA, London on

17th December 1978.

The program used for TEXT YEARS was also used to construct the text for

the composition DUTCH COUR4GE. This program is not limited to text

analysis and synthesis, but may also be used on any sequence of symbols,

for example the notes in a melody, providing the input is encoded into

alphabetic form.

Markov chains have been the subject of a considerable amount of

mathematical study. 2 Different types of events! matrices and patterns

have been classified and studied, and a number of useful results have
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Set matrix = 0

Set 1=27 (value of
space character)

Read character

Is it a "new line"
character ?

Is it a space1

Is the next
character a

space ?

Is it the final
actJ.

Set j internal
value of

character - 3872

Set i=l for
first row

Add up the

p1 '5 for
row 1

Move to next
character in
input stream

Increment
by 1

Set i=j

Divide each
Pij by the

row sum

Any more
rows ?

Next row
set

i = i+l

Matrix is
complete

• F1c ch&tt p1 itiii the bas1c OpeEatibz Of the TEXT YEARS prOgram

figure 34
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been obtained. Some of the basic results are summarized in the following

sections, and their musical implications are considered.
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6.2 Classifying events

An awareness of the different types of events, in terms of their function

or status in a Markov Chain, can help in understanding the structure of

a chain formed by analysis or random techniques. This in turn can help

in the definition of chains, either for specific tasks, or by making use

of a limited degree of semi-random control, but at the same time aiming

to produce a coherent result. A theory built up from event analysis can

help to describe and predict certain properties of the resulting event

sequences.

6.2.1 Accessible and communicating events

An event j is said to be accessible from event i if j can be reached

from i in a finite number of steps. If j is accessible from i , this

can be written:

i

If i can be reached from i in one step, it is said to be directly

accessible.

If 5 is accessible from i , and k is accessible from j , then it can

be seen that k is accessible from i , i.e.

i	 j	 and	 j	 ^k	 i- ^k

This is the transitive property of the accessibility relation.
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Example 6.2.1.1

Referring to the matrix P1 of example 6.1.1 (page 96), it can be

seen that event 3 is accessible from event 1 , and event 2 is

accessible from event 3, and so event 2 is accessible from event

1 (but not directly accessible). This can be seen quite clearly

in the event diagram of figure 33 (page 99). Notice that in this

case all the events are accessible from themselves, i.e.

i—'-i	 i=l,2,3

But only event 1 is directly accessible from itself.

It should be pointed out that if event j is accessible from event i it

does not follow that event i is accessible frOm event j , so the

accessibility relation does not have the symmetric property.

Example 6.2.1.2

Consider the Markov Chain defined by the following stochastic matrix

o	 10

P3	=	 1	 00

0	 • 2 •8

The event diagram of figure 35 helps to visualize the structure:

•8

figure 35

EvèntrelàtiOn diagram of simpleMa.rkov Chainwith ccëss1b1 and
• inaCceasjble events	 -.
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Both events 1 and 2 are accessible from event 3, but event 3

is not accessible from either of events 1 or 2	 Events 1 and

2 are both accessible from each other.

It can be seen that a sequence produced by this chain, if begun

with event 3 , will continue with a string of 3's , to be

eventually followed by events 1 and 2 alternating.

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 1 2

Once event 2 has occured, event 3 cannot occur again.

If the two events i and j are both accessible from each other, then

they are said to communicate. In examples 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 (figure 33,

page 99) all the events communicate with each other. In example 6.2.1.2

events 1 and 2 communicate, event 3 communicates only with itself.

It can be seen that the communication relation is both transitive and

symmetric.

Any event which communicates with another event, must communicate with

itself. This is known as the reflexive property and it follows

immediately from the symmetric and transitive properties.

i	 i-4-j and	 j–_--3.i

then i—'-i and j—j

The communication relation is represented by a double headed arrow:
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The three properties of the communication rlation which have been'

established can thus be summarized as follows:

1. Reflexivity:	 i ^-^ i

2. Symmetry:	 If i i-^ j then j ----+ i

3. Transitivity:	 If i ------'- j and j ^-'- k then i +-'- k

Any relation which exhibits these three properties of relexivity,

symmetry and transitivity is known as an equivalence relation. The fact

that the communication relation is an equivalence relation is very

significant and will be developed in the following section (6.3).

6.2.2	 Recurrent and transient events

If, and only if, after an event i has occured, a subsequent return to

this event is certain, then event i is said to be recurrent. If, on the

other hand, starting from event i, there is a chance that the process

will not return to that event, then it is said to be transient. Thus all

events may be classified as recurrent or transient. It can be seen that

a Markov chain cannot consist entirely of transient events, but it is

possible that it may contain only recurrent events.

In the Markov Chains of examples 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 (figure 33), the process

may move freely between each event. The fact that an event will

eventually re-occur, if the process continues for long enough, is certain.

Thus all of the events in both examples are recurrent.
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In the Markov Chain of example 6.2.1.2 (figire 35), once event 3 has

occured, it may occur again, but if the process should move to event 2 ,

event 3 cannot occur again. Thus event 3 is a transient event. Events

1 and 2 Will continue to occur however, and thus are recurrent events.

An important result follows from these definitions. If two events i and

j communicate, and i ta recurrent, then event j is also recurrent. Thi5

should be fairly easy to see. The following argument develops a brief

intuitive proof.

Given that events i and j communicate and event i is recurrent, let a

process begin with event i and then proceed to event j . 	 Suppose that

after continuing from this point a return to event j is impossible,

then a return to event i must also be impossible since event j can

always be approached via event i . 	 But this contradicts the initial

condition that i was recurrent, hence a return to j must be possible

and so event j is also recurrent.

Similarly, as a corollary to the above result, it can also be shown that

if two events i and j communicate and event i is transient then event

j must also 1,e transient. For, if event i is transient and the process

moves to such a position that it cannot return to event i , then event 5

must also be inaccessible otherwise the process could return to event i

via event j with which it communicates. Hence event j is also-

transient.

A more rigorous mathematical proof of the above results may be found in

the literature.
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Again, the significance of these results iswade explicit in section 6.3..

6.2.3	 Periodic and at,eriodic events

If starting from an event e. in a Markov Chain, t is the number of

steps taken to return to e. , and a return to e. can only occur at

multiples of t , and t is the largest integer with this property, then

t is called the period of event e1 .	 If t is greater than 1 , then

event e. is said to be periodic. If t is equal to 1 , then event

e. is said to be aperiodic.

Referring to example 6.1.1 again (page 96); event e 2 can recur after

two or four steps, and also after any number of steps above that depending

upon the number of times the process reneats event e 1 .	 Similarly,

event e3 can recur after	 2, 3, 4.....steps, arid event e 1 can recur

.after one or more steps. Thus, all of these events are aperiodic.

Referring to example 6.1.2, event e1 will recur after two steps, events

e2 and e3 will recur after 2, 4, 6.....steps. Thus each event in

this Markov Chain has a period of length 2 . 	 Examination of the typical

sequence generated in this same example clearly shows the periodic effect.

In example 6.2.1.2, event e will recur only after one step and is
3

thus.aperiodic. Events e 1 and e2 always recur after two steps and

thus each has a period of length 2 .

Another important result follows from the definition of periodicity. If

two events e. and e. convnunicate, then e. and e. have the same
1.	 3	 7-	 3	 -.
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figure 36

A Markov Chain with absorbing events

Two possible realizations of event sequences are given:

1111211121111112

11333333333333

and

1112111l1121l244

44444444

With the event space defined in figure 37(a), a sonic mapping of

these sequences is given in figures 37(b) and 37(c) (page 112).
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8 --•--1

e2=

(a)

e1= e3	 eJ=

(b)

I	 I	 I	 I

(c)

I	 I	 4	 - - 1

figUre •37

An event space and two possible event sequences formed bq appiqing
the Markov Chain of figure 36
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6.3 Classifying Markov Chains

Having defined and classified certain types of events, a consideration

of the way in which these events are grouped together makes it possible

to analyse and classify various types of Markov Chains.

6.3.1	 Equivalence classes of events

It was stated in section 6.2.1 that the communication relation was an

equivalence relation. As a result of this fact, all of those events in

a Markov Chain which communicate with each other form an equivalence

class. The results of sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, namely, that if two

events communicate then they are either both recurrent.or both transient,

and that two communicating events always have the same period, lead to

the general conclusion that all the events in an equivalence class of

events are either recurrent or transient, and all have the same period.

This leads to two important results:

1. Once a process has left an equivalence class of transient events

it cannot return to it.

2. An equivalence class C of recurrent events forms a closed set such

that once a process has entered the set, it is iinnossible to move

out of it, i.e.

= 0	 if 'e £ C and ej 4 C
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An absorbing event is a closed set of order one containing just a single

recurrent event.

Any Markov Chain can be split up into discreet equivalence classes of

events. Such a partitioning is useful in describing the structure and

behaviour of a Markov Chain, particularly where the number of events

involved is large.

Example 6.3.1.1

Consider the Markov Chain defined by matrix P3 in example 6.2.1.2

(figure 35, page 105).

This splits into two equivalence classes:

C1	 = ( e3)

C2	 = ( e1 . e2)

C 1 consists of just one transient event e 3 . The closed set C2

contains two recurrent events e 1 and e2 , both of period 2

Their relationship can be represented by the class relation

diagram below.

Example 6.3.1.2

Consider the Markov Chain defined by matrix	 in example

6.2.4.1 (figure 36, page 111).
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figure 38

This consists of the following equiva'ence classes:

c 1	 = ( e 1 , e2)

C2	 = (e3>

C3	 =

C 1 contains two transient events e1 and e2 , C2 and C3 are

both closed sets each consisting of just one absorbing event. This

Markov Chain has the class relation diagram graphed in figure 38.

Class-relation diagram of the Markov Chain of figure 35

The class transition probabilities were derived in the following

way. Consider the events e1 and e2 in equivalence class C1

and their transition probabilities while the process remains in

this class. Isolating the rows and columns for just these two

events in the transition matrix gives the following:

.4	 .4

• 8	 0

This is not a stochastic matrix, but adjusting the probabilities

gives the following result, graphed in figure 39 (page 116):.

.5	 .5

1	 0
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figure 39

Event-relation sub-diagram of events in equivalence class C 1 of
figure 38

It can be seen that for every occurance of event e 2 , event e1

can be expected to occur twice, and so event e 1 will occur twice

as often as event e2 . The overall distribution of events while

the process remains in this class is thus given by the following

probability assignment:

'2 1'
II	 =	 or (.67,.33)

This result can be derived by matrix multiplication, the use of

which is considered later; but in this particular example the

process is simple enough for the probabilities to be obvious.

It is apparent therefore that the process is likely to leave this

class from event e 1 with a probability of --, in which case it

ends up at class C2 , and to leave from event e 2 with a

probability of

If the process leaves by event e 2 , reference to the original

matrix and diagram shows that it is equally probable to proceed to

or e 1 , so event e3 will follow from e 2 with an overall

probability of -. -

Since Ca can be approached in two ways, from e1 with a

probability of - and from e2 with a probability of --, these
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figure 40

Event-relatiOrr diagram of a Markiv Chain of order eht consisting
of transient classes and a recurrent class

Following the classifications developed above, it is possible to

decompose this Markov Chain into the following equivalence classes:

Cl = <e6)

C2 = (e1 e2')

C3 = <e3 , e , e5)

Ct = (e7 , e8)

C 1 , C 3 and Ck are transient classes, C2 is the only recurrent

class. The class relation diagram of figure 41 can be constructed.
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An event space is defined in figure 42 (page 121).. For convenience

the events have been grouped into their equivalence classes. The

sequences have been transcribed in figure 43 (pages 122 - 123).

When compared to the event relation diagram (figure 40) the

underlying pattern structure of the sequences should be evident.

6.3.2 Irreducible Markov Chains

If a Markov Chain consists of only one eauivalence class of communicating

events then it is said to be i.rreducibl. An irreducible Markov Chain

can only consist of recurrent events. Of the examples considered so

far,	 the Markov Chain defined by matrix P 1 of example 6.1.1 is

irreducible.

There are a number of useful results which may be used to describe the

constituent events of an irreducible Markov Chain. When a Markov Chain

has been broken down into equivalence classes, further information about

its structure may be gained by isolating each equivalence class and

considering it as if it were an irreducible Markov Chain. This was

done in example 6.3.1.2 above.

If an irreducible Markov Chain contains only ergodic events, then it is

possible to derive a limiting distribution which defines the independent

occurence probabilities of each event. In example 6.3.1.2 above, a

limiting distribution was constructed for the sub-Markov Chain formed

from class C 1 . This distribution may also be derived by matrix

multiplication.
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figure 42

An event space -for---e-sirY7ple clarinet piece
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Five possible event sequences formed by the application of the Markov
Chain of figure 40 over the event space of figure 42
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(•5)('5) +(

1 ( . 5) + 0

A complete mathematical explanation is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The reader is referred to the appropriate mathematical texts for more

detailed proofs if required. 3 A brief outline of the steps leading to

this result is given.

If a matrix P of transition probabilities is multiplied by itself, the

resulting matrix P 2 contains the probabilities that each event e.

will be followed by event e. in two steps. If the matrix is raised to

the n-th power, the resulting matrix P" contains the probabilities

p.c' that event e will be followed by event e. in n steps. As

(n)
the value of n increases, the probabilities p1.	 in each matrix will

eventually converge to a limit p	 .	 Each of the i rows in this

limiting matrix P will be identical. The entries in each row thus

form a probability assignment II which is known as the limiting

distribution. Each entry it. in the assignment gives the independent

occurence probability of each event e. in the Markov Chain.

Example 6.3.2.1

The limiting distribution of the sub-Markov Chain formed from

equivalence class C1 in example 6.3.1.2 above, was determined

intuitively. This same distribution can now be derived formally

from the stochastic matrix.

.5	 .5
p=

1	 0

2	 •5	 5	 . 5 .5

PC =
1	 0	 • 1	 0

.75 •25

.5	 .5
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=	 P]* =	 p2

*	 *
= P12 = P22

=	 (.67,•33)

111

II

=	 •67

=	 .33

I . Th ' 25(..75 •25
= (pc2)2 =

	 . 5	 .5 II .	 . J

1 .67 •1
PCO =
	

( c 2 = I 67 .33 J	
=	 pc*

.69 •31

-	 • 62 •38

It can be seen that the matrix, under multiplication, quickly

converges to the limiting distribution P

It is possible to derive from the limiting distribution the mean

recurrence time p. for each event e. in the Markov Chain. The mean
3	 3

recurrence time is the average number of steps expected in a sequence

before event e recurs. It is simply the inverse of the event's

limiting probability:

pi	
=;

Example 6.3.2.1 continued

11i =	 = 15
	

p2 =	 3

So event e 2 can be expected to recur after three steps and event

e1 after one and a half steps, on average.
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If an irreducible Markov Chain does not conlain ergodic events, in other

words it has a period greater than one, then it is not possible to obtain

the limiting distribution in this way.

Example 6.3.2.2

Consider the sub-Markov Chain formed by events e 1 and e2 from

the matrix P3 defined in example 6.2.1.2 (page 105). They both

have a period of two. The sub-stochastic matrix is:

o	 l

3C	
=	 [	 OJ

If this matrix is squared, the identity matrix is obtained:

Further multiplication will yield only )3	 and I alternately;

so this matrix never converges to a limit.

6.3.3	 Ergodic Markov Chains

If the equivalence classes of a Markov Chain include just one recurrent

class consisting of ergodic events, then it is said to be an ergodic

Markov Chain. The behaviour of such a system is perfectly predictable.

In the Markov Chain of example 6.3.1.3 (page 1l) it can be seen that the

process will always move eventually into equivalence class C 2 . This
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chain is ergodic. With the Markov Chain of example 6.2.4 (pagellO),

which has two recurrent classes <e3) and < er) , the process may

enter either of the absorbing events e 3 or ek , it is not certain

which. The behaviour of such a system is not predictable. This chain

is not ergodic.

The limiting distribution of an ergodic Markov Chain corresponds to the

limiting distribution of its recurrent class. As the number of steps

increases, the significance of the events in the transient classes lessens

and so their overall independent probabilities tend towards zero. Thus

the limiting distribution of the Markov Chain P 5 of example 6.3.1.3 is.

the same as that of its recurrent class C2 . It can be seen that the

sub-Markov Chain formed by this class is the same as the sub-Markov Chain

considered in example 6.3.2.1 above, but with the eveits numbered

differently. They therefore have a similar limiting distribution:

=	 (.33 , •67)

( 67 , .33)

Most of the musical examples which have been considered so far have been

in terms of notes expressed in conventional notation. However, it has

been pointed out that the structuring techniques being described are

equally applicable at the micro-level; an application which is particular1

explored in the following chapter. Ergod.ic Markov Chains can be

particularly useful in defining sounds which begin with noisy or complex

transient characteristics and then settle down into a more regular

oscillation. This is the case with all instrumental sounds to a small

extent, but the pattern is most particularly apparent with many percussive
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instruments such as cymbals, drums and bells. Such sounds will never

begin in a precisely identical fashion and undergo continuous subtle

forms of minor modification throughout their whole duration. Using a

Markov Chain to model such sound structures on a computer music system

gives the result a lively vigorous quality associated with natural sounds,

but always within a consistent and controllable framework.

If the Markov Chain is non-ergodic it will either contain periodic events

or more than one recurrent class. In the former case, if used for sound

synthesis, the regular cycles will produce an artificially consistent

sound, characteristic of 'electronic' music. In the latter case, the

outcomes will be unpredictable and results obtained which are inconsistent

with each other. Non-ergodic Markov Chains can be useful to produce

certain effects or if differing degrees of control are sought in specific

composing situations, but are inappropriate for the application suggested

above.

6.3.4	 Stationary Markov Chains

A Markov Chain with all its rows equal, i.e.:

ph	 =	 =	 .	 .	 . =
	

j = 1 , ... , n

is known as a Stationary Markov Chain.

It can be seen that in such a case, the probabilities of each event's

occurence are independent, for no matter what event e precedes event -
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e. its occurence probability will always b9 the same.

Since the rows, and hence the event distributions, are identical from the

start, the limiting matrix of a stationary Markov Chain will be identical

to the original matrix:

=	 Pu
	 for all	 i , j = 1 , ... , n

and so
	 p* = p

This can easily be verified by simple matrix multiplication.

A staionary Markov Chain is identical to the simple probability

distributions discussed in chapter four. - It can thus be seen that such

probability distributions are merely a special case of the more general

system of Markov Chains.

It will be shown later that the Markov Chains which have been descibed

can themselves be considered as a special case of more general systems:

Multi-dimensional Markov Chains, Markov Chains with event vectors and

Markov Chains constructed from events which are themselves defined as

Markov Chains. These will be considered later in this chapter Formal

grammars, of which Markov Chains can also be considered to be a special

case, are developed in chapter nine.

\

First of all some particular event patterns in Markov Chains will be

identified.	 -
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6.4 Some event tatterns in Markov Chains

6.4.1	 Random Walk

If the probabilities in a Markov Chain are such that:

p11 =	 = 1

p.	 = q ,	 p,	 = 1 - q	 for i = 2 , 3 , ... ,

and p. =	 0 otherwise,

so that the matrix has the following form:

1	 0	 0	 0	 •	 •	 .	 0	 0	 0

	

1-q 0	 q	 0	 •	 •	 •	 0	 0	 0
I.

	o 1-q 0	 q	 •	 •	 •	 0	 0	 0

o	 o	 0	 0	 .	 • l-q 0	 q

o	 o	 0	 0	 •	 0	 0	 1

then the process it describes is called a random walk. If the process

begins with event e., then it will move up or down to event e+1 or

e. 1 , always to an adjacent event. Eventually it will reach event e1

or e at which point it stops, for events e 1 and en are both

absorbing events. Such a process is therefore particularly described as

a random walk with absorbing barriers.

If the probabilities in the chain are such that:

= 1n,n-i = 1
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P ,	= q ,	 p	 = 1 -q	 for i = 2, 3, ... ,n-1

and	 p.,. =	 0	 otherwise,

so that the matrix has the following form:

01	 00
	

• •.	 0	 0	 0

l-q 0	 q	 0
	 •	 •	 0	 0	 0

0 1-q 0	 q
	 •	 •	 0	 0	 0

•	 .	 .	 S	 •

00	 00
	 •	 • 1-q.0	 q

00	 00
	 •	 •	 0	 1	 0

then once the process reaches event e 1 or en it will simply turn

round and work its way back again. Such a process is.known as a random

walk with reflecting bcrrriers.

Example 6.4.1.1

A random walk with absorbing barriers is defined on an event space

of order twelve ) and has the following matrix representation:

1	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

•6 0 •4 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

0 •6 0 •4 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

0	 0 •6 0 •4 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

0	 0	 0 •6 0 •4 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

0	 0	 0	 0 '6 0 •4 0	 0	 0	 0	 0

O	 0	 0	 0	 0 •6 0 .4 0	 0	 0	 0

0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 '6 0 •4 0	 0	 0

0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 •6 0 •4 0	 0

0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 •6 0 •4 0

0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 0 •6 0	 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

=	 '6 -'
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Suppose that the process begins with event e 9 . Figure 44 plots

in graphical form what might happen as the process moves from

event to event:

figure 44

Representation of an event sequence generated by MarkOv Chain with

absorbing barriers	 -

The process gradually rises to event e 1 and then stays there.

When applied to an event space consisting of notes in the chromatic

scale above E' , the result of figure 45 is obtained.

Musical transcription of figure 44

figure 45
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Exchanging the probabilities, i.e. maicing p 1 = •4 and

p. +1 =	 , will produce an opposite result where the process

gradually falls to settle on event e12.

Exainple 6.4.1.2

On the same event space, a random walk with reflecting barriers

is defined by the following matrix:

Figure 46 represents a possible plot of this process.

figure 46

Representation of \an event sequence generated by a Markov Chain with
ref1ectinarriers	 -.
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Using the same musical interpretation, as the previous example

gives figure 47.

_ tIiistti
figure 47

Musical transcription of figure 46 	 -

The random walk process was applied at a textural or micro-level to

produce particular effects in the second movement of MACRICISUM. Their

use is described in section 7.3

The random walk model has been used to describe certain types of movement

in the physical world, in particular the "Brownian Motion" of a particle

subject to a large number of molecular collisions. The 'curves' drawn

above (figures 44 and 46) belong to a particular class of mathematical

functions known as fractais which have recently been identified and

studied by Mandeibrot." They have the property that the same basic shape

structure is maintained whether considered in close-up or from a distance.

It can be seen that they have a certain resemblance to the profile of a

mountain range, and indeed formal studies have shown that a mountain
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where,

and

>0

2.

i, i-k
k= 1

p..	 >01, i+m

+ k=O" i+k

1

profile can be modelled using the random walk notion. Richard Voss has

produced simple computer-generated landscapes in this way. He has also

used the same model to generate simple melodies which he terms Brown

Music I

6.4.2	 Difference distributions and Markov Chains

The difference distributions introduced in section 4.7 have, in their

simplest form, precisely the same structure as a random walk with

reflecting barriers. In this case the difference s pace will consist just

of (-1,^l). The pattern can be extended over a larger difference space

so that each row in the corresponding stochastic matrix contains the same

probabilities, but they will be shifted one place to the right in each

successive row.

Thus if the difference space has limits (-2., i-rn), the entries in each

row of the matrix will have the following form:

i-2.+1 ' •	
, pi,	 ' P, +' , •	 • ' i, i+m

Example 6.4.2.1

Consider the difference space DE of example 4.7.1 (page 81):

DE	 =	 (-4,-3,-2,-1,0,+l,+2)
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which was defined over an event space . of order six and has the

following probability assignment:

P	 =	 (-2,0,0, • 3, 1, • 2, .2)

The corresponding stochastic matrix may be constructed by writing

the difference space probability assignment in each row, with the

entry corresponding to the 0 difference in the difference space

(in this case	 1 , in the fifth position) always centering on

that is on the main diagonal of the matrix. Where there are

too many entries to fit in to the left or right of p. they are

left out, and the probabilities adjusted afterwards to make each

row total unity. Thus the intermediary matrix is as below:

• 1 • 2 • 2	 0	 0	 0

.3 • l . 2 . 2	 0	 0

0	 • 3 • 1 •2 . 2	 0

0	 0	 • 3 • l . 2 •2

• 2	 0	 0	 • 3 • l .2

0	 . 2	 0	 0	 • 3 •l

which with adjusted probabilities becomes the stochastic matrix P8:

.2	 •4	 .4	 0	 0	 0

375 . 125	 -25	 • 25	 0	 0

0	 •375 . 125	 . 25	 . 25	 0 -

0	 0	 .375 . 125	 • 25	 •25

• 25	 0	 0	 •375	 l25	 •25

0	 .33	 0	 0	 5	 •17

The difference distibution used in the example above could be applied to

any event space of order greater than or equal to five, since the maximum

difference is -4 . In general, it can be seen that if the order of the
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event space E is n, then the macimum difference will be n-i . Thus

the maximum size of the difference space DE will be the sum of 2(n-l),

for positive and negative differences, and 1 for a difference of 0 , i.e.

I DE I	 2(n-l)+l	 =	 2n-1

It can be seen that the matrix representation P 8 of the difference

distribution above is much more complex than the original difference space

definition DE and its corresponding probability assignment D • It is
E

therefore much more efficient to use the difference distribution

representation for a pattern structure whenever the absolute values of

events are not important, but only the difference relation between them.

This is obviously only true when the events in an event space fall

naturally into a regular, related sequence.

In a musical context this is very often the case. For example it is

frequently only the intervals between notes which are significant rather

than their absolute pitches. If a piece is transposed into a different

key, or if the whole pitch is shifted, and when an instrument is used

which has been tuned to a different standard (not a different

temperament!), the pitch relations remain identical and the piece sounds

the same.

6.4.3	 Alternating events

If for a given event ek:
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0

0

0

czk+l

0

0

0

0

0

a1

0

0

0

0

0

a2

0

0

0	 1

0	 1

0	 1

0	 1

0	 1

0	 0

0	 0

0	 0

a	 a
n-i	 n

0	 0

0	 0

	

kj >0
	 for kjj, j=l,...,k-1,k+l,...,n

p	 = 1	 for i&k, i=1,...,k-1,k+l,...,n

and	 p. = 0 otherwise,	 in particular	 = 0

then the resulting sequence will consist of event ek alternating with

the other events in the event space. The matrix will have the form:

a. =
j=1

In other words the entries will be in the form of a cross. This can be

represented by figure 48.

figure 48

General form of the matrix representing a Markov Chain with One
alternating event
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If the events are arranged so that the alternating event is e 1 , the

following simplified matrix will ensue:

0
	

a1	 a2

1
	

o	 o
	

0

1
	

o	 0
	

0

and the diagramwill appear as figure 49.

figure 49

Sirnplifiedfotrn of the matrix representing a Markov Chain with one
alternatincr event

Such a Markov Chain is irreducible, and periodic with a period of two.

Example 6.1.2 (page 97) is a specific instance of such a distribution.

(See also figures 32 and 33).

If	
. = . (i , 

j = 1 , ... ,n) then the other events will all alternate

with equal probability. If, in general, 	
.	

then the distribution

will be biased towards certain events.

If an attempt is made to draw the event relation diagram of the general

simple alternating process, the result will look like a many-petalled
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flower with the alternating event at the ceiitre (figure 50):

figure 50

Event relation diagram of the general simple alternat±ng Markov Chain

This simple alternating process may be extended to have two, three or

more alternating events which do not directly communicate with each other

but alternate with the remaining events. In general it is possible to

split the event space into two alternating classes. (N.B. These are not

the same as the equivalence classes considered in section 6.3.1 above).

Again it is most convenient to list the events such that members of one

class appear first in the event space followed by the members of the

other class. The matrix will have the form of figure 51.
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figure 51

Genral form of the matzix representing a Markov Chain with two
altetnating classes of events

If there are h events in the first alternating class, and (n-h) in the

second then:

p. > 0	 when both i > h and j ^ h
and both i h and j > h

p.. = 0	 when both i h and j < h -	 -

and both i > h and 5 > h.

The event relation diagram of the general two-class alternating process

is rather fearsome, like the jaws of a gum-chewing shark! (figure 52).

figure 52

Event telat,iofl diagram of the general two-class alternating
Mar.kov Chain
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A simple musical example illustrating this process is now given.

Example 6.4.3.1

The following matrix defines a two-class alternating ?arkov Chain

over an event space of order ten.

o 0 000

0 00 00

0 0000

0 0000

0 0 0 00

.2 . 2	 • 2	 . 2 .2

.2	 . 1	 . 1	 • 4	 •2

• 2 • 2 •2 • 2 •2

• l	 • 1 • 2	 • 3 .3

.3	 . 3 • 2 . 1	 l

.1	 . 1	 • 2 • 3 .3

.3 .3 • 2	 • 1 •1

• 2	 • 2	 • 2	 • 2	 •2

• 2 •4 '1 • 1	 •2

• 2 • 2 •2 • 2 •2

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

This may generate the following event sequence:

e 1	e10 e1	e8	e5	e7	e5	e7	e,	 e7	 e	 e7

e 1	e8	e1	e9	e	 e8	 e 3	e10 e1	 e7	 e2	 e6

e3	e7	e1	e6	 eL,	 e10 e 1	e9	e	 e7	 e	 e10

Using the event space defined in figure 53(a), the sequence will

transcribe into figure 53(b) (page 143). This has rather an

interesting similarity to some of Debussy's piano music.6

The two-class alternating process can be further extended to an rn-class

alternating process. If M is a sub-stochastic matrix associated with an

alternating class, then the in matrices must be distributed within the

lattice of the main stochastic matrix in such a way that only one M

appears in each row or column of the lattice, otherwise absorbing classes

will ensue, and, the remaining events will fall into transient classes.
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(a)

(b)

figUre 53

Event space with a seguenceqenerated with a two-class
alte.rnatin9 Markov Chain
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Thus if M.. is the matrix in the i-th row and j-th column of the
13

stochastic matrix lattice, entries will appear at M 12 , M23 , ...

and at Mm and the matrix will have the form of figure 54

figure 54

-	 General form of the matrix representing- an rn-class
altetnatirg Matkov Chain

The event relation diagram of the general rn-class alternating Markov

Chain looks like the clothoid's 'web of fate! (figure 55). There are no

connections along the axes, each of which represents one alternating

class. It is only possible to return to any event after completing the

cycle by visiting each class in turn. An rn-class alternating Markov

Chain is periodic with a period equal to rn.
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figure 55

Thc : eVent telton dia gram of general
jn-c1as alternt.ing Mtkov Chain
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6.4.4	 An expanding range of events,

This process is essentially a generalisation of the random walk notion

where the range of possible events increases with each row of the matrix.

V. will be used to represent the number of non-zero entries in the i-th

row of the matrix.

If	 v. = i+l	 then:1

>0	 j=l,...,i+l

=0	 i =i+2,...,n

and the range of events available gradually expands.

The matrix will have the form of figure 56.

figure 56

Gnera2 fotrn of the matrix of a Markov Chain with
an expanding range of events

Again the events have been ordered so thatevent e 1 is the starting

event, and the other events expand towards event e. Since all events
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communicate, such a matrix is irreducible with all states recurrent. The

following diagram illustrates the expected character of a resulting event

sequence.

4

cve4s

2.

figure 57

A repreentatioi of a typical event sequence formed from a Markov
Chain with an expanding range of events

6.4.5	 A contracting range of events

It is not possible to have a general contracting range of events where

the complete range narrows down to one event, for either:

(1)	 e. can only be followed by e. 	 (x> 0) in which case the

•	 process merely moves by steps to the final event (assumed

tobe e1).

or	 (2) There is a possibility that e. can be followed by

which case the events will continue to move backwards and

forwards, all events will communicate and the range will not

contract.
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However, a quasi-contracting range of events can be achieved by

constructing a 'staircase' of transient classes with the recurrent event

or event class at the summit.

The matrix, in canonical form (cf. example 6.3.1.3 page117) will have the

structure of figure 58.

figure 58

Gênetal form of the mattix of a Ma1kov Chain with
a guai -contracting range of events

Figure 59 (page 149) represents the sort of sequence that might be

produced. In practice, the event space need not have its elements ordered

consecutively. Thus it is possible to renumber the events in the event

space of figure 59 to produce the form of figure 60 (page 149), where an

effect closer to a general contrating system is obtained.

The structures produced by these Markov Chains are similar to the

Tendency masks used in Koenig's SSP and other programs, 7 and in Truax's

POD series. 8 In these other systems a simple regular density of events

within the overall tendency mask limits is prescribed. However, more
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figure 59

Representation of a typical event sequence formed, from a Markov
Chain of the type shown in figure 58

figure 60

The seqtence Of fiqute 59 with events re-arranged
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sophisticated control can be achieved with Markov Chain definition to

vary the densities within the tendency.

If the probabilities in each row of the matrix are identical, i.e.

=•

then the density will be constant, but if the probabilities vary, differen

effects will be obtained.

Example 6.4.4.1

Consider the simple expanding events range identified at the

beginning of this section. If the matrix probabilities are weighted

towards the diagonal, i.e.

0.. <fl.
13	 1, 3+1

p.. = 01)

j =l,...,ii-1

then the event sequence will be biased towards the 'new' events as

represented in figure 61 below.

figure 61

An event sequence fbrmed from a Markov Chain with
a..bias towards expansion
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More subtle effects are possible by changing the probability weighting

in each row. For example, the last row could have the bias reversed

towards event e1:

pnj > Pn, j+	 = 1 ... n-i

which will produce a series of 'escarpments' or a 'sawtooth' effect.
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6.5 E x n s 10 fl Of

Before considering in detail a particular application of Markov Chains in

computer music composition, brief mention will be made of some extensions

of Markov Chains. No attempt is made to develop the mathematics of these

systems, but there is scope or more research in each of these aspects.

In some cases the mathematics appears to he quite conmlex, in others very

little study, if any has been pursued.

6.5.1	 Multi-dimensional Markov Chains

It is possible to extend the Markov Chains so far considered to a

situation where the occurence probability of any even denends on the

preceding two events:

ijk	 =	
) (E	 ek I E	 = e. A E = e. )j lt in

In other words, 
ijk 

represents the probability of event e. being

followed by event ek given that it was preceded by event e 1 . These

probabilities will b expressed in the form of a three-dimensional matrix.

Such a representation can be useful in applications involving analysis,

where a more accurate characterization of sequence patterns in the -

original may be achieved than with a standard Markov Chain. However, if

used to analyse and reconstruct only a short original sample event

sequence, it is possible that the sequence will merely be reproduced

wholesale
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When defining a matrix ab initio it is difficult to construct a three-

dimensional Markov Chain to produce a required pattern. It is necessary

to consider for each event, a set of ranges of following events

associated with each possible preceding event. This may be

conceptualized by associating one two-dimensional matrix M. with each

event e. which sets out the probabilities p 	 that if event e is

preceded by event e1 then it will be followed by event e. Such a

task may be worthwhile if the number of events in the event space is

small, but can otherwise become hopelessly complicated. The practical

usefulness of three-dimensional Markov Chains is therefore questionable.

The author has in past work made use of three-dimensional Markov Chain

structures with a randomly constructed probability matrix (Cf section 4.6)

which is likely to produce clearly defined pattern structures. Simple

three-dimensional Markov Chains defined over an event space of order two

were used to generate the rhythms of SJ'JRTRIKS, the third movement of

MACRICISIIM. (See section 7.4).

The Markev Chain concept may be extended indefinitely to form multi-

dimensional Markov Chains where the occurence probability of any event in

a sequence depends on the preceding n events. But for the reasons cited

above, the use of such structures is of questionable value.

6.5.2	 Events defined as Markov Chains

The members of an event space may themselves be defined by Markov Chains.

Two possible situations are identified:
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1. Complex events in an event space may be defined at the start

of the composing process using Markov Chains. Once the

palette of events has been defined, they can be organized by

the main executive Markov Chain according to the principles

described above.

2. Events are not explicitly define& , but each is associated

with a Markov Chain. Whenever the sequence building

operation of the executive Markov Chain requires a

particular event, then the Markov Chain associated with that

event produces the required length of sub-events. Thus each

event may be different in detail, but similar in character,

with each reappearance.

Considerable use of such 'chains of chains' has been made in earlier work

of the author.9

6.5.3	 Markov Chains with event vectors

At the beginning of chapter four it was shown how individual events could

be specified by the independent application of a number of event parameter

spaces. If the number of parameters is N, then the character of any

event can be represented by an event Vector of otder N. Markov Chains

may then be used to produce sequences of event vectors, formed from the

original event vector space.
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The size of each event-parameter space need not necessarily be the same.

In Example 4.2 the pitch space was of order 20, the duration space of

order 16, the intensity space of order eight and the timbre space of

order three. In general, a different Markov chain may be used to control

each parameter, but if the order of each parameter space is the same,

then the same Markov Chain may be used to control all of the parameters.

Example 6.5.3.1

Each event will be specified by an event vector of order three.

The three parameter spaces also have order three and are defined

as follows:

Eintensity
	

( p,mf,ff>

The same Markov Chain will be used to control each Darameter. It

is defined by the following matrix which has the event relation

diagram of figure 62 (page 156).

.5	 • 1	 .4

P10	 =	 •l	 . 1	 •8

.4	 . 4	 •2
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figure 62

A Markov Chain of order three

The following table shows two sequences of event vectors that might

be produced:

1	 1
	

1
	

1
	

1
	

1
1	 1
	

1
	

1
	

3
	

1
1	 1
	

1
	

3
	

1
	

1'
31
	

3
	

3
	

1
	

3
1	 1
	

1
	

3
	

3
	

1

13
	

1
	

3
	

1
	

1
1	 1
	

3
	

3
	

1
	

3
1	 3
	

3
	

2
	

1
	

1
1	 3
	

1
	

2
	

3
	

3
2 1
	

1
	

2
	

3
	

2

33 1
	

3 1
	

3
3	 2
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2
	

1
	

1
23 3
	

3 2 3
32
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2
	

3
	

2
32
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3
	

1
	

3

1	 3
	

1
	

1
	

1
	

2
1	 2
	

3
	

1
	

1
	

2
3	 3
	

3
	

1
	

1
	

3	 /
1
	

2
	

2

With the second sequence using pitches one octave lower, the result

transcribes into figure 63 (page 157).
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figure 63

A musical seguence geneThted bg applin th Matkov Chein
of figure 62 over three event-parameter spaces

Markov Chains with event vectors were used throughout the composition

M4CRICISUM, the structure of which is considered in the following chapter.

-I

6.5.4	 Time variant probabilities

It is possible to define extended systems where the probabilities within

the matrix change over a period of time. This may be done according to

- prescribed rules where it is possible to use a stochastic controlling
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system to determine the movement of probabilities. Alternatively, it is

possible to adjust probabilities to respond to changes in the actual event

environment being generated. This latter technique is a form of

stochastic heuristic control where self-correcting or self-adapting

possibilities may be built into a system.

The author has not yet pursued any research using or investigating

structures of this type, but they have obvious potential.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

APPLICATION IN COMPOSITION (ii)

- MACRICISUM

The computer-generated tape composition MACRICISUM was developed and

realised on the DEC System 10 computer at IRCAM in Paris during August

1977. Considerable use was made in the composition process of stochastic

techniques, and forms of Markov Chains in particular, to generate and

control the pattern structures of the work. The process of preparing

data for digital sound generation was thereby greatly speeded up. From

conception to listerLlng to the completed sound realisation took a little

under three weeks for a twenty minute composition. Such a work would

have been quite impossible to produce without the use of especially

derived and applied stochastic tpchniques which made the generation of

unique and distinctive sounds possible. The overall plan of composition

and the structuring of individual sections are described in the rest of

this chapter.
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7.1.1	 Semantic level

MACRICISUM was composed at the old IRCAM building in the Rue St. Merri,

Beauborg in Paris. At the time of the composition workmen were busy

outside completing the new IRCAM building, the hot August sun shone

brightly from clear blue skies, and the windows were wide open. The

accentuated aural environment was therefore full of the periodic sounds

of hammering and drilling, punctuated and supported by the usual backgrounc

city noises of barking dogs, shouting tourists, accelerating notorbike

car horns, church bells and the rumble of distant traffic. These effects,

coupled with the startling architectural impact of the adjacent Beauborg

Pompidou Centre in its bright cocooning matrix of steel pipes, glass, and

plastic tubes, which nursed Xenakis' infant polytope under the venerable

eye of the fifteenth century church of St. Merri across the square; all

these contributed to influence the composer whilst working on the

composition.

M4CRICISUM is essentially a set of four textural studies, each based upon

a particular generative scheme to produce a distinctive type of sound

material. The four studies roughly emulate the form of a traditional

symphony.

The first study, SONA4TANOS, is of a fairly cheerful nature and is in a

quasi-sonata form. The second study, LAITRAPARTIAL, adopts a slower

general pace and is more expansive. The third study, SKrRTRIKS, is a less

serious scherzo-like movement. The last study, DIRGEGRID, is cast in the
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form of rondo-variations but with a mysterious, sometimes lugubrious and

ultimately timeless mood.

7.1.2	 Syntactic level

Making use of the stochastic structures described in the previous chapters,

composing programs were written in SAIL (Stanford Artificial Intelligence

Language), a language very similar to Algol but with input and output

facilities adapted for specific use on the Stanford and IRCAM systems.

The author has found that the sophisticated embedding facilities such q

]anguage offers are much more stimulating and attractive to work with than

a more linear language such as FORTRAN which can be clumsy and restrictive

to use.

The SAIL programs define general sets of constraints within which random

choices are made to generate the data for sound synthesis. In general,

control was exercised over ranges of values rather than absolute values.

In most cases each possible range was split into two: a higher and lower

range. The controlling Markov Chain was used to specify the order in

which the ranges occured, then the actual parameter values were selected

at random within that range.

The structure and application of the various programs are detailed in the

following descriptions of the individual studies. The six SAIL generating

programs which were written are sunimarized in the following list:
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GRAND generates individual notes with straightforward random control

of each parameter.

GSTOK generates blocks of notes with parameter ranges stochastically

controlled by Markov Chains.

GRANP generates sound-masses with varying partial structure based

on the priciples of Brownian motion

GRHY	 generates rhythms stochastically using three-dimensional

Markov Chains.

GFM	 generates clusters of frequency-modulated pulsating pitches.

GGLIS generates multiple glissandi with the limits determined

stochastical ly.

GRAND and GSTOK were used for the first study SONATANOS, GRANP and GRHY

were used for the second and third studies respectively. The last study,

DIRGEGRID, makes use of all six, but is mainly built up using GFM and

GGLIS.

7.1.3	 Sonic level: Mapping into a MUSIC 10 data file

The SAIL programs were designed to produce source-files for input to the

digital sound synthesis system. The IRCAN MUSIC 10. language (often in
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the appropriate contexts referred to simply as MUSIC) for sound synthesis

was used. This language has the same basic structure as Max Matthew's

MUSIC 5 but with certain restrictions and extensions. It is designed

specifically to be run on a DEC System 10 computer.

MUSIC 10 accepts lists of data defining a 'score' of specific note

durations, intensities and whatever other parameters are being controlled.

The input format is similar to the example discussed in section 3.1 and

shown in figure 4 (page 38).

Each generating SAIL program, prefixed with the letter G, produced a

MUSIC 10 source file identified by the same name as the SAIL program but

without the prefix G. Thus:

GRAND
	

generated a MUSIC 10 source-file called
	

RAND

GS TO K
	

STOK

GRANP
	

I,	 It	 II
	

,I
	

RANP

GRHY
	

It
	

It	 ti
	

RHY

GFM
	

II	 ,
	

II	 tt
	

FM

GGLIS
	

I,	 It
	

t,	 I,
	

GLIS

Because of limits in the amount of disc space available, work proceeded

in short sections which were mixed'using the digital mixing facilities

available on the system. Working in stereO, with twelve-bit samples at a

sampling rate of 12800 per . second, about ninety seconds was the maximum

available length for individual sections. These could subsequently be

spliced together digitally to build up each study. A few hundred runs

were necessary to complete the composition, each taking between a few

seconds and two hours ,to be completed.
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Before proceeding to describe the studies in detail, two practical points

need to be made, to account for some rather curious statements in the

programs.

(1) SAIL uses its own unique input and output routines, undefined in

standard ALGOL. In order to use the language to generate files,

the format for the output statement required for the particular job

was coaxed out of a resident programmer, and no other attempts were

made to learn local dialectal variations. The programs were

originally designed to be self-contained, and to be run without any

external data. When it was later desired to vary the values of

some of the constants in the program, it seemed quicker to change

them directly, than to re-design the programs with special input

statements. The programs compiled and ran almost ' iinmediately. The

demands made on the system by a SAIL program were trivial conpared

to the vast processing capability subsequently required by a

MUSIC 10 program for actual sound synthesis.

(2) An annoying disparity on using the system soon became apparent and

necessitated some rather clumsy, but unavoidable additions to the

generating programs. It was discovered that SAIL programs output

numbers less than 0 • 1 in exponent notation using the symbol @,

which stands for "times ten to the power of", whereas the MUSIC 10

language accepts exponential notation with the symbol E, as in

FORTRAN usage. Consequently MUSIC 10 rejected B as an

unidentifiable symbol. In the absence of any systems programmers

the problem was solved in the following way. To avoid the

generation of any @'s by SAIL programs a test was made to check

if any generated values lay between 0 and 0l. If so, they were
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rounded up or down to exactly 0 or 01 . In general this did not

affect the final sound output in any perceivable way. The most

significant effect concerns the spatial positioning of sounds

across the stereophonic spectrum. The position of a sound is

specified in MUSIC 10 by a value between 0 at the extreme left

and 1 at the extreme right. The inability to generate a value

between 0 and 0 . 1 means that there is a gap for the first tenth

of the space between left and right speakers (see figure 64).

figure 64

Sourd disccntinuity in the stereo space
fóünd in pérts of M4CRIC'ISUM

This means that whenever a sound travels across from one side to

the other, on reaching the gap it will hover for a moment before

jumping to the other side. Fortunately such a subtle effect is

virtually undetectable by the ear. Occasionally it was necessary
/

to specify an amount less than 0 . 1 , for example in the second'

study LAITPU4PARTL4L, where a sound is redefined every one twentieth

of a second. In this case the value 0 . 05 is specified as a constant

amount, and was written on to the MUSIC 10 source-file as such. It

is only when a variable amount between 0 and 01 is required that

problems arise.
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7.2.1	 Sectional Organization

SONATANOS was organized on a structural plan similar to classical sonata

form (hence the title). The main 'subjects' were generated using Markov

Chains with event vectors to define the parameters governing the placing

and nature of blocks of sound. Different 'subjects' were generated by

changing the probabilities of the Markov Chains. Where further subject

matter was generated from the same set of Markov Chains it was possible

to produce consistent material essentially the same in character but

with varying details. The introduction, transitions and coda were

generated using sounds whose parameter values were selected totally at

random. The 'development' section was a free mixture of both types of

generation.

On to the basic sonata form shape was superimposed an overall increase

in density of events moving to a climax at the end of the development

section, then falling to build up again to the end of the study. The

overall structural design is represented by figure 65 (page 167). The

two generative structures and their corresponding programs used for the

study are described in the followiiig sections.
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7.2.2	 Transitional Sections: The GRAND program

For the transitional sections, introduction and coda, a simple generating

program GRAND was written which gave random control over the duration,

pitch, intensity, envelope shape, harmonic content and spatial position

of each sound in a sequence. In the program all the parameter values are

chosen from within a specified range. In the case of envelope shape and

harmonic content two functions are specified for each from which a simple

choice may be made.

The GRAND program to generate 'random' sounds is listed in appendix LU

(page 317). The program is reproduced below with a commentary on each

section.

BEGIN

INTEGER I;

REAL S,T,R;

LABEL SKIP;

BOOLEAN FLAG;

OPEN(1 ,"DSK",Ø,,2,Ø,Ø,Ø),

The variables to be used in the program are declared and output channel

1 is prepared for writing to disk.

ENTER(1 ,"RAND",FLAG);

The file RAN to which output is to be written is identified for output

channel 1.
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CPRINT(1,

"INSTRUMENT TOOT;

OSCIL(P4,MAG/P2,P5);

OSCIL(U1 ,MAG*P3,P6);

OUTA ^ OUTA+U2*P7;

OUTB ^ OUTB+U2*(1_P7);

END;

The instrument definition is written into the output file RAND. This

simple instrument, called TOOT, has variable duration (P2), pitch (P3),

amplitude (P4), envelope (PS), harmonic spectrum (P6) and spatial position

(P7) control. Pi refers to the i-th item in each note definition in the

note list which is to follow.

NCHNS+2;

ARRAY F1,F2,F3,F4(512);

The number of output channels is set to two, and array space is declared

for four functions.

SEG(Fi); 0,1 1,20 .5,60 0,100;

SEG(F2); 0,1 1,15 .5,30 .5,75 Ø,1ØØ;

Two envelope functions Fl and F2 specifying varying attack and decay times,

are defined using the line segment generator SEG. They have the shapes

plotted in figure 66 (page 170).

SYNTH(F3); 1,1 2,.9 3,.8 4,.4 6,.3 8,.2 999;

SYNTH(F4); 1,1 3,.7 5,.5 7,.5 9,.5 11,.3 999;

Two harmonic functions F3 and F4 are defined using the SYNTH facility

which adds together harmonics in the relative strengths specified to

produce their resultant waveform. The functions have the spectra plotted

in figure 67 (page 170).
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figure 66

Two envelope functions used in SONATANOS

figure 67

Two sets of harmonic spectra used in SONATANOS

PLAY;

SI	 •
'I

The instruction to play the following note list is added to the output

file RAND, which concludes the first PRINT instruction to the file.

Having specified the fixed material at the start of the output file RAND,
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the rest of the program calculates the variable note list which forms the

main body of the file.

FOR 1^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 40 DO S^RAN(0);

The SAIL function RAN(ø) will deliver a random number in the range 0 to

1. However, the random sequence will always begin with the same number

and produce an identical sequence each time the program is run. Thus the

above dummy statement was introduced to generate a number of spare values

before the main part of the program began, with the number of generations,

40 in this particular listing, being changed each time the program was

used to produce a different result.

S^Ø;

The starting time is initialized to zero.

FOR 1+1 STEP 1 UNTIL 60 DO

BEGIN "LOOP"

The following loop is computed for each line of note data required, up to

a maximum of 60 notes.

T^RAN(0)*2; Ri-RAN(Ø);

T, the length of the note, is computed. It may assume any value between

O and 2 seconds. The value of R, 'which indicates the spatial-positioji,

is computed.

IF 1<0.1 THEN T^O.1;

IF RcO.1 THEN R+Ø;

T and R are checked to see if their value is less than 0 . 1 . If so, an

adjustment is made for the reason explained above (page 164/5).
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CPRINT(1 ,hiTOOTu',S,T,RPiN(P)*RAN(Ø)*7000,

RAN (0) * ØØ+3ØØ

The start of a line of note data is printed to the output file. "TOOT"

specifies the 'instrument' on which the note is to be played (there is

only one in this program), followed by S the starting time, and I the

duration. The next expression evaluates the pitch, between 0 and 7000

Hertz. The double use of the random function builds in a bias towards

lower values to compensate for the logarithmic pitch scale. The next

expression evaluates the intensity, expressed by a value between 300

and 400

IF RAN(0) > 0 5 THEN 
is Fl " ELSE " F2 ,

IF R.AN(fl)>O.5 ThEN " F3 ' ELSE " F4 ",

An even choice is made between the two envelope functions and the two

harmonic spectrum functions.

I, ii.,', ,

I''.I,

The spatial position value R is printed. The line -of data is concluded

by printing a semicolon and a move to a new line is specified. The

current print instruction is brought to an end.

S^S+T+RAN(0);

The start time S is incremented by the value of the last note duratin,

and up to one second of silence is added.

IF S>2Ø THEN GOTO SKIP;

This instruction causes an escape from the loop if more than 20 seconds

of sound has been defined.
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END "LOOP";

Assuming a skip out has not occured, the loop is repeated for up to 60

-	 lines of note data.

SKIP: CPRINT(1,"FINISFI;");

With the note list complete, the MUSIC 10 data is concluded with the

"FINISH" statement.

CLOSE(1);

RELEASE(1);

END

The output file is closed and the channel released to complete the

program.

A typical listing of a line of note data might have the following form:

TOOT 4.5 1 .7 578 245 F1 F4 .35;

It can be seen that the above program GRAND is essentially writing

another program RAND in the MUSIC 10 language.

Having considered this program in detail, it will not be necessary to)

cover the remaining programs in the same depth, but only to identify the

significant instructions peculiar to each.

The generative program GRAND and its offspring RAND were run a number of

times to generate the material for each transitional section of the piece,

and the results were mixed digitally to build up the required sound.
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Where the density is low, as at the beginning, only two runs were required.

For a higher density up to six or seven mixes were used.

Making use of such a strictly controlled random definition of parameter

values produces a result which sounds far from chaotic. This is evident

at the very beginning of SONATANOS. Of course, if the material was

allowed to continue indefinitely it would lack any clear overall shape

or direction, but in short sections interesting and clear sound patterns

may be discerned.

7.2.3	 Main subjects: the GSTOK program

The main subjects are built up from sequences of comnlex events consisting

of sound blocks, the limits of which are defined by an event vector of

parameter values. Each event vector is of order nine. The nine

parameters concerned in defining the sound block limits are:

1. Pitch range

2. Overall pitch area

3. Block length

4. Density

5. Intensity

6. Following silence.

7. Envelope of each element

8. Harmonic spectrum of each element

9. Spatial position

Each of these parameters can assume just two values 1 or 2 to specify

.. whether each falls in the higher or lower range, or a choice between two
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alternatives. Having specified the ranges, the individual elements which

go towards making up a sound block are chosen at random within the

specified limits.

Example 7.2.3.1

The event vector (2 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1) will define a short,

dense, loud block coming from the left-hand channel. It will cover

a wide pitch range, being composed of higher pitches using the first

of two specified envelopes and the second of two specified harmonic

spectra. There will only be a short gap between it and the

following block.

The inverse of such a block would be long, of low density, soft and

coming from the right-hand channel. It would cover a small pitch

range being composed of low pitches using the second of two

specified envelopes and the first of two . specified harmonic spectra.

There would be a long gap before the next block. The corresponding

eventvectoris (1,1,2,1,2,2,2,1,2).

The sequence of parameter range values in the event vectors are

controlled by a set of nine corresponding two-dimensional Markov Chains.

For any two-dimensional Markov Chain it is only necessary to store th9

values of p11 and p21 since p12 = 1- p11 and p = 1 -p12 . Thus

the matrices defining the nine Markov Chains can be stored in a 9 x 2

array.
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Example 7.2.3.2

Suppose the matrix M3 , controlling the third parameter-range,

had the following form:

1.8	 .21
M3	

=	 [ .5	 .5J

It would mean that short block lengths will tend to be followed by

more short block lengths, but long block lengths may be followed

equally by either long or short. Notice that the stationary

distribution of such a matrix will be biased towards event

parameter 1 , for short block lengths will in general be more

likely to occur.

Example 7.2.3.3

Suppose each of the nine matrices has the following form:

• 8	 2
=	 i=l,...,9

• 2	 •8

This means that any parameter-range value will tend to stay the

same, four times out of five. The stationary distribution will be

( . 5 , 5) for in general, both parameters are equally likely to1

occur. The sequence of event vectors likely to be produced by such

a set of matrices may be like the following:

F
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E1	 =	 2 12212121>

=	 < 1 1 1.2 2 2 2 2 1>

E3
	

<1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 >

=	 <1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 >

E5	 =	 (2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 >

E6	 =	 (2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 )

E7	 =	 (2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2)

E8	 =	 < 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2>

E9	 =	 (2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 )

E10	 =	 (2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 )

(The pattern produced by such matrices has much in common with one

of the structuring devices used in Koenig's Project One program.)

The structure described by this sequence can be represented

diagrammatically by figure 68 (page 178/9).

In the program itself, all the matrices are constructed with probabilities

determined randomly. It is therefore highly unlikely that the matrices

will be the same. Some parameters may tend to alternate in range, with

others one range may be totally dominant.

The program which stochastically arranges sound blocks in this way, GSTOK,

may be found in Appendix D2 (page 318). In the program simple functions

are necessary to change the parameter range values 1 and 2 to actual

parameter limits within which the sound elements are defined.
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The GSTOK program

The initial statements are similar to those used in GRAND, The MUSIC 10

instrument "TOOT" is the same as was used before with identical

envelopes and harmonic spectra.

FOR 1+1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO J+RAN(Ø);

The number of iterations of this dummy loop are changed for each run

requiring a different set of stochastic matrices.

FOR 1^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO

FOR J^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO

P [I,J]^RAN(Ø);

The probabilities in the stochastic matrices are determined at random.

FOR J^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO J^RAN(Ø);

The number of iterations of this• dummy loop are changed for each run

requiring a different sound sequence generated from the same set of

stochastic matrices.	 -

FOR 1^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO

V[I] +RAN(Ø)+1;

The nine initial parameter range values of the event vector V[ ] are

determined at random. V[ ] is defined as an integer array, and so th1e

result of evaluating RAN(fl)+1 will be automatically rounded up or

down to 1 or 2 for storing in the array.

FOR 1+0.1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO

BEGIN "I"
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The loop to generate a sequence of sound blocks is begun. I is the

starting time of each block and the loop is repeated until the required

number of seconds, seven in this case, has been reached.

FOR J^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 DO

IF RND(Ø).cP[J,V[J]]

THEN V [J] + 1 ELSE V [J] + 2;

The new values of the event vector V[ ] are determined from the

stochastic matrices.

FOR J^l STEP 1 UNTIL (V[3]+l)*15 DO

BEGIN SPJII

The "J" loop calculates the elements in each sound block and writes thê

necessary list to the data file. Computation is in units one fifteenth

of a second long, and so the loop will generate two or three seconds of

sound depending upon the block length specified in the third entry of the

event vector.

J 4- J+RAN(0)*V[41;

The space between elements is varied by incrementing J by up to 2 units

according to the density specified in V[4]

CPRINT(1 ,"TOOT",I+J/15, 	 *

(IF RAN(Ø)<Ø.5 THEN 
ISØ5 " ELSE " .Ø5 '),

/

The line of note data specifying each element is headed by the insfrument

name "TOOT", followed by the starting time, derived from I and J. For

the next value in the list, the note duration, a simple random choice is

made between 005 and O • 06. This means that the elements will not be

repeated with a mechanical regularity, but the timing will be slightly

p
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variable. This will not affect the overall density or length

specifications.

(375*v[2)..35)*(3_v[1])*(2f(V[1]+1)*RAN()+1),

The pitch is chosen to fall within the boundaries specified by the pitch

area and pitch range parameters, with a bias towards lower frequencies

to compensate for the logarithmic pitch scale.

If V[l] and V[2] both equal 1, then the pitch will be between 50

and 250 Hz. If V[l] = 1 and V[2] = 2, the pitch will be between

800 and 4000 Hz. If V[1] = 2 and V[2] = 1, it will be between 50

and 450 Hz, and if both V[l] and V[2] equal 2 then the pitch will

be between 400 and 3600 Hz.

1ØV [51 -5ø,

(IF V[7]=1 THEN " Fl 
IS ELSE ' F2 "),

(IF V[8]=l THEN ° F3 ' ELSE ° F4 "),

The intensity is set at 1 500 or 500. The envelope and harmonic spectrum

functions are selected.

V[9]-1 ,
SI) ;

END IS)I;

The spatial position is set at 0 or 1 and then the line of note data

is completed with a semicolon and a move to a new line. The "J" loop

is then repeated for the required number of times.

IF V[6]=2 THEN 1+1+1;

I I+V[3]+1;

END "1°;
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I is incremented by the length of the completed sound block, and an

extra second is added depending upon the specification for following

silence in parameter V[6]. The "I" loop is then repeated until the

required sequence length has been produced. The closing lines of the

program are the same as for GRAND.

For each section requiring material generated from GSTOK a number of runs

were made and the results mixed digitally. The precise number of layers

used depended upon the overall density specifications of the study, as

with the GRAND generated transitional sections.

The aural effect of using these structuring techniques is to produce

grouped clusters of jerky, pointed pitches. The resulting sounds hover

on the perceptual boundaries between continuous mingled textures and

discreetly identifiable notes. The durations were chosen to deliberately

exploit such a potential imbroglio. This can create a certain degree of

tension as the ear attempts to identify note sequences and fails; it

cannot cope with such an unfamiliar texture. Halving the playback speed

of the study doubles the lengths and produces quite a different impression.

Some listeners have expressed a preference for the slower version where

the sound material falls into a more familiar and reassuring category. -

Most of the time it is rather difficult to hear the transitional 	
/

relationships between consecutive sound block parameter specifications,

but the general stationary distribution of parameter values is more

obvious. There are sections of the study where a definite dominance of

sound from one channel may be discerned, or where more frequent periods

of silence are apparent, for example.



V

/

7.3.1	 Sound-mass specification (Micro-structuring)

LAITR4PARTIAL is built up with sound masses moulded from a conceptual

fundamental on which is built a continuously varying partial structure.

Twenty possible partials are redefined every twentieth of a second.

Thus each micro-event lasting for 005 seconds, is specified by two

linked vectors each of order twenty: a partial vector specifying which

harmonics are present in the sound at that instant, and an amplitude

vector specifying the relative strength of each harmonic. The movement

of the vector quantities is based on the principle of Brownian motion,

or the "Random Walk" (see section 6.4.1 page 130). Thus each value

specifying an harmonic in the partial vector will be incremented up or

down by one to define the next micro-event. Similarly each element in

the amplitude vector will be incremented or decreinented by a small amount.

The fundamental itself is not necessarily present.

Thus if the following represents the start of a possible partial vector

definition:

3	 5	 9	 13	 16	 .	 .

when redefined for the next micro-event it may become:

2	 6	 10	 12	 17	 .	 .	 .

and so on.
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Similarly, the corresponding amplitude vector which represents the

relative strengths of each specified harmonic, may go through the

following sequence:

( • 3	 . 4	 . 9	 . 3	 . 4	 .	 .	 .	 )

( . 2	 • 5	 1	 . 4	 '5	 .	 .	 )

('3	 '4	 . 9	 . 5	 . 4	 .	 .	 .	 .	 )

( . 4	 . 3	 • 8	 . 4	 . 3	 .	 .	 .	 )

In general the random walk has reflecting barriers which allow a sequence

to change direction when a limit is reached. The exception is with the

higher harmonics which are not given an upper limit.

The movement of particles of sound from harmonic to harmonic, and the "

changes in their relative amplitude cause different particle strands to

move in and out of prominence. The effect may be represented

diagrammatically by figure 69(a) (page 186).

Additional constraints in the definition of each sound mass or macro-

event, provide for a possible bias towards upward or downward movement.

If the bias is towards upward movement, the sound particles will sweep

through the upper harmonics and disappear twinkling out of the audible

range (figure 69(b)). If the bias is towards downward movement, the

particles will all pile down together to settle on to the pulsating

fundamental (figure 69(c)).
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Representation of the movement through ad-jacent r,artials of a number
of strands of sound
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7.3.2	 Dynamic macro-structuring

In the first study the nine parameters used were randomly defined as fixed

values for a particular sound block. In LAITR4PARTIAL use is made of

dynamic macro-etructuring where the parameter values can change according

to a specified pattern. So, for example, instead of the spatial parameter

values 1 and 2 specifying that a sound should come consistently from

either the left or the right, they will specify movement from right to

left, or from left.to right. In this study there are six parameters

involvdd for macro-event control. They are:

V[l]
	

length of macro-event, variable within limits

V[2]
	

intensity change; soft to loud or loud to soft

V[3}
	

spatial change; left to right or right to left

V[4] pitch change bias, whether present or not

V[5] only used if V[4] = 2, specifies whether the bias is up

or down

V[6] length of gap between macro-events, variable between limits

With the parameter value defined as above, the structure is built up in

the same way as the sound blocks were arranged in SONATANOS with a set of

Markov Chains controlling the sequence of vectors.

The study was completed in two 90 second long sections, each generated

from its own set of Markov Chains. For each half, the program was run

three times to create three layers which were digitally mixed togethe.

With the harmonic structure being redefined every twentieth of a second,

up to two thousand harmonic changes occur. For this reason the sound

generating MUSIC 10 program, RANP took up to one and a half hours to run,

which is very long by IRCAM standards. By comparison, most of the other

. programs used in MACRICISUM took just a few minutes to synthesize the

required sound. A small amount of pseudo-reverberation was added by
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repeatedly mixing the resulting digital sound file with itself, delayed

slightly and at a lower amplitude.

7.3.3	 The GRANP program

The introductory material and instrument definition are the same as

before.

SEG(F2); 1,1 1,1ØØ;

The envelope for each micro-event is a simple straight line function

always at maximum (figure 70).

time

figure 70

The micro-event envelope function used in LAITRAPARTIAL

/
The actual macro-event envelope is created as a result of the intensity

changes specified by V[2]

FOR 1+0.1 STEP 1 UNTIL 90 DO

BEGIN "I"

Ninety seconds of sound will be created by the "I" loop.
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PITCH ^ RAN(0)*RAN(0)*400+30;

The fundamental is chosen between 30 and 400 Hz with a bias towards

lower pitches. It is kept reasonably low since high harmonics are to be

built upon it, but it does not go lower than 30 to avoid the generation

of clicks, should all the sound particles end up on the fundamental.

PARTIAL[1] ^15*RAN(0);

AMP[1] ^1;

The values of the first entry in the starting partial and amplitude

vectors are chosen.

FOR K^2 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO

BEGIN

PARTIAL[K] +PARTIAL[K_1]+1O*RAN(0);

AMP[K]+RAN(0);

IF AMP[K] <0.1 THEN AMP[K]^Ø.1;

END;

The remaining nineteen entries of the two vectors are computed.

FOR J^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO

IF R.AN(0)<P[J,V[J]] THEN V[J]^1 ELSE V[J]i-2;

The new values of the macro-event vector V[ ] are computed.

LENGTH^180*(RAN(0)+V[1] -1);

I

The length of the macro-event, in twentieths of a second, is computed.

It will be between 0 and 9 or 9 and 18 seconds depending upon the

value of V[l]

FOR J^LENGTH/10 STEP 1 UNTIL LENGTH*O.9 DO

BEGIN "J"
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The "J" loop calculates the micro-events to complete the required length

of macro-event. The curious start and finish limits are to avoid the

generation of numbers less than O'l later in the program.

CPRINT(1 ,"SYNTH(F3);");

FOR K^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO

CPRINT(1,PARTIAL[K],",",AMP[K]," II);

CPRINT(1 ,"999;

II

The line of MUSIC 10 data to define the harmonics present in the micro-

event is written to the output file RANP by listing each entry of the

PARTIAL vector and the AMP vector in turn, which defines the function F3.

CPRINT(1,"STER ",I+J/2Ø." Ø.Ø5 °,PITCH,

The line of note data is begun. It is headed by the instrument name,

"STER" in this case. The starting time of the note is derived from I

and J. It is followed by the duration, always 0'OS, and the

fundamental pitch which was derived above and will remain the same

throughout the "J" loop.

1200/LENGTH*(IF V[2]=1 THEN J ELSE LENGTH-J),

F2 F3 ",

The intensity is derived from the length and value of J. As the "J"

loop progresses it will either move from a maximum of 1 200 down to 1

to create an overall diminuendo across the macro-event, or from 1 to

1200, depending upon the value of V[2]. The basic harmonic and

envelope function ipecifications F2 and F3 are constant for each note

though, of course, the actual definition of F3 is changed before each

note definition by the preceding "SYNTH" statement.
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(IF V[3]=1 THEN J/LENGTH ELSE 1-J/LENGTH),";

U,

1'

-	 The spatial position is similarly related to the J and LENGTH values,

being incremented for each note to create a gradual movement of sound from

one side to the other across the macro-event, the direction depending upon

V[3]. The line of note data is terminated with a semi-colon, and a new

line is prepared.

FOR K^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO

BEGIN "K"

The "K" loop (which is still inside the "J" loop) calculates the new

partial and amplitude vectors.

PARTIAL(K] +PARTIAL[K]+

(IF V[4]1 THEN 2*RAN(p)_1

ELSE IF V[5]=1 THEN RAN(0)

ELSE -

IF PARTIAL[K] <1 THEN PARTIAL[K]^1;

Each old value in the PARTIAL vector is incremented up or down by one,

with the possibility of a bias towards upward or downward movement on

the settings of V[4] and YES]. A test is made to see if the lower

limit has been overstepped, in which case the value is brought back

within the limit.

/

AMP[K]^AMP[K]+ (IF RAN(0)>O.5 THEN 0.1 ELSE -0.1);

IF AMP[K] <0.1 THEN AMP[K]+Ø.1;

IF AMP[K] >1	 THEN AMP[K]+1;

END "K";

Each element in the AMP vector is incremented up or down by 01 . Checks

... on upper and lower limits are made, which completes the "K" loop.
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END °J";

I + I+LENGTH/20+7.5*(RAN(Ø)+V[6]_1);

END HISI;

The 11J,, loop is continued for the required length of macro-event. When

that is completed, the value of I Cm seconds) is incremented by the

macro-event length (scaled from twentieths of a second) and up to 15

seconds of silence is added depending upon the V[6] specification. The

"I" loop is then repeated to create more macro-events until the required

total length of flinel 	 seconds has been reached.

The aural effect of the structuring inethâds used in LAITRAPARTIAL is to

produce crystalline shimmering sheets of sound full of complex

intermingling harmonics; reminiscent of the sort of resonances that might

be produced by the free vibration of dangling groups of vast metal panels.

It was expected that the results should have a realistic sound, having

been built up to exploit natural harmonic resonances, with rapid

incremental changes in structure emulating the dynamic variation of

natural oscillations. Nevertheless, the richness and energy of the

resulting sound textures came as a very pleasant surprise when the

output was first heard.

/

-
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7.4.1	 Rhythmic organization and macro-structure

SKRTRIKS (the title is derived from the words Scherzo and its English

meaning TrickB) is a study in rhythmic organization where a number of

interlocking rhythmic strings are defined. Once a random pitch has been

assigned to a string it remains constant. As with LAITR4PARTIAL above,

a set of 2x2 Markov Chains is used to control the major parameter limits

for defining each string. The parameters identified by the parameter

vector V[ ] are the following:

V[l]

V[2]

V[3] a

V[4]

V[5]

V[6]

V[7]

V[8]

V[9]

V[lO]

length of string, long or short

direction, whether static or changing

if V[2] = 1 then position of sound, left or right

if V[2] = 2 then whether movement is towards the left or

towards the right

intensity, whether static or changing

if V[5] = 1 then whether soft or loud

if V[5] = 2 then whether diminuendo or crescendo

general pitch of string, high or low

length of following silence, long or short

general speed of the rhythmic string, fast or slow

The program was run eight times with the same set of matrices to form an
/

eight-layered texture. Two sections, each using a different set of -,

matrices, were completed to make up the study.
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7.4.2	 The use of three-dimensional stochastic matrices

To generate the rhythmic strings themselves, three-dimensional (2 x 2 x 2)

stochastic matrices were used where the occurence probability of an event

depends upon the preceding two events. In this way a much tighter and

more regulated structure is built up than is the case with standard two-

dimensional matrices. Here, when applied to generate rhythms, it also

means that a structure with a greater metrical unity is obtained. A

simple two event space was used with one note twice as long as the other.

These may for the sake of convenience be represented as a crotchet and a

quaver. So for example, if figure 71 below represents the most likely

event to follow each possible pair of events, then a rhythmic structure

will result where crotchet and quaver tend to alternate, but whenever an

event does succeed in following the same event, that pattérn is likely

to persist, as demonstrated in the sequence of figure 72.

figure 71

Rhythmic pairs and the associated rhythmic value by
which each is most likely to be followed
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figure 72

Rhythmic sequence formed using the eventualities of figure 71

If, on the other hand, the inverse situation applies, as represented b'

figure 73, then a pattern sequence such as that in figure 74 may ensue.

figure 73

Inverse eventualities to figure 71
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figure 74

A rhythmic sequence formed using the eventualities of figure 73

This pattern has a basic metrical 'feel' of 	 about it, but the use of

stochastic procedures means that the basic 	
f, f	

rhythm

occasionally slips, momentarily destroying the pulse, and then picks up

again. This type of result is characteristic of the study as a whole

and gives it a certain human-like quality. It sounds very much as if

perhaps a group of children were playing together, but not quite in time,

and making occasional mistakes.

7.4.3	 Sonic Mapping and effects

The instrument defined in MUSIC 10 on which the notes were to be plajed

consisted of filtered noise of very narrow bandwidth with each note having

a sharp attack and a steep decay. This produced percussive sounds with a

quality similar to that of a marimba or xylophone, and even sometimes

sounding like a piano. This enhanced the effect already mentioned above

in producing natural sounding results, very similar in character to the

sound of an Indonesian Gainelan Orchestra. In fact, after hearing the
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tape, certain listeners have thought that the sounds had been recorded

by live performers playing on actual instruments, possibly following a

computer-composed score; whereas, of course, all of the sounds are

produced by direct digital synthesis.

7.4.4	 The GRHY program

The basic structure of the program, which may be found in full in

appendix D4, is similar to that of the programs already described above.

Those lines of the program which are particularly different or

significant are listed below followed by an explanation or commentary.

FOR 1^1,2 DO FOR J^l,2 DO

RP[I,J] ^RAN(Ø);

The rhythm probabilities are stored in the matrix RP[ ]. In the same

way as a two-dimensional, two-event stochastic matrix requires only a

one-dimensional array for storage, as mentioned earlier, so a ,three-

dimensional, two-event stochastic matrix requires only a two-dimensional

matrix for storage. The above statement constructs the required matrix,

with random values.

RH1^RAN(Ø)+1; RH2^RAN(Ø)+1;

The current rhythmic event value is stored in RH2. RH1 holds the last

rhythmic event value. The above statement gives these two variables

starting values.

SPEED^Ø.075*(RAN(Ø)+V[1ø]_1 )+Ø1;
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The speed of the rhythmic string, which is the length of the basic time

unit, is set between 0 • 1 and O'175 seconds if V[l0] = 1 and between

0 . 175 and 0 • 25 seconds if V[l0] = 2

LENGTH+ 1Ø*(RAN(Ø)+V[2]_1 )/SPEED;

The length of the string is set between 0 and 10 seconds if V[2} = 1

and between 10 and 20 seconds if V[2] = 2 . This value is then divided

by SPEED to give the number of actual notes in the string, stored in the

variable LENGTH.

VOL+5ØØ +

POS^Ø.45*(RAN(Ø)+V[3]_1)+Ø.1;

The volume is set at 500 or 1 500 depending on the value of V[6]. The

position is set between 0 . 1 and 0 . 55 if V[3] = 1 and 0 . 55 and iD

if V[3]=2.

FOR J+1 STEP 1 UNTIL LENGTH DO

BEGIN "J"

The "J" loop, to determine and print the specification for each note in

the string, is begun.

RH3^RH2;

RH3 is a temporary variable used to hold the old value of RH2 .. while
I

RI-i2 assumes a new value.

RH2^(IF RAN(Ø)<RP[RH1,RH2} THEN 1 ELSE 2);

The new value of RH2 is determined from the matrix RP[ ], using its

old value, and also the value of the previous event RH1.

RH1 ^RH3;
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RH1 assumes P.1-12's old value which had temporarily been stored in RH3.

II •' .CPRINT(1,"NOIS p,

The heading to the line of note data is written to ouput channel 1.

CPRINT(1 ,I+J*SPEED,SPEED,PITCH,° I',

The line of note data is begun. The number of the note, J, is multiplied

- by the note speed to give the time into the string in seconds, and to

this is added the current value of I, the master loop within which a

series of rhythmic strings are being formed. The note duration (SPEED)

and PITCH are written to the ouput file. These remain constant for the

whole string.

(IF V[5]=1 THEN VOL

ELSE 1500/LENGTH*(IF V[6] =1 THEN J ELSE LENGTH-J));

The volume is set to the constant value VOL, worked out above, if V[5] = 1.

Otherwise the volume is gradually incremented for the duration of the

string, up or down depending on the value of V[61.

(IF V12]=i THEN POS

ELSE (IF V14] =1 THEN J ELSE LENGTH_J)/LENGTH*Ø.9+Ø.1,h';

Similarly the position is either set to the constant value POS or

incremented up or down depending on the value of V[2] and V[4].

/

J^J+RH2;

Since a 'wooden' percussive instrument is being simulated, all the notes

will have the same length. So th actual effect of a longer note will

be to delay the start of the following note. This instruction accordingly

adds the value of P.1-12 to J to fix the starting time of the following
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note and thus generate the required rhythmic pattern.

/
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7.5.1	 Sectional organization

The final study, DIRGEGRID, is built up from two types of contrasting

material which are arranged alternately in a sequence similar to a rondo!

variation form. The two types of material consist of groups of pulsating

clusters of frequency modulated notes, and dense grids of multiple

glissandi. A short central 'development" section includes further

material generated from the same programs as were used in the preceding

studies, and a final coda completes the study. The basic structure

represented diagrammatically by figure 75.

7.5.2	 Frequency modulated pulsating sound clusters

A sp.mple FM 'instrument' was used, which produces time-variant timbres.

In addition, forty simultaneous layers of note sequences were generated,

with varying durations and intensities. As with SKrRTREKS above, groups

of note strands were generated with each strand having its own consistent

pitch. But in this case, the note durations were totally dependent op

the pitch. In addition, no use was made of Markov Chain control oVer the

major parameters, which were simply selcted at random. Since the

generated sections are rather short, as with the GRAND sections of the

first study SONAT&4NOS, and since the parameters are not independent, the

result sounds far from random.
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The relationship between pitch and note length can be represented

diagrammatically by figure 76. Higher pitches have short durations,

lower pitches have long durations.

- . -
.	 .	 -.

_

- ,-_

-	 ,-

-- /-

v-----------

figure 76

Representation of the result of linking pitch and
note lengths in the FM sections of DIR GEGRID

The GFM program

The complete program may be found in appendix F5. 	 -	 /

FOR K^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 40 DO

FOR I+L STEP 1 UNTIL TOTLEN DO

BEGIN °I"

The "K" loop generates 40 layers. The "I" loop generates each layer.
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PITCH + RAN(0)*RAN(0)*6OØ+5Ø;

LENGTH + 1Ø-PITCH+Ø.5/8;

-	 The pitch, constant for each string, is chosen between 50 and 6050 Hz

with a bias towards lower values to compensate for the logarithmic pitch

scale.

The note length is calculated from the pitch. This will vary from 03

seconds, if the pitch is at 6 050 Hz to just over 9 seconds i' the

pitch is at 50 Hz, again, with an adjustment for the logarithmic pitch

scale. Figure 77 shows the curve which relates pitch and note length.

10

I:
1	 2	 3	 1,	 5	 6

Pitch CiO Hz)

figure 77	 -

The function relating pitch and note duration
in the FM sections of DIRGEGRID

FOR J+1 STEP 1 UNTIL RAN()*1Ø DO

BEGIN UJN
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The "J" loop is repeated for the number of notes in the string, between

0 and 9.

-	 CPRINT("

FM " V SI II T SI SI LENGTH,I\,	 ,,	 ,	 ,

The line of note data is begun. It is headed by the instrument name: FM,

followed by K: the instrument number, then the starting time: I, and

the note length.

PITCH," S',RAN(0)*1Ø^1ØØ,' Fl F3 F2 ",

The pitch is added, followed by the intensity which can vary freely

between 100 and 200 Hz, and then function designators for envelope and

frequency modulation control.

I, • SSRAN(Ø)*Ø.9+Ø.1, ,

The line of note data is concluded with the spatial specification,

between 0 . 1 and 1.0

I + I+LENGTHFRAN(ø)*LENGTH*(TOTLEN_I)/2;

IF ITOTLEN THEN GOTO STOP;

END "J"; STOP

END "I";

I is incremented by the note length and an additional amount which varies

with the value of LENGTH and which gets shorter as the end of the layer is

approached. If the required length has been reached, the process stops.

Otherwise, the "J" loop is repeated for the required string length, then

a different pitch is chosen, and the process repeated for another string.

The patterning structure means that each FM block begins with a cluster

of notes starting simultaneously, the components of which then proceed
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to vary in different, but related ways. The fast repetition of the

higher pitches and the slow repetition of the low pitches produces a

strange pulling or dragging effect, whilst the random changes in relative

intensity and spatial characteristics produce some odd results: the

sounds sometimes appear to 'bend' in space or pitch. This gives the

study as a whole a mysterious, distant and alien quality.

7.5.3	 Multiple glissandi

A set of Markov Chains was again used to control the major parameters

specifying how, where and when the glissandi occur. The eight values

in the parameter value array correspond to the following parameters:

V[l]
	

length of glissando, long or short

V[2]
	

root pitch of glissando, high or low

V [3]
	

envelope of glissando, slow decay (= diminuendo) or slow

attack ( = crescendo)

V[4] harmonic content of glissando 'note'

V[5] range of glissando, wide or narrow

V[6] direction of glissando, up or down

V[7] spatial location, from left or right

V[8] ' length of following silence, long or short

Four separate glissandi sections were generated, one section in 160

voices and the other three in 80 voices. Of these three, one had a bias

to move to lower pitches towards the end of the section, one had a bias

to move to higher pitches towards the end of the section, and the other

was without bias.
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The GGLIS program

The complete program may be found in appendix D6.

SYNTH(F3);1,1 3,.6 5,.4 7,.3 9,.25 11,.2 13,.1 999;

SYNTH(F4);1,1 2,.6 4,.4 6,.3 8,.25 1Ø,.2 12,.1 999;

Two harmonic functions F3 and F4 are defined. F3 is built on odd-

numbered harmonics, F4 on even. These have the spectra shown in

figure 78.

figure 78

The harmonic spectra used in the GLIS sections of DIRGEGRID

SEG(F5);Ø,1	 .8,7	 1,12	 Ø,1Ø;

SEG(F6);Ø,Ø	 .3,50	 1,100;

SEG(F7);1,O	 .3,50	 0,100;

SEG(F8);O,1	 1,95	 Ø,1ØØ;	 -
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Two envelope functions are defined, F5 and PS, which are plotted in

figure 79. The two functions F6 and P7 are used for determining the

slope of the glissando. These simple pseudo-exponential curves are used

to compensate for the logarithmic pitch scale. They ensure that a

glissando does not suddenly appear to swoop very swiftly into the lower

frequencies, or alternatively appear to slow down on approaching the

higher frequencies, but instead maintains a reasonably even gradient.

F7 and F6 are plotted in figure 80.

figure 79

The envelope functions used in the GLIS sections of DIR GEGR ID
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fiZure 80

The slope functions used in the GLIS sections of DIR GEGR ID

FOR K^1 STEP 1 UNTIL 80 DO

FOR 1+1 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO

BEGIN

The "K" loop is repeated 80 times to generate 80 layers of glissandi.

The "I" loop is repeated for each layer, to geiierate at least 20 seconds

of sound.

FOR Ji-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO

V[J]^(IF RAN(0)<P[J,V[J]] THEN 1 ELSE 2);

Before each glissando is defined, the "J" loop generates fresh values

for the parameter vector V[ I from the set of stochastic matrices

stored in the P[ ] matrix.

CPRINT(1,"

	

GL° V II II T '	 I ENGTH+5*(RAN(0)+V(1]_1) ",	 ,,l\,	 ,L,	 •L

2oq



The line of note data is begun with the instrument name "GL", and number

"K", followed by the starting time "I" and the note length. LENGTH may

vary between 0 and 5 seconds if V[l] = 1 and 5 and 10 seconds if

VEil = 2 . If the I loop is begun with I = 20, and the length is

chosen to be 10 seconds, then the length of the whole block will be 30

seconds, which is the maximum possible. This accounts for the program

statement that the "I" loop should be repeated for up to 20 seconds in

order to generate the 30 second long sections identified in the study

plan of figure 75 (page 202).

PITCH^ (21_I)*1*(2+V[2]*R.AN(Ø)*RAN()+V[2])+25,

The root pitch is calculated. At the beginning of the block (1=1), it

will be between 225 and 625 Hz if V[2] = 1	 nd between 425 and 1 225

if V[2] = 2 . At the end of the block (1=20) it will b&between 35 and

55 if V[2] = 1 and between 45 and 85 if V[2] = 2. Thus the average

pitch will drop throughout the loop. The expression (21-I) was replaced

simply with I , to accomplish the reverse: a rising of average pitch

through the loop. To maintain a constant average pitch throughout, the

expression (21_I)*1Ø was replaced with the value 50 .. In evaluating

PITCH, compensation is once again made for the logarithmic pitch scale.

° 2ØØ ", IF V[3]=1 THEN " F5 " ELSE " F8 ",

IF V[4]=1 THEN " F3 " ELSE " F4 ",

/

The average intensity is set consistently at 200. The envelope is

chosen according to the value of V[3] , and likewise the harmonic

spectrum according to V[4]

PITCH+PITCH1 .5*(RAN(0)+V[5]_1),
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The pitch range of the glissando is evaluated, dependent upon the PITCH.

If PITCH is at its minimum, 35, then the pitch range will lie between 35

and 87 if V[5] = 1 and between 87 and 1'O if V[5] = 2. If PITCH

is at its maximum, 1225, then the.pitch range will lie between 1225

and 313 if V[5] = 1 and between ii3 and 400 if V[5] = 2

It should be pointed out that the value PITCH identifies the root, or

lowest pitch of èhe glissando from which it will rise, or on to which it

will descend.

IF V[6] =1 THEN 
SI F6	 ELSE " F7 ",

The slope function to control the glissando is chosen; up or down

depending upon the value of V[6].

.45*(N()+v[7]_1)+ø.1,Ss;SI);

The spatial location is chosen to lie between 01 and 055 if V[7] = 1

and between 0 •55 and 1 . 0 if V[7] = 2

I^I#LENGTH^(IF V[81 =1 THEN 0 ELSE 5);

I is incremented by the length of the glissando and an additional

amount of 1 or 6 seconds depending upon the value of V[8]

The dense and aggressive, yet sinister thrust of the glissandi sections

contrasts strongly with the more translucent sound of the interspersed FM

sections. The heavy density creates a thick and sometimes stodgy texture

which comes through quite forcefully even when at a low volume. But

inside the heavy texture vibrant movement can be discerned. At the less

dense edges of the sections, stray glissandi appear to escape and mingle

with the PM sounds, so that the blocks merge into each other.
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k6Performanc e and Asses srnen

In any concert performance of musical tape compositions particular

problems of presentation arise. Apart from a few enthusiasts who are

happy to sit and critically assess the standard of a professional quality

play-back system as a contribution to the live concert experience, the

vast majority of the public find that the lack of any visual component

in a public presentation, to which they are accustomed in a normal

concert, forms a considerable barrier. Although some elitists would

maintain that there is nothing better thafl the uncluttered dissemination

of pure sound, there is no doubt that simple tape playback concerts ar

not popular with most concert goers. It is more suitable to listen to

pure tape music in a domestic environment, where perhaps headphones may

be used. Indeed, some more popular types of electronic music, produced

entirely in the studio with electronic means, have achieved considerable

commercial success without ever having been performed in public.

It seemed appropriate that since MACRICISUM was deliberately constructed

to create distinctive types of sound textures, that analogies with

similar patterns in the natural visual environment should be exploited.

Accordingly, for public presentation of M4CRICISUM a sequence of slides

has been prepared which explore the correlation between the sound and,!

visual textures. Examples of the types of illustrations used may

found in figures 81 to 84.

In the first study, SONATANOS, the single, randomly specified notes were

associated with images containing simple, spaced components, such as the

small group of wasps in figure 81(a). These contrasted or extended into
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groups of clustered objects corresponding to the stochastically structured

sound blocks. The related images here are represented by a flock of

migrating birds (figure 81(b)) and a group of ants clustering around

their queen (figure 81(c)). The actual jerky and spluttering sounds of

this study bear a strong resemblence to those made by groups of insects,

and further emphasize the visual connection.

The second study, LAITRAPARTIAL, uses structures where large numbers of

small components are constrained to remain within a particular path or

shape. Here a relation has been identified with a colony of marching

ants (figure 82(b)) and a galaxy of stars (figure 82(a)).

The third study, SFJRTRIKS, makes use of overlapping groups of periodically

structured objects. The piping on the outside of a chemical refinery

(figure 83(a)) and in the engine room of a large ocean-going supertanker

(figure 83(b)) are ideal visual equivalents. They have a marked

resemblance to the exterior of the Centre Pompidou, Beauborg, under whose

shadow the composition, of MACRICISUM was undertaken.

The glissandi of the fourth study DIRGEGRID have an obvious correlation

with criss-crossed scaffolding networks (figure 84(a)) and spiders' webs

(figure 84(c)), whilst the mysterious FM clusters and pulses are

reflected in the music of the spheres: strange distant galaxies and v

nebulae in space (figure 84(b)). Figure 84(a), being an old teleseope

mounting, unifies these two ideas. The image of the spider's family and

web in figure 84(c) additionally draws together threads from the whole

group of studies, elements of which recur at the centre of this final

study.
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In performing MACRICISUM not only does the use of such images supply the

required visual stimulation and thus help to maintain a high level of

attention, but it also highlights-aspects of the sound, giving a clearer

perception of the structure and a better understanding of its relationship

to natural patterns.

After listening to the piece at a public performance, the critic Peter

Stadlen, writing in the Daily Telegraph, 1 considered it "wholly true to

the medium" and recognised the distinguishing characteristics of each

movement. He also found the visual aspect "particularly significant"

and compared the process of selecting the images to "Beethoven going for

a stroll after completing the Pastoral".

MACRICISUM was performed at the Skinners' Hall, London in July l97, at

the City University, London in March 1979 and at the Reid Concert Hall,

Edinburgh in April 1980. The study SKRTRIXS was broadcast on BBC

Radio 3 in January 1980.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

-	 STOCHASTIC PATTERN GENERATION (iii)

- STOCHASTIC GRAMMARS

The most potentially exciting and powerful extension of stochastic

processes is in the area of formal grammars. Many musical structures

have traditionally been represented in a form comparable to a simple

grammar. For instance, a Minuet and Trio is described as having the form

AABA, and a rondo as ABACADA. Recently, more formal and extended

applications of grammars for defining musical structures have appeared2

By extending stochastic systems to apply to formal grammars, a powerful

generative tool is created.

The purpose of this chapter is not to present a complete theory of

grammars for musical description, but to briefly explain the basic

structure and power of formal grammars with simple illustrative examples,

as a necessary prelude to the introduction of stochastic web grammars.
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A grammar G is defined formally as a 4-tuple.

G	 =	 < VN , VT, P,S>

where VN is a set of variables or non—terminals. A variable is a

structural marker which will be rewritten by something else,

VT is a set of terminals which terminate any derivation and are

•	 not rewritten,

P is a set of production rules which specify how variables are

to be rewritten by a combination of variables and terminals-

a right-facing arrow, "+", is used in a production rule to

specify that whatever is on the left of the arrow is to 'be

replaced by whatever is on the right,

S is a starting symbol which begins the generative process.

SEVN

It follows that 	 VNnVT = 0 , the null set., That is the set of

variables and the set of terminals can have no members in conunon.

The set	 A = VN u VT	 is known as the alphabet of the grammar.

I

A string is any sequence of symbols from the alphabet. A* is the set

of all possible strings.

A terninal string is a sequence of terminals generated by the graiiunar.

The complete set of all possible terminal strings forms the language L

generated by the grammar.	 L ç VT* •
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The number of symbols in a string is the length of the string.

Example 8.1.1

Consider the grammar C1.

C1	 =	 KVN1,VT1PP1,A>

where VN1	 {A,B}

VT1 = {a,b,c}

and P1 consists of the following production rules:

A	 •+•	 aBa

B ^ b

-	 B	 4.	 C

To generate a string, the starting symbol "A" is rewritten by

the string "a B a" , then in this string, the non-terminal "B"

is replaced by " b" or c" . Thus the grammar can generate just

two terminal strings, "aba" and "aca", both of length three.

If A1 is the alphabet of the grammar and L1 is the language

generated by the grammar then,

A	 =	 {A,B,a,b,c}

L1	 {aba,aca}

The powerful generative capacity of grammars becomes more evident when

recursive production rules are used; that is, when the same variable

occurs on .both sides of a production rule.



Example 8.1.2

Consider the grammar G2.

=	
( V2, 

'1T2' '2' D)

where VN2 =	 {A,B,C,D}

F2 =
	 {a,b,c}

and	 P2	 consists of the following production rules:

D	 + ACA
	

(1)

A + ABA
	

(2)

A	 +	 a
	

(3)

B	 +	 b
	

(4)

C	 +	 CC
	

(5)

C	 +	 C
	

(6)

A possible sequence of derivations is:

D + ACA

+ ABACCABA

+ ABAbABACCCCaba

-3 abababacccCCaba

+ abababacccccaba

(rule 1)

(replacing both A's by ABA (rule

2) and C by CC (rule 5))

(replacing each of the first two

A's by ABA (rule 2), each of the

two C's by CC (rule 5), the

remaining A's bya áMd B's by b

(rules 3 and 4))

(replacing all the A'a by a, B's

by b, the first three C'c by c

and the last C by CC)

(replacing each of the remaining

C's with c)
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The alphabet A2 of this grammar is { A, B, C, D, a , b, c }

Strings may be of any length, without any upper limit.

The language L2 generated by G2 is infinite, but it can be seen

that this grammar will always generate an alternating sequence of

a's and b's followed by a group of c's and followed again by a

sequence of alternating a's and b's. The language may thus be

represented in the following form.

L2	 =	 { (ab)1' a	 (ab)ra I p,r=O,l,2,... ;q=l,2,...}

For many types of grammars it is possible to plot a tree diagram to show

the derivation of a string through the sequence of production rules.

Figure 85 shows the tree diagram for the string of example 8.1.2. The

hierarchic derivation of the string is clearly evident in this figure.

The terminal string is equivalent to the event sequence generated by a

Markov Chain and discussed in chapter six. The set of terminals can thus

be mapped into an event space for the musical application of grammars.

Example 8.1.3

The elements a, b, and c in the terminal set of example 8.1.2 can

be replaced by notes of the same name. The generated sequence will

then transcribe into the form of figure 85 (page 227).
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D

figure 85

Tree diagram of a grammar derivation
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fire 86

Musical transcription of the terminal string of figure 85

It can be seen that the use of grammars to generate sequences can offer,

in general, a much more powerful facility than the more restricted Markoy

Chain systems discussed earlier. The grammatical heirarchy preserved in

the system of production rules means that each event in the generated

sequence has a strong contextual function in the structure as a whole,

and is not just related to its immediate predecessor. Left, right and

embedded structures can be built up. Not only are such structures

obviously paralleled in the system of natural languages, but similar

patterns have also been identified by the 'structuralist school' in

anthropological, social and literary studies. 3 This leads to the

conclusion, vigorously championed by Chomsky,'+ that such structures

closely emulate the natural thought processes of the human mind. Recent

advances in formal linguistics applied to pattern recognition 5 and ill'

the furtherance of artificial intelligence studies, have extended the

techniques into almost every sphere of human endeavour including - 	 -

electronic, structural and chemical engineering, meteorology, strategic

studies, medicine and economics.
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The Markov Chain systems considered in chapter six are eminently suitable

for certain musical uses as demonstrated in chapter seven. Successful

practical applications have shown this to be the case. However, it will

be demonstrated shortly the Markov Chains are in fact equivalent to a

special type of grammar. Naturally a more general system offers greater

scope for application, whereas specialist sub-systems may be suitable

for specific tasks.
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It is possible that a number of different grammars may all generate the

same language, and any one grammar may be expressed in a number of ways

with different	 variables and production rules. A basic classification

devised by Chomsky separates grammars into four basic types depending

upon the nature of the production rules. 6 The four types do not form

independent classes of grammars, but each is a special case of the

following type (in the order presented below). This classification has

been universally adopted and is very useful.

8.2.1	 Chomsky Type 3 - Finite State Grammar

A Type 3 grammar only allows productions of the form:

either X + yZ
	

or X + Zy

and	 X ^ y

where X,ZVN,
	

YEVT

Non-terminating productions must all be of the form X ^ y Z, or all

of the form X ^ Z y. They may not be mixed in one grammar.

Such a grammar is known as a finite-state, or reguiar grammar. If

productions are of'the form X + yZ then it is also known as a

right-linear grammar; and as a left-linear grammar if productions are of

the form X + Zy.

It can be seen that in a right-linear grammar any sequence of productions
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will build a string up linearly from left to right:

X + y1Z

^ y1y2Z2
^ y1y2y3Z3
4.	 y1y2y3y1,714

+ y1y2y3y1,y5Z5

etc.

and so the tree diagram of a right-linear grammar will always have the

form of figure 87.

x

yl

y2

y3

y1	 etc.

figure 87

The tree diagram of a set of finite-state grammar derivations

This generation process operates in precisely the same way as a Markov

chain, with the identity of each element in the string being dependent

only upon its immediate predecessor. It should therefore be evident that

a Markov Chain is atructurally equivalent to a Type 3 grammar. There are

of course a few minor differences. A grammar allows for a specific start

to a string and a specific end when a final production X -' y is applied.
F
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Example 8.2.1.1

Consider the Markov Chain of example 6.1.1 (page 96). The terminal

set { e1 , e2 , e3 } will be used to refer to the three events. The

non-terminal E. will be used when it is to be replaced by

terminal e. followed by another non-terminal.

The structure defined by the matrix:

8 0 •2

-	 001

•2 • 8 0

can be rewritten as the following set of productions:

+ e1E1	 (1)

E1 + e1E3	 (2)

E2 + e2E3	 (3)

E3 + e3E1	 (4)

E3 + e3E2	 (5)

No starting symbol is specified by the Markov Chain. e 1 was used

as the first event in the generated sequence of example 6.1.1, so

E1 may be arbitrarily adopted as the starting symbol in this case.

As they stand, the five production rules will never terminate a

sequence of generations, but will continue to cycle indefinitely.

To permit termination of a string, the following additional

productions may be added.

9	 e	 (6)

F2	 + e2	 (7)

E3	+	 e3 -	 (8)
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(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

B - MMMg1
M + CC

M + g1
C + ga
C + ba

C -- bc	 (6)
C - dc	 (7)
C - d1	(8)
C + d2	 (9)

8.2.2	 Chomsky Type 2 - Context free grammar

A Type 2 grammar permits productions of the form:

X + a	 where	 a€A*.

Thus any variable, X, can in general be replaced by a string of terminals

and variables.

It can be seen that a Type 3 grammar is a special case of a Type 2

grammar where

a = xY

or	 a = X	 (X€ VT , YVN)

It is possible with a context free grammar to have greater control over

the sequence generation, and to model structural patterns in production

rule and non-terminal definitions.

Example 8.2.2.1

Consider the grammar G3

= ( VN3, VT3, P3 , B)

where	 =	 {B, C, M }

=	 {a,b,c)d,g,d1)d2,g1}

and P3 consists of the following productions:
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Of the non-terminals, M stands for notes adding up to a minim and

C for notes adding up to a crotchet.

The musical equivalents of the terminal set VT3 are scored in

figure 88 below.

The production rules guarantee the generation of two bars of four

crotchet-beats, with a correct time structure, and which always

finishes on a minim C.

A possible generation sequence may be as follows:

B + MMMg1	 (rule 1)

+ CCMMg1	 (rule 2)

+ C C g1 C C g1	 (rules 3 and 4)

+ d c b a g1 C C g1	 (rules 7 and 5)

+ d c b a g 1 d1 b a g1	 (rules 8 and 5)

v 3 =(g ,	 , b, c, d,d1 ,d2 , g1)

figure 88

A set of musical terminals

This generation may be represented by the tree diagram of figure

89 (page 235).

The terminal sequence will transcribe into the form of figure 90(a)

(page 236).
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A b	 a	 g1	 d1	 b	 a	 g1

B

figure 89

The tree diagram of the derivation of a terminal string
formed by applying a grammar ovet the terminal set of figure 88

Four other possible terminal strings are given:

g1 b a d2 d1 d2 g1

b a b a d c d2 b cg a g1

d2 d2 g a b a' g1 g1

d1 d c d c b cd c b a g1

These are transcribed in figure 90(b) - (e).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

figure 9O

Mtsica1 transcr.intibris of terrthial event 'Seauences genetated by
the same gtarrunatai illustrated in'fiUEe 89
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This example will produce a finite set of terminal sequences. (There

are nearly 50 000 possibilities). Any finite language can be generated

by a finite state, Type 3 grammar, since it is always possible to set

up a sequence of production rules to generate each possible terminal

string individually. However, the hundreds of thousands of non-terminals

and production rules that may be required render such an operation quite

useless whereas the context free representation preserves the essential

structural relationships. This is shown particularly clearly in the

above example (figure 89) where the non-terminals express the time

values and groupings.

A powerful, generative property of a context free grajiunar is its abili

to handle e if—embedded structures using recursive production rules

where:

X + aXB	 (a.,8 E A*, XEVN)

Grammars of this form will always produce an infinite set of terminal

sequences.

Example 8.2.2.2

Consider the grammar Gk

=	 (VN4,VT4, P4 , A)

where VN4 =	 {A, B}

VT4	{a,b}

and P4 consists of the three productions:

A	 +BAB

A	 ^ a

B	 + b
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This grammar will produce a language of the form:

=	 {bab1 	 n=O,l,....}

where all strings consist of a single 'a' sandwiched between

strings of 'b's aiwaye of equal length. A Type 3 grammar cannot

cope with this sort of symmetry.

This feature of context free grammars makes them an ideal general tool

for modelling the nested-motivic formations of musical structures at all

levels. As will be demonstrated, this applies not only to traditional

aspects of form, but also to the structure of actual sound textures and

timbres.

8.2.3	 Chomsky Type 1 - Context-sensitive Grammars

A Type 1, context sensitive grammar permits productions of the form:

0X6	 0a6

where a, 6, 0 € A* and	 X E

/

This means that X is rewritten as a in the context of 0.. .6 and

accounts for the name context sensitive grammar. This also explains the

use of the term context free for Type 2 grammars. A Type 2 context free

grammar is a special case of a Type 1 context sensitive grammar.
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The extra generality of context sensitive grammars does not offer any

particular advantages in the type of application under consideration.

In order to apply a context sensitive production, it is necessary to

search through a string of terminals and non-terminals at each stage of

,generation, to find appropriate contexts for further generations.

Although useful in some types of natural language processing, such

productions can blur the structural elegance which is characteristic of

Type 2 grammars.

8.2.4	 Chomsky Type 0 - Unrestricted Grammar

In this, the most general of string grammars, any type of generation is

permitted:

a + 8	 (a,BEA*)

Such a generality means that it is possible for a production to shorten

a string, re-arrange the order of elements in a string, or even cause a

string to disappear completely! In fact, it would be possible to have

a complex system of production rules defining an elaborate formal

structure which led to the generation of a null terminal sequence; a

phantom macro-atructure. In musical terms, this would be an elaborately

structed silence lasting for zero seconds! Although a certain brand of

composer may be intrigued by such a possibility, its practical use is

obviously nil.

The four grammatical types which have been identified form a structural

heirarchy where each class of grammars of Type n includes Types greater
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than n. At the top of the hierarchy is Type 0 with no restrictions.

At the bottom is Type 3 with most restrictions. A summary of the grammar

Types and their relationships is given in figure 91.

Type 0

Unrestricted Grammars

U

-	 Typel

Context Sensitive Grammars

C OX6Oa )

U

Type 2

• Context Free Grammars

C X--a )

U

Type3	 -

Finite State, Regular
	 I

or Linear Grammars

C X + xY orX x )

figure 91

The hierarchical relationships betieen the four 'Typeqrarnmars
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8.3 Web Grammars

The grammars described above are all etring grammars, which generate a

single linear sequence of elements. In musical structures, however, as

well as the horizontal relationships occuring between sound in a time

series, there are also vertical relationships which govern their

simultaneous arrangement. It is for such situations that the use of web

grammars is suggested.

In a string grammar, productions are always of the form:

a8y

This specifies that a will be rewritten as 8 followed by y. This

assumes the existance of a redundant operator in between 8' and y to

specify concatenation of the two strings. The symbol "." could have

been used, but it is not necessary and the operation is clearly

understood. In a web grammar, an additional operator "I" is introduced

so that productions may also be of the form:

a +

This means that a is replaced by string 8 at the scvne time ae y.

In order to avoid ambiguity, the new string must be enclosed In brackets

when written as part of a string sequence on one line.

Alternatively, the relationship may be represented in the two-dimensional

plane by using a web diagram, where

a	 ^

p
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Example 8.3.1

Consider the grammar

Gwl = ( VNS , V, 5 , P5 , A)

	

where VNS =	 {A,B,C}

	VTS =	 {a,b,c,d,e}

and P5 consists of the following productions:

A + AA	 (1)

A ^ B/B	 (2)

A + a	 (3)

B + CC	 (4)

B ^ b	 (5)

C ^ c	 (6)

C + d/e	 (7)

The following is a possible generation sequence.

A + AAAA
	 (rule 1 three times)

+	 (B/B) a (B/B) (B/B) 	 (rules 2, 3, 2 and 2)

This may be represented:

Continuing the generation gires: 	 /

^	 (CC/b)a(CC/CC) (b/CC) (rules 4 and 5)

which may be represented:

<CC> a :> <b>
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Terminating the generation gives:

+	 ((c (d/e)) / b) a (((die) c) / c c) (b / ( (die) (die) ) )

(rules 6 and 7)

which may be represented:

aZ

c_

The use of such grammars has been found particularly useful in pattern'..

recognition applications, for describing and analysing images in the two-

dimensional plane. 7' 8 Similarly, as pointed out above, they are

eminently suitable for representing musical structures. The following

grammar will generate simple passages in two parts.

Example 8.3.2

Consider the web grammar G.,2.

I	 0W2 = KVN6,VT6,P6,B)

	where VN6 =	 {B,C , L1 , M1 , L2J_M2}

	VT6 =	 {b,c,d,s,g1, c 1 , d1 , s1 , C2 , d2 , s,	 ,

and P6 consists of the following production rules:
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B ^ BB
	

C1 ^	 M2 - s1c1

B+M2/I
	

C1 + g1	 M2 -' sdc1

B +
	 C1 + b

	
cds

M+ C1C1
	 M2 ••'• c1g1

M1+g2	 L1 + g2	 L2 + c2s1

C 1 + dc	 -' g1d2
	 L^g2

C1 + bc	 L1 + g1g1

An abbreviated possible generation sequence is given:

B -' BBBB
^ (M/L2 ) (M2/L2 ) (M1 /L1 ) (M1/L1)
-.- ((s1 c 1 )/g2 ) ((sdc1 )/(c2 s 1 )) (g2 /(g1 d2 )) ((bcbc)/(g1g1))

With the terminal event space defined as in figure 92, the terminal

sequence will transcribe into the form of figure 93(a).

Another possible terminal sequence is:

((dcbc)/(g1 d2 )) ((d1 g1 )/g2 ) ((sdc1 )/(c2 s2 )) ((bcd1)/(g1d2))
((cds1 )/g2 ) ((d1b1)/g3)

which transcribes into the form of figure 93(b).

VTG =	 b , c , d , s ,	 ,	 , d 1	, c2 ,

figure 92

A set of terminal events
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I	 I

I

fIgure 93

Two possible se uences formed by appiping a web
grammar over the event space of figure 92

As has been emphasized many times before, there is no reason why the

terminal event space need be limited to traditional 'notes'. Such an

interpretation is convenient for presenting explanatory examples on paper

to clarify structural issues, but the powerful implications ofthe wider

scope of application, in defining the form of electronic music cores,j

for example, should be very evident. Further examples are given when

stochastic grammars are discussed.

A string grammar may be considered to be a special case of a web grammar.

It is possible to have web grammars of each of Chonisky's Types identified
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in the previous section. Their relationship may be represented by

figure 94

The two-dimensional web graimnar concept may be extended into n dimensions.

A possible way of notating this is to use indexed operators, 	 /

etc.. However, their usefulness is limited by the simple difficulty in

conceptualizing structures built up in this way. Figure 95 (page 248)

suggests a possible representation for a hypothetical terminal structure

defined in three dimensions. More examples concerning the application

and representation of web grammars appear in the following section.
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Unrestricted

Web Grammars

ZN
Context Sensitive	 Unrestricted

Web Grammars	 String Grammars

	

[Context Free	 [ontext Sensitive

	

Web Grammars	 String Grammars

/.

Regular
	

Context Free

Web Grammars
	

String Grammars

/

Regular

String Grammars

/

figure 94

The hiererchical relationships between types
of string and web grammars
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Figure 95

A representation of a terminal structure
defined in three dimensions

/,
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The grammars described above are systems for description of generative

structures. However, when used to derive actual sequences, no provision

has been made for specifying which production rules whould be used when

there is a choice of alternative strings for rewriting any non-terminal.

To supply a means to control the choice of generations a 6toChaBtiC

graninar may be used.

8.4.1	 Definition of a stochastic grammar

A stochastic grammar G is defined formally as a 5-tuple

Gs	 =	 ("N' '1T'

where	 T and S are defined as before (see 8.1).

P now becomes an ordered set of production rules and

V is a probability aaa'z.gvnent over P.

lvi	 must equal	 ll'l	 =	 n

and the sum of the probabilities p corresponding to the set of

production rules for each variable'inust equal unity, hence:

EV	 =	 IVNI
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Example 8.4.1.1

Consider the grammar given in example 8.2.1.1 (page 231) to

correspond to the Markov Chain of example 6.1.1 (page 96). The

original matrix had the following form:

• 8 0	 '2

001

•2 '8	 0

and the derived set of production rules, P, consisted of the

	

following:	 -

E1	 + e1E1	 (1)

E
	

+e1E3	 (2)

F2	 -' eE3
	 (3)

E3	 + e3E1	 (4)

E3 + e3E2	 (5)

It is now possible to form the probability assignment V over P

	

V	 =	 ('8,'2,l,'2,•8)

In order to fit in a rule to terminate a generation, a little

fiddling is necessary. Only rule 6, from the additional list in

example 8.2.1.1, will be added to permit termination on event e1

To keep all the production rules with the same left hand side

together, they will be renumbered as below.

E1	 (1)

E1	 +eE3	 (2)

+ e1	 (3)

F2	 (4)

E3	 -' e3E
	

(5)

-' e3F
	

(6)
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The probability assignment V must also be reconstructed. Rule

3 will be given a fairly small probability to permit a reasonable

length of sequence to be generated. The probabilities associated

with rules 1 and 2, having the same non-terminal E 1 on the left

hand side, then have to be adjusted so that the total sum of

and p3 equals one. Thus the assignment V may become:

V'	 =	 (.78, • l8, 04,l, • 2, .8)

Notice that still,

6
Pi EV ,	 =	 3	 = 1VJ

i=1

The idea of a stochastic grammar and a web grammar can be combined to

form a stochastic web grammar. Figure 96 represents the relationships

between these different types of grammars. As with ordinary web and

string grammars, it is possible to have stochastic grammars and stochastic

web graimnars of each of Chomsky's four Types, though it is not possible

to represent their structural relationships in a diagram on the two-

dimensional plane. In general, any subsequent reference to a stochastic

grammar can be taken to mean a context-free stochastic web grammar.
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IStochastic I
Web Grammars

astic	
Web Grammar

String Grammar

figure 96

The hierarchical relationships between
stochastic, web and string grammars

8.4.2	 Problem of Consistency

It is possible to interpret Regular Stochastic Grammars, such as the one

in example 8.4.1.1 above, using the Markov Chain theory developed in

chapter six. With other types of stochastic grammar, however, attempts

to analyse the structure can become quite complex. One particular

problem, of great practical significance, is whether any stochastic

graimnar will be at all likely to result in the termination of a sequence

of generations. If the probabilities are badly defined, it is possible

that a sequence of productions may never terminate and will continue to

generate ad infinitum.

,
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Example 8.4.2.1

Consider the stochastic grammar Gsl

Gsi = (7,	 P7, A,V7>

where VN7 =	 {A , B}

VT7 =	 {a,b}

P7 consists of the following productions:

A
	

+ ABA
	

(1)

A
	

+ a
	

(2)

B
	

+ b
	

(3)

and
	

V = ( . 6, .4,1)

A possible generation sequence will be attempted:

Generation 1:
	

A -'- ABA
	

(rule ;l)

Generation 2:	 + A BAb a
	

(rules 1, 3 and 2)

Generation 3:	 ^ ABAbABAba
	

(rules 1, 3 and 1)

Generation 4:	 + ABAbabABAbaba
	

(rules 1,3,2,1,3,2)

It can be seen from inspecting V that rule 1 can be expected to

be applied three times for every two applications of rule 2. It

should be evident from following the generation sequence begun

above, that unless termination occurs in the first or second

generation, the sequence will almost certainly continue indefinitely,

as groups of non-terminals will appear in each generated sequence

more frequently than terminals.

The probability of terminating in the first generation is simply

the probability of applying rule 2, that is • 4. The probability

of terminating after two generations by applying rules 1, 2 and 2
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is ( • 6 x .4 x • 4) which equals . 096 . After that the probability

of termination plunges down deeply to rapidly approach zero.

In the above example, it is fairly easy to see how the generations will

proceed and to spot that termination may be highly unlikely. But even

with grammars that are slightly more sophisticated, this may be rather

more difficult. The author has found in some experiments that a grammar

became stuck in a seemingly endless series of generations. On running

a computer program modelling such a grammar, computer time ran out before

any results were produced. Subsequent inspection revealed that the

probabilities were unrealistic or inconaistent. (See example 8.4.3.1 in

the following section).

A general test for conaiBtency of stochastic grammars has been developed.9

To begin, a firet-moment matrix M, similar to a stochastic matrix, is

set up. Its rows and columns correspond to the non-terminals in VN.

Each entry m.. in the matrix is calculated by adding together the

probabilities associated with each production rule in which variable V

is replaced by a sequence including V... If V occurs more than once

in one production, then the probability associated with that production

is multiplied by the number of times V appears in it.

Having obtained the matrix M, its eigenvalues are calculated. To find

the eigenvalues, the matrix (M- Al) is formed, where I is the identity

matrix and A is a scalar quantity.

Thus if M has entries rn., then M - XI has the form:
1)
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mn_ A	 m12
	 •	 mm

m21 in22 - A
	 .	 .	 in2n

•	 .	 .	 •

•	 .	 .

Thn2	 .	 •	 mm-A

The eigenvalues (also called characteristic roots) are the solutions

A1 , ... An to the equation formed by setting the determinant of this

matrix to zero. If A is the principal cigenvalue, that is the eigenvalue

with the largest magnitude, then the grammar Gs is cOfleiBtent if

IAI	 <	 1

and inconBiBtent if

IAI	 >	 1

where	 I A I	 is the absolute value of A.

Example 8.4.2.2

Consider the grammar Gsl of example 8.4.2.1 above. "A" can be

replaced by itself twice in a production with an overall

probability of 06 . Thus the entry in11 in the first moment

matrix H1 of the grammar will be 2 ( . 6)	 l2

A	 can be replaced by "B" once, with probability 0 • 6 . Thus

entry m12 is 06

B cannot be replaced by any other non-terminal, thus m 	 and in22

both equal 0.
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Hence,

1.2	 •6
M	 =

0	 0

l • 2 - A	 •6
M-AI	 =

0	 -A

Setting the determinant equal to zero, and evaluating gives:

1 • 2-A	 •6
=0

0	 -A

(1 . 2 - A) (-A)	 = 0

A = 0 or 1.2

Thus the principal eigenvalue is 1 . 2, and the grammar is

inconsistent.

8.4.3	 Defining a working grammar

Quite apart from the problems posed by ensuring that a grammar is

consistent, defining a grammar to suit a particular set of conditions
I

is quite a formidable task. The following example shows how a granimar,

designed to generate a score for arranging some electronic sounds, was

put together.

Example 8.4.3.1

Certain electronic materials were prepared on tape. These were
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grouped into the following classifications which represent the

terminal events for the form generating grammar.

a
	 static, unchanging sounds, like machines

b
	

powerful, dynamic, moving sounds, like automobiles or

explosive sounds

C
	 weaker dynamic sounds, like single gun shots

d
	

sounds suitable for layering in mixtures

e	 sounds which must be layered

f
	

vocal-like sounds

g
	 events which must occur singly

h
	

silence

A few simple rules were decided upon:

1. There should be general movement from 'a' through 'b'

-	 then 'c' to finish with 'f'.

2. These sections should merge into each other.

3. 'd', 'e', 'g' and 'h' may occur anywhere.

4. 'f' may make occasional appearances near the beginning.

These constraints were then used to define the following grammar.

Gs 8 	 =	 < VN8, 'T8' 881•8>

	

where VN8 =	 {A,B,C,D,E,F,N}

	

VT8 =	 {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h}

The non-terminals in VN8 have particular functions:
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A, B and C stand for material which basically consists of a, b,

and c respectively, but may be mixed with other types.

D, E and 1 consist entirely of d's, e's and f's respectively.

N stands for material which can be inserted anywhere in the form

structure.

P8 consists of the following production rules. For convenience

the values of V8 are listed at the side.

S8 + ABCF	 1	 (1)

A + ANA	 '2	 (2)

A + AB	 '2	 '(3)

A + AFA	 '07	 (4)

A + A/A	 .13	 (5)

A -	 a	 .4	 (6)

B + BNB
	

'15
	

(7)

B	 -'	 AB
	

'15
	

(8)

B	 -	 BC
	

• 15
	

(9)

B ^ BFB	 .05
	

(10)

B	 4-	 B/B
	

•1
	

(11)

B	 4-b
	

.4
	

(12)

C	 + CNC
	

•15
	

(13) -- 	 I

C + BC
	

•15
	

(14)

C ^ CFC
	

•15
	

(15)

C + C/C
	

•15
	

(16)

C	 4	 C
	

.4
	

(17)

D + D/D
	

.35
	

(18)

D ^ d
	

• 65
	

(19)
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E + E/E

E	 4•	 e

F 4 FF

F + F/F

F + f

.3	 (20)

.7	 (21)

• 25	 (22)

• 25	 (23)

. 5	 (24)

N	 -'	 D
	

•l5
	

(25)

N + E/E
	

•l5
	

(26)

N + hgh
	

•l5
	

(27)

N + h
	

•15
	

(28)

N+Ø
	

.4
	

(29)

Rule 1,	 ABCF specifies the overall form progression.

Rule 26, N + E/E ensures that the 'e' material will always be

split into at least two layers.

Rule 27, N + hgh ensures that g is always framed by silence.

Rule 29, N + 0 (the null production) saves writing more

alternatives for rules 2, 7 and 13 as A + AA etc..

An example of the type of generation sequence this grammar could

produce is the following:	 -

s8 -	 ABCF	 -

+	 I	 IBNB BC F
LA..J

+ L1bL1BC b[Jf

+ Laff	 L:::}
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0•4

However, when realised in the form of a computer program, and

run,	 the grammar refused to work. Without the need for a full

consistency test, simple inspection reveals that the probabilities

for a non-terminal becoming a terminal are too low compared with

probabilities of it being replaced by other non-terminals. Consider

the rewriting rules for non-terminal A, for example. Quite apart

from the possibility of being rewritten via another non-terminal,

the total of the probabilities for A to be replaced by itself are:

.4 + •2 + • l4 + • 26 = 10	 (see rules 2 to 6)

This is much too high compared to the probability of terminating:

It is not an ideal solution simply to adjust the probabilities to

make the grammar consistent. This would increase the probabilities

of applying the terminating productions for A, B, C and F to

about 08, and would in consequence make the possibility of just

generating the basic sequence "a b c f t '	 very strong.

One alternative is to count the number of times a non-terminal is

replaced by itself, then as soon as a particular limit is reached,

all but the terminal production for that non-terminal have their

probabilities reduced to zero so that every subsequent replacement

will be by a terminal. Such a solution is particularly apprppriate

for this example where a fixed amount of material in each of the

terminal classes was available. This procedure was adopted in the

program described in the following section.
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8.4.4	 A generative Study

In the previous example a grammar was laboriously assembled to define a

structure and perform a task which may more easily have been carried out

manually. However, the generative scope of stochastic grammars is far

wider than suggested by such an example.

8.4.4.1 A splitting grammar defined

A short study was undertaken using the simplest possible web grammar to

examine the variety and structure in the patterns generated. The

grammar Gs9 is defined as follows.

GS g	 =	 ( {A} , 1a} , P9 , A , V9 >

where P9 consists of the following productions:

A	 AA	 (1)

A -	 A/A	 (2)

A -	 a	 (3)

3
and V9 =	 (p1 , p2 , p3)
	

I	 1 )
1=1

It can be seen that the grammar has just one non-terminal "A", and one
/

terminal "a" .	 -

Following the criteria for consistency developed above, appropriate

values of V may be worked out. The first moment 'matrix' is very

simple; it has only one entry:	 2p1 +
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(rule 1)

(rules 2 and 1)

(rules 2,3,3,1)

Thus,	 2(p1+p2) - A = 0

so that
	

A = 2(p1+p2)

Hence to satisfy the consistency criteria and guarantee termination, it

is necessary that:

< 1

thus,	 p1 +p2 < .5

that is,	 p3 > .5

This should be apparent simply by examining the original productions and

their probabilities.

In the string grammars considered earlier, a string of identical termi1s

would be unlikely to have any apparent structural significance, even

though they may have been generated by a complex and sophisticated

sequence of productions. However, with a web grammar, the structure

itself can be of interest independently of what actual terminals appear.

This is the case with the grammar G9

A typical generation sequence may be:

Stage 1:	 A - AA

A
Stage 2:	

^ [ 
1 A A

A-

Stage3: .	1a A AL[AI
a—'
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Stage 4:

State 5:

AA

rLAJ1 a AA[J

Lai

(etc.)

L—a ___	
a	 aa

___ ___Ia[ laaI

11La __I all
La

A useful way of interpreting this sequence of generations is to 4ivide

up the two-dimensional plane. Whenever rule 1 is applied, the plane is

divided vertically; whenever rule 2 is applied, the plane is divided

horizontally; when rule 3 is applied, the dividing proess ceases. Thus

the above generation sequence would produce the result plotted in figure

97.

Changing the probability assignment V9 can produce significant

variations in the type of pattern produced. If V9 = ( . 3, .2, •5)

then there will be a slight bias towards the first production rule which

will produce more vertical versions. Patterns such as those in figure

98 may be produced. The first of these has a very clear vertically split

structure. But the second pattern although constructed from the same

probabilities, demonstrates that with such a slight bias, a very even

result may be produced.

If V9 = ( • 2, • 3, • 5) there will be a slight bias towards the second

production rule, which will produce more horizontal divisions. A pattern

such as that of figure 99 may result.	 -
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Stage I

St ae),"

Stage 3

St ag,,V'

Stage 5

figure

Stages in a sequence of generations when appiqing a stochastic web

grammar to divide up the plane
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___ ____ ___ Hr

111-•••••!	 1	 I

figure 98

Dividing the plane by a simple stochastic web grammar
with a slight bias towards vertical divisions

figure 99

Dividing the plane by a simple stochastic web graimiar
with a slight bias towards horizontal divisions

/
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This same splitting grammar has been used to generate musical structures

by dividing up the time/density plane. Whenever a vertical division

occurs, the time axis is divided so that two different notes will sound

one after the other. Whenever a horizontal division occurs, the density

axis is divided so that two different notes will sound together for the

same length of time. Thus if V9 = ( . 3, '2 , '5) as in figure 98,

the musical result will be a bias towards sequential activity where

generally shorter notes will follow one after the other. But if

V9 = ( '2 , '3, • 5) as in figure 99, the musical result will be a bias

towards BlAflUltafleOUB activity where generally longer notes will sound in

continuous chordal groupings.

For the short taped experiment SPLITS the p1 and p2 probabilities were

set equal to each other, which means that both simultaneous and sequential

activity are readily apparent. Each note consisted of a simple sine tone,

this being the most effective basic unit out of which the complex grammar

generated structures could be built. The actual pitches of the notes

were determined at random.

By setting just the two values, p 1 and p2 , a wide variety of

significantly different structures are obtainable. 'in using a grammar

of this sort, provision is made for structuring both larger scale forms

at the macro-level, and for forming distinctive textures and ttmbres at

the micro-level, at one and the same time, as different types of

clustered activities are formed depending upon the nature and extent of

the divisions of the time/density space.
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8.4.4.2 the SPC1 program - for printed output

The ALGOL computer programs used to generate both printed structures and

sound structures are very similar with variations in the instructions

for scaling and formatting the output.

The most significant part of the program to generate printed structures

is the following procedure.

'PROCEDURE' FILL(LFI,UH,LV,UV);

'INTEGER'LH,UH,LV,UV;

'BEGIN'

R: =RNDEC (3 . 5171 341 791) ;

'IF' R>PV+PS 'THEN'

'BEGIN'

CT: =CT+1;

'IF'CT> 2Ø'THEN''GOTO'SKIP;

FILL(LH,(LH+IJH)/2,LV, UV);

FILL( (LH+(JH)/2+1 ,UH,LV,UV);

'END'

'ELSE' 'IF'R> PS'THEN'

'BEGIN'

CT:=CT+1;

'IF'CT> 2Ø'THEN' 'GOTO'SKIP;

FILL(LH,UH,LV, (LV+LJV)/2);

FILL(LH,UH, (LV+UV)/2+1 ,UV);

'END'

'ELSE'	 ,/

SKIP:	 'BEGIN'

L:=ENTIER(RNDEC(9.3171833)*11I1);

'FOR' P=LH'STEP'l 'IJNTIL'UH'DO'

'FOR'J:=LV'STEP'l 'UNTIL'UV'DO'

RECT[I,J] :4;

'END';

'END';
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This procedure fills the space specified by the lower and upper

horizontal limits (LH and UI-I) and the lower and upper vertical limits

(LV and UV). Making use of the probabilities PH of a horizontal split,

PV of a vertical split and PS of terminating, the procedure decides to

fill the space either by splitting it in two horizontally and then

calling itself again:

FILL(LII, (LH+UFJ)/2,LV,UV);

FILL( (LH+UH)/2+1 ,UH,LV,UV);

or by splitting the space vertically and calling itself for both sections:

FILL(LH,UH,LV, (LV+UV)/2);

FILL(LH,UH,(LV+UV)/2+1,LJV);

or by terminating the splitting.

The actual structure was stored in a matrix whose dimensions were read

in as data, up to a maximum of 120 x 60. When a generation was 	 -

terminated, the part of the matrix defined by the LII, 1111, LV and UV

limits was filled with the value of an integer, chosen at random, between

1 and 11 . These values represented a scale of 'grey values' which

would subsequently be printed out to represent the structure.

To prevent the space from being split too deeply, the detail of which
/,

could not be represented by the limits of the matrix dimensions, an

additional check was included which counted the number of generations.

When the generation depth exceeded 20, the procedure would terminate that

particular production.

The remainder of the program, which may be found in appendix El, deals
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with reading in the scaled character sequence, matrix dimensions and

production probabilities. The generation process itself is effected by

the simple call of the procedure:

FILL(1,WIDTH,1,DEPTH);

And finally, the completed matrix is printed out as a rectangle with

the required shading characters.

Two typical results are reproduced in figure 100, for a 72 x 19 matrix,

where PV = PH = •25

8.4.4.3 the SPLIT program - for sound data output

The core of the sound generating program is the procedure "A"::

'PROCEDURE'A(START,FINISH,INTENSITY);

'REAL 'START,FINISH, INTENSITY;

'BEGIN'

'SWITCH'TYPE:=MS,HS,SND,SIL;

'GOTO'TYPE[RND(4)];

MS:	 A(START,START+(FINISH-START)/2,INTENSITY);

A(START+(FINISH-START)/2,FINISH,INTENSITY);

'GOTO'SIL;

HS: A(START,FINISH, INTENSITY/2);

A(START,FINISH,INTENSITY/2);

'GOTO'SIL;

SND:	 NOTE(START,FINISH,INTENSITY);

SIL:

'END',
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figure 100

Conputer generated structures from the SPC1 program
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This procedure produces material from START to FINISH which adds up to

a specified maximum intensity. When the first production rule, for a

vertical split in the time domain, is applied, the procedure calls itself

again twice; once for the first half and again for the second. When the

second rule, for a horizontal split in the density domain, is applied,

the procedure again calls itself twice, but with the same start and

finish limits. This time, however, the intensity is halved. This

ensures that the maximum value permitted for the sound synthesis program

input data is not exceeded.

For additional variety in the resulting sound output an extra terminal

production possibility has been added. Either a note is defined, of

random pitch and with time and intensity specifications derived from the

procedure parameters applying when it was called, or alternatively, no

action is taken resulting in silence for the start to finish limits.

This is essentially equivalent to defining a variant on the original

grammar of the form:

A	 AA	 •25	 (1)

A + A/A	 .25	 (2)

A + a	 •25	 (3)

A	 -	 0	 •25	 (4)

where the fourth rule is the null production which merely reserves a

I

space in the structure without filling it with anything. 	 '

In this program, the four options are given equal probabilities of
/

occurence.

Whenan actual note is to be defined, the precedure "NOTE(P,Q,R)' is
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London.

called. (See appendix E2 for complete program listing). This transfers

the note parameters into the correct format for MUSIC 5 data input

producing a series of note definitions each of the following form:

note
4.
NOT	 0

+
start time

end time	 pitch (Hz)
+	 +

10	 187.5	 2747	 0
+

intensity

0;

The complete list of note data produced for the tape example may be

found in appendix E3. This note data was input to the MUSIC 5 sound

synthesis program and run on the ICL 1900 computer at the City University,

A pitch/time score, derived from this data is given in figure 101 (pages

273 - 5). Intensities have been grouped into just four classes which

correspond to the values in the data list as follows:

pp
	

0 - 09999

p
	

1 - 9.9999

f
	

10 - 99.9999

ff
	

100 - 1 500

It should be pointed out that due to the successive halving of intensities

in the original SPLIT structuring program, some notes end up being so

soft that they are inaudible against other notes sounding simultaneously

with a greater intensity.
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A pitch/time score of sound generated by the SPLT
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figure 101 (continued)
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8.4.5	 Extension into more dimensions

The space splitting grammar concept can be extended into three or more

dimensions. The following grammar can be used to split up a block in

three dimensions (like cutting up a block of butter). The indexed

operator, / , will be used, indicating a split in the n-th dimension.

G11,	 =	 ( {A} {a} , P10 A V10 )

where	 consists of the following productions, with associated

probabilities for P10

A 4. A4A
	

p1
	 (1)

A + A4A
	

p2
	 (2)

A + A/3A
	

p3
	 (3)

A 4. a	 p1.
	 (4)

A + 0
	

p5	 (5)

5
= 1

1=1

and for consistency, p +p +p < .5
1	 2	 3

p2 +p5 > .5

The following is a typical sequence generated by this grr, where,

V	 =	 ( . 15, .15 ,2, .25 , .25)

(0/3 ((0 a)/3 a)) /3 ((a/O)/ (a40))

This sequence, in fact, corresponds to the three-dimensional web_diagram

given at the end of section 8.3 (figure 95). It can be represented by

slicing a three-dimensional block in half, width-ways i.hen rule 1 is

p
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applied, in height when rule 2 is applied, and length-ways when rule 3

is applied. This is shown in figure 102(a), and is perhaps clearer when

the chunks are separated, as in figure 102(b). Chunks terminated by

rule 4 are shaded, chunks generated by rule 5, the null production, are

not. These empty chunks have been removed in figure 102(c) leaving only

the block which has been generated by the grammar.

Two additional block structures generated by this grammar are given in

figures 103(a) and (b) (page 279). Each block in this diagram is the

inverse of the other, where a's have been replaced by 0's and vice

versa.

Varying the relation between the p, and p5 probabilities varies the

density.of the structure produced. If p5 is very small, a cheese-like

structure will result containing a few holes. If p 5 is large, a few

blocks will be left suspended in a largely empty space.

When applied in a musical context, musical parameters can be assigned

to any dimension asrequired.

Example 8.4.5.1

The structure in figure 103(a) (page 279) can be interpreted as a

musical score by making height equivalent to pitch, width to timr

and length to timbre. The tiinbral domain could be defined ui

terms of a progression of frequency modulation values, or simply

as an arbitrary set of instrumental timbres. The block structure

can be rewritten in aiform more closely equivalent to a conventional

score by taking a series of slices lengthways through the block,

one for each timbre. These slices can then be arranged one below
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figure 102

/

I
(a) heiW

Jr

Di'Pi ding a block using a three
dimensional stochastic
web grammar

(c)

(b)

/
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(a)

(b)

figure 103

I

J1ôckazd it invêtse
gnera ted ftom a thtee-dirnenioiia1
stochsj web g.rammar
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the other, as in figure 104, just as is done in a conventional

score.

In the above example the scale of the time domain is not specified. It

could represent one bar, a few seconds,a whole page or a whole piece.

This applies similarly to the pitch domain where only general areas of

pitch are identified. In order not to complicate the example, the number

of generations were deliberately limited. However, when they are allowed

to continue to a much deeper level , as has already been emphasized

above, aspects of both micro-structure and macro-structure are taken

care of. Each small element of the structure is directly related to a

larger progression of parent structures which stretch across all of the

dimensions in use.

Far more sophisticated musical applications in generating compositional

structures may be made by building upon the basic principles of a simple

splitting grammar in extending and generalising its various aspects.. The

grammar can be expanded into more dimensions to cover as many parameters

as are needed to define sound structures. In addition, larger non-

terminal and terminal sets may be defined, and the values in V can be

made to vary during generations according to certain conditions. If the

V probabilities are defined to be' dependent upon generation depth, ,

patterns may be constructed with macro- and micro-structures of differing

characteristics. For example, a macro-structure may consist of a

predominantly vertically split sequence of micro-structures which

themselves are split horizontally. Alternatively V may depend on what

generations have already taken place, to force the production of

antithetical structures for example, or V may change quite arbitrarily

,
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Instrument 1

Instrument 2

Instrument 3

Instrument k

Instrument 5

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

Pitch

VA
Pitch

Instrument 6

Pitch

104	
time

partial musical transcr.iptiox
Of the bJoOk ij fitt 103
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in the middle of a generation sequence. In this way, solid structures

may be formed looking like the cooling fins on a motorbike engine

(figure 105). In a musical context this would correspond to a situation

where one group of instruments produced a sequence of short, separated

block chords whilst another group simultaneously held static lines of

longer notes. Such a structure is fairly common in many musical genres.

Quite a dramatic example occurs towards the end of the Grand March from

Verdi's Aida. 10 This example from Italian grand opera is perhaps

appropriate for comparison with the Italian motorbike engine (a floto

Morini) in figure 105.

In the above examples the 'split' has always been into two equal parts.

An interesting possibility is to make each split at the Golden Section,

(roughly in the proportions 1 618 to 1). Repeated application would

produce structural divisions which were related by the Fibonacci series."

This corresponds to the proportions of natural growth patterns apparent

in the structure of most plants, and has influenced the work of many

composers from Machaut and Dufay 	 to Bartok.13
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figure •1O

Cbb11n9 fJi on a motorbike engine
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8 5 A.jtonHeurjt i c o r Seif-regul at ingrammars

A brief outline will be given indicating how stochastic grammars may be

practically applied in a heuristic context.

A heuria tic or aelf-regulating grammar is a graimnar that is capable of

adapting itself to a user's requirements through a feedback response

network. It is useful in a computer assisted learning environment where

the user is 'protected' from the entrails of the system and merely

responds to its promptings.

The most usual way for many composers to work, no matter how experienced

they are, is to 'fiddle around' with a system to see what it can do.

Unfortunately, the more sophisticated the system, the more preparation

is needed, and the greater the possibility of getting nowhere fast.

This frequently happens when beginners experiment with a synthesizer,

for example. However, within the constraints of an intelligent system,

the user can develop ideas using a controlled trial and error process

where he responds appropriately to the computer's invitations. After

listening to a trial offering from the computer he can reject it, or

indicate how close it is to what he requires. The computer can

continuously monitor these responses which are used to determine the ,/

nature of each subsequent trial. Having homed in on the required sound

structure, its pertinent characteristics may be stored for subsequent

re-use. This response network is represented in figure 106.

It could be a very difficult task to attempt to define a general generative

system which can respond and adapt as described. However, the stochastic
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figure 106

Trial and response network for composition
with heuristic grairmiars
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grammars under consideration would appear to have significant potential

as a useful tool in such a situation.

An original basic reaource granvnar would act as the grammar generator.

This would need to consist of a large repertoire of possible production

rules, including null productions. When a generated structure was to

be reinforced, the production probabilities in V associated with the

production rules responsible for the structure, would be incremented,

with appropriate adjustments made to the remaining probabilities. When

a structure was rejected, which is likely to happen most of the time,

the production probabilities would be decreinented. In this way certain

probabilities would eventually become zero making their corresponding ..

production rules redundant. When a particular grammar is eventually

acceptable, it can be saved by storing the current values in the V

array which define it. This grammar can then be recalled when required

and will always generate structures of a particular character. The

saved grammars created in this way would be capable of generating both

textures and larger scale forms which may be quite specific and

restricted in style, or more general and unpredictable depending upon

the way in which the user manipulated his responses.
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CHAPTER NINE

APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

9.1 A summ	 of the uses of stochastic generative systems

This thesis has presented an expansive theory of stochastic processes in

computer music. As the theory has been developed reference has been made

to a number of different applications. Even though the theory is

presented as an intrinsically integrated study of form and structure ij

own right, it is none the less appropriate at this stage to sununarize

and assess the wider range of possible applications.

At the very beginning of the thesis, reference was made to the powerful

possibilities of the application of stochastic techniques for data

reduction with computer music sound synthesis systems. Their suitability

for defining and controlling certain types of structures has been

convincingly demonstrated where the techniques have been easily applied

to control large massed structures consisting of many tiny elements.

This is particularly apparent in the composition MACRICISUM described in

chapter seven. The techniques are more vitally extended to the powerful

self-generative structures described in the last chapter where by

defining a basic generative 'womb' it becomes possible to form an infinite

variety of significantly different patterns in any number of dimensions

simply by varying a few probability values.
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It has also been pointed out that stochastic techniques can produce

completely unexpected, yet welcome, surprises. In this way it is

possible to break out of the bonds of limited imagination. The author

has been delighted by the gifts of stochastic serendipity on a number of

occasions. Of course, the reverse also applies in that disastrous or

useless results may sometimes be generated, but these can easily be

rejected. The appearance of just one unanticipated gem amply redresses

the balance. When a particularly satisfying result appears, the structures

and values responsible may then be exploited to further advantage. When

working on sections of M4CRICISUM, the author was on occasions uncertain

about what type of aural result would be generated from a particular

structure. This was the case with the movement LAITRAPARTIAL, for exampe,

where an interesting result was anticipated, but the richness of what the

computer actually produced came as a pleasant surprise.

The heuristic systems described at the end of the last chapter are

essentially a formalisation of this process of experiment, discovery and

exploitation. Instead of a competent programmer having to plough through

the necessary operations, the system described could perform the tasks

automatically. Such heuristic systems would appear to have great

potential in widening the general application of computer music systems,

to become more attractive to ordinary musicians, or indeed to any member

of society who wishes to enjoy maldng music.
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9.2 Possibilities foanQflafurther research

There are many points raised in the course of the thesis which have had

to be left open-ended in order to pursue the main line of enquiry without

too much digression. Many of these point have significant potential for

further development, and a summary of these is given by way of

conclusion.

The difference distributions introduced at the end of chapter four and

briefly taken up again in section 6.4.2 would appear to repay more

detailed investigation. The possibility of using a difference

distribution to construct another distribution, which may be continued

through a series of generations, is suggested. Also, the relation to

Markov Chains may be considered in greater depth.

The Markov chain systems themselves have much potential for further

investigation. The application of simple Markov Chains for certain types

of musical analysis would appear to be a rewarding study. The further

analysis and application of cyclic arkov Chains (section 6.4.2) should

be particularly fruitful in this context. In addition, the extension of

Markov Chains using time-variant probabilities, and also in considering

the relationship between the component parts of patterns formed by Markov

Chains with event vectors (inference in Markov Chains) should both yield

useful results applicable in many types of musical analysis and synthesis.

Different forms of stochastic grammars may be constructed and studied,

making use of depth-indexing and cross-referencing of the type suggested

in section 8.4.5 . And it is just a short step to design a practical
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composing system based on the ideas outlined in section 8.5.

Very little work has been done analysing the effect of stochastically

defined structures on the listener. Much useful psycho-acoustic research

could be done on this aspect of musical perception, to determine what

sorts of structures are most clearly distinguishable from each other,

and where parameter limits may most naturally be drawn.

Finally, it has been pointed out at various points in the thesis how

certain structures resemble other processes in the natural world. The

continued development of such resemblances is a fascinating area of study

which can be applied practically in the preparation of multi-media

performances as well as having wider potential repercussions.

Xenakis, in developing his own theory, claimed that his music followed

the same laws as existed in nature; the laws defining the sound of

cicadas, the collision of hail with a hard surface, or the corporate -

sound of a large mass of demonstrators.

"This mass event is articulated and forms a plastic mould of time,
which itself follows aleatory and stochastic laws." 1

Such a claim, however, is rather extravagant. It is not appropriate to

speak of natural phenomena as following stochastic 'laws', which begs-'

certain ontological questions. It is more meaningful to speak of models

of the real world. A certain stochastic model may be' just one of a

number of interpretations of a physical phenomenon, each of which may

claim equal status. The stochastic interpretation may then be used as

.. a musical template which may be genuinely claimed to model the original

p
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phenomenon. Such is the claim that would be made for the musical

structures, and their visual and physical counterparts, which are

identified in the thesis. Any claim that a stochastic model represents

the actual forces involved in any phenomena is misleading (in so much as

reality can be understood anyway!).

Leibniz pointed out long ago that any finite set of observations (and

any physical system can only be subject to a finite set of observations)

can be accommodated within an indefinitely large number of explanations.2

Popper, in his celebrated lecture "Of clouds and clocks", the inspiration

of Ligeti's composition with a s.milar title, identified the two commonly

accepted poles of scientific description: clock8, which are totally

reliable and predictable, the ne plus ultra of deterministic activity,

and cioud8, which are unpredictable and describable only in general

stochastic terms.3 He then carefully proceeds to destroy this illusive

polarity by demonstrating that all clocks are in fact clouds, and that

all clouds have clock-like qualities! Popper thus concludes that the

'correct' interpretation lies somewhere in between. He suggests a

heirarchical system of 'plastic controls'; a system of clouds controlled

by clouds. Such a description corresponds very closely to some , of the

structures described in this thesis.

Perhaps these capricious conceptions of a mere musician may be-able tc

make a small contribution to a greater understanding of man's mind and

of the world he inhabits.
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Appendix C

Text Analysis and Synthesis Program

'BEGIN'
'CC*4MENT' PRJGRAM TO SCAN TEXT AND PRCO(KE

A SYNTHETIC TEXT BASED a TRANSITICJ
PRQEABILITIES. DATA CCtSIS1S OF
TEXT INPUT (END OF LINES AND MULTIPLE
SPACES ARE IQORED) WHICH SHOULD
TERMINATE WITH / , FOLLGJED BY THE
NUMBER OF SYNTHETIC WC1DS REQUIRED;

'INTEGER' I ,J,JC,WORDS,WTAThQORDS,JC2;
REAL' X, SUM ,R;

'REAL' 'ARRAY'ST[1:27,O:27J;
'REAL' 'PROCEDURE'RNDEC(B);

'CCt1M1Nr' PIJDUCES A RANDCM REAL NUMBER, STORED
AS X, BEIWEEN 0 AND 1. X MtST BE SET ¶10 AN
ARBITRARY VALUE TO BEGIN WITH;

'VALUE'B; 'REAL'B;
'BEGIN'

'Ca4MENT' GIVES X A NEN VAlUE;
X:1.9173*X+B;
'CCtIMENr' MAKE X A DECIMAL VALUE BEIWEEN 0 AND 1

BY RE2IOVING THE INTEGRAL PART OF THE NUMBER;
RNDEC:=X:=100*X_ENTIER(100*X);

Ca1MENI" INITIALIZATI;

'FOR'I:1'STEP'1'UNTIL'27'DO'
'FOR'J:O 'STEP'1'UNTIL'27'DO'
ST [I,J] :0;
WORE:0;

'CtZIMENT' READ DATA AND CCESTRtET MATRIX;

'C(XIMENT' I IS SET '10 THE VALUE FOR A SPACE '10 BEGIN;
I:27;

NEXT:
JC :READCH;
'CCZIMENT' DEAL WITH SPACE AND END OF LINE CHARACTERS;
'IF'JC=CODE(' ('/') ') 'THEN' 'GO'IO'DO;
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'IF'JCCODE(' ('EL')') 'THEN' 'GOIO'NEXT;
'IF'JC=CODE('('%')') 'THEN'
'BEX3IN'

JC2 : NEXrCH;
'IF'3C2=JC'THEN' 'GtYIO'NEXT;
J:27;

'END'
'ELSE'
'CaIMENT' ADJUST THE RANGE OF INTERNAL CHARACTER VALUES

'10 THE MATRIX DIMENSICVS;
J:JC-3872;
ST[I,J] :ST[I,JJ+1;
I: J;
GclIO 'NEXT;

DO: 'FOR'I:4'STEP'1'UNTIL'27'DO'
'cXrIMENT' CGtSTRI2TS C11UIATIVE PRcEABILITIES;

'BEZIN'
SU4:O;
'FOR'J:1'STEP'1'UNTIL'27'DO'
S4:S}1+ST[I,J];

IF ' S14'NE '0 'THEN
'FOR'J:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'27'DO'
ST [ I ,J] :ST[I,JJ/SU4+ST[I,J-1J;

'END';

'CCI4MENT' PERFORM;

X:0. 31977;
TOTALU : READ;
I:27;

LETT:
R:'RNDEC(4.571);
'FOR'J:=1'STEP'1'UNTIL'27 'DO'
'IF'R<ST[I,J] 'THEN' 'GC1IO'SKIP;

SKIP:
'IF'J=27 'THEN'
'BEXIN'

WRITETEXT('(' ')');
WORt : WORDS+1;
'IF'IRL/6=SRcS'/'6'THEN'NEWLINEU);

'END'
'ELSE' PRIN'IUI(J+3872);
I: J;

IF 'JRDs='1t1rArJqcIu)S' THEN' 'G(YIO' FIN
'ELSE' 'GCITO'LETT;

FIN:
'END';
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APPENDIX D. COMPOSING PROGRAMS USED IN "MACRICISUM"

Append1x.)1. GRAND

BEGIN
INTEGER I
REAL SvT,R
LABEL SKIN
BOOLEAN FLAG
OPEN(1 'DSK002o,o,O);
ENTER(1 RAND',FLAG)

CPRINT(1,
INSTRUMENT TOOT;
OSCIL(P4 ,MAG/P2,F5);
OSCIL(U1,MAG*P3rP6)
ouTA....ouTA+u2*P7;
OUTB...OUTB+U2*( 1-P7)
END
NcHNS_2;
ARRAY F-1,F2,F3,F4c512);
SEG(F1);0,1 1,20 .5,60
SEG(F2);o,1 1,15 p5,30
SYNTH(F3); 1,1 2.9 3,.8
sYNTHCF4); 1,1 3v.7 5,.5
PLAY;

U);
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 40 DO
S_0;	 -
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 60 00
BEGIN L00P

0, too;
.5,75 0,100;
4,.4 6,.3 8,.2 999;
7,.5 9,,5 11.3 999;

9_RAN (0) ;

T_RAN0)*2;R_RAN0;
IF 1<0.1 THEN T....O.1 ;IF R<0.1 THEN R_0
CFRINT(1, 'TOOT ,S,T,RAN(0)*RAN (0)*7000,RAN(0)*100+300,
IF RAN(0)>0.5 THEN F1' ELSE F2'v 	 ,
IF RAN(0)>0.5 THEN 'F3' ELSE F4',
R, ;

•
S_S+T+RAN (0);
IF 5>20 THEN GOTO SKIP;

-END LOOP'
SKIP:CFRINTU, 'FINIsH; ';

CLOSEU;
RELEASE(1;

END
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AppendixD2.	 GSTOK

BEGIN
INTEGER I,J
INTEGER ARRAY VCfl9]
REAL ARRAY PEfl9,12]
BOOLEAN FLAG
OPEN(1, 'DSK' ,0,0,2,0,0,0)
ENTER(lr 'STOK ,FLAG)

CFRINT(1,
INSTRUMENT TOOT;
oscILcP4,tlAG/P2,P5);
oscILcul,MAG*P3,P6);
0UTA..0UTA+u2*P7;
OUTB_OUTB+U2*( 1—P7)
END
NCHNS_2;
ARRAY F1,F2,F3,F4c512);
sEocF1);o,1 1,20 .5,60
sEGcF2);o1 1,15 .5,30
SYNTH(F3);1,1 2.9 3,.8
sYNTHCF4);1.1 3,.7 5,.5
PLAY;

U);
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO J...RAN(0);
FOR I_I STEP I UNTIL 9 110
FOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 rio
PEIJ]_RAN(0);
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 3 DO J_RAN(0)
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 9 riO
vcI]_RAN0+1;

o,ioo;
.5,75 o,ioo;
4, .4 6,.3 8,.2 999;
7, .5 9,.5 11,.3 999,

FOR I_0,1 STEP 1 UNTIL 7 DO
BEGIN 'I

FOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 rio
IF RAN(0)(P[J,VEJ]] THEN VEJLI ELSE vEJ3_2;
FOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL (VC33+1)*15 DO
BEGIN J

J_J+RAN(o)*v14];
CPRINT(1,TOOT ,I+J/15,(IF RAN(0)<0.5 THEN 0.06 ELSE

(375*VE2]-350)*(3—VE1])*(2'(V[1]+1)*RAN(0)+1),
1000*V[5]-500,
(IF VE7]1 THEN Fl • ELSE • F2 ),
(IF VC8]=1 THEN • E3 • ELSE • F4 ),
VC9]-1,;
U);

END J';
IF V[6]=2 THEN I_I+i

- Lf+V3]f1
END i;
CPRINT(1, FINISH; •);
CLOSEd);
RELEASE(j);

END

0.05)
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Apendix D3. GRANP

31N
INTEGER I,J,K,LAYER,LENGTHPITCH$
INTEGER ARRAY PARTIAL(1:20],VEi:6;
REAL ARRAY AMPE1:2o3,PE1:6,1:2];
BOOLEAN FLAG
OPE4(1, 'DSl( '0v0,2v00,Q)
ENTER(l, 'RANP FLAG)

LAYER_2;

CPRINT(l,INSTRU1ENT sTER;
oscILcP4t1AG/P2,P5);
oSCILCU1,tIAG*P3,P6)
OUTA...OUTA+tJ2*p?;
0UTB_ouTB+u2*(i-P7);
END;
NcHNS_2;
ARRAY F2(512)
SEG(F2) 1,1 1,100
PLAY;
U);

J5...RAN(o);
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO
FOR J_l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO
PU ,J]_RAN(o);
FOR 1.1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO
VCI)_RANO+1;
FOR I_i STEP I UNTIL t.AYER 1)0 J_RAN(o);

FOR L.0.l STEP 1 UNTIL 90 DO
BEGIN 1'

PITCH_RAN(0*RAN(0)*400+30;
FARTIALI]_15*RANO);
AMPC n_i;
FOR K_2 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO
BEGIN

PARTIALEK]_PARTIALtK-n+io*RANO);
AMPEK]_RANO;
IF AtIPtK]<0.1 THEN AMPEK]_o.1;

END;

FOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL 6 DO
IF RAN(0)<PtJ,VJ3] THEN VEJ]_1 ELSE VEJ1..2
LENGTH_180*RANO+VEn-1);
FOR J_LENGTH/1O STEP 1 UNTIL LENGTH*0.9 00
BEGIN J

CPRINT(1,SYNTH(F3) ;';
FOR ICi STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO
cPRINT(1,PARTIALEK],',,AMPEIc],-');
CPRINTu'999;
U);	

5-

CPRINT(1,STER s ,I+J/20, 0.05 'PITCHr
1200/LENGTH*(IF Vt2]l THEN J ELSE LENGTH-J), F2 F3 •
(IF VE3]1 THEN J/LENGTH ELSE 1-J/LENGTH),';
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FOR K_I STEP 1 UNTIL 20 DO
BEGIN'K

PARTIAL[K]_PARTIALCK]+
(IF VC4]1 THEN 2*RAN(0)-1

ELSE IF VE5]=1 THEN RAN(0)
ELSE -RAN(o));

IF PARTIAL[l<1 THEN PARTIALEK]_1;
AMPCK]_AMPEK]+(IF RAN(0)>0,5 THEN 0.1 ELSE -0,1)
IF MPEK]<O.1 THEN AtIPCK3_0.i;
IF AMPLK]>1 THEN AMPEK]_1

END UK.;
END'J'
I_I+LENGTH/20+7.5*(RAN(0)+Vt6i-1)

END 1;	 -
cPRINTC1,FINIsH;);
CLOSEC1);	 ____	 ____
RELEASE(1)	 -	 ____

END
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DO J_RAN(0);

b

ArjendixD 14. GRHY

BEGIN REAL SPEED,Fos;
INTEGER I,JvPITCH,	 LAYER,LENGTH,RHI,RH2rRH3,
INTEGER ARRAY vcl:lo];
REAL ARRAY FPt1:1o,1:2]RrE1:21:2];
BOOLEAN FLAG
OPEN( 1, DSK , 0, 0,2, 0,0, 0)
ENTER (1, 'RHY ,FLAG);

LAYER_4;

VOL;

CFRINT( 1,
INSTRUMENT wois;
OSCIL(P4,MAG/P2,P5)
RANDH ( MAG*P3/16, MAG*P3*P4);
OScIL(u1,MAG*p3+U2,p6);
OUTA...OUTA+U3*P7
OUTB....OUTB+U3*(1-P7)
END; NCHNS_2
ARRAY F2(512)
SEG(F2; 0,1 1,12 •5,50 oioo;	 -
FLAY;

S .);	 -

FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL 10 00
FOR J....1 STEP 1 UNTIL 2 00
FPEIrJ]_RAN(0)
FOR 1_i STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO
VCI]....RAN(0)+l
FOR I..1,2 DO FOR J_1,2 DO
RPEI,Ji...RAN(o);
FOR I_i STEP 1 UNTIL LAYER
RHI_RANC 0) +1 RH2_RAN (0 ) +1;
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FOR I_0.1 STEP 1 UNTIL 100 DO
BEGIN 'I

FOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 00
VCJ_(IF RAN(0)<FPEJ,VrJ]J THEN 1 ELSE 2)
SPEED_O.075*(RAN(0)+VE10]-1)+0,1
LENGTH....10* (RN(0 ) +VC2]-1 )/SPEED
PITCH_50*(2'(4+VE8])*RAN(0)*RAN(0)+VC8r'4)
VOL,..o0+10o0*cvr6]-1);
POS.....0.4*(RAN(0+VE3]-1+o.1;

FOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL LENGTH DO
BEGIN •J•

RH3_RH2;
RH2_(IF RAN(0)<RPCRH1,RH2] THEN 1 ELSE 2);
RH1JH3;cPRxNTc1,'NoIs 	 ;
CPRINT(1,I+J*SFEEDSFEEDPITCH, U

(IF VC5]=1 THEN VOL
ELSE 100/LENGTH*(IF VE63=1 THEN J ELSE LENGTH-J)),

F2F3',
IF VE2J=1 THEN POS

ELSE (IF V[4]1 THEN J
ELSE LENGTH-J ) /LENGTH*0 • 9+0 • 1, U;

• ) ;J....J+RH2;
END j';
I _I+VC9]+LENGTH*SFEED;

ENrI	 i';
CFRINT(1, FINISH •);
:L0SE(1);
ELEASE( 1);

/
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jipendix 45.	 GFI

31N
INTEGER I,J,K,PITCH,LENGTH,LAYER,TOTLEN;
LABEL STOP;
POOLEAN FLAG;
OPEN(1,"DSK",ø,0,2,ø,ø,ø);
ENTER (1, "FM" ,FLAG) ;

LAYER4- 1; TOTLEN s- 15;

FOR I . 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 50 DO
BEGIN

CPRINT(1,"
INSTRUMENT FM", I ,";
CSCIL(P4,MAG/P2,P5);
INTFP(ø,10*P2*MAG,P7);
OSCIL(U2,P2*MAG,P5);
NOSCIL(U1,U3+P3*MAG,P6);
OUTA - OUTA+U4*P8;
OUTB- OUTB+U4*(1_P8);
END;");

END

CPRINT(1,"
NCHNS 4- 2;
ARRAY F1,F2,F3(512);
SYNTH(F3); 1 1 999;
SEG(F1); 0,1 1,5 .6,55	 ,1Øø;
SEG(F2); 0,1 1,1ø;
PLAY;");

FOR I 4 1 STEP 1 UNTIL LAYER DO J - RAN();

FOR K t- 3. STEP 1 UNTIL 4 DO
FOR I f- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL TOTLEN DO
BEGIN "I"

PITCH *- pJ(Ø)*p,(Ø)*6ØOO+5Ø ;
LENGTH	 (1Ø-PITCHt0.5/8);
FOR J i- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL RAN (0) *10 DO
BEGIN "J"

cPRINT("
FM",K," ",I," ",LENGTH," ",
PITCH," ",RAN(Ø)*1ØO+1Øg,' Fl F3 F2 ",

/
q- I+LENGTU+RAN (0) 'LENGTH (TOTLEN-I) /2;

IF I> TOTLEN THEN GOTO STOP;
END "J"; STOP;

END "I":
cPRINT(1,"

FINISH;");
CLOSE(1);
RELEASE (1)
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Appendix PS. GGLIS

-	 V	 ..	 ...	 -

1rTEGER
iNTEGER ARRAY Y(1:8];	 ---
REAL ARRAY P11:8 ., 1:2Jj_
BOOL,EAN 1LAG;. -
OPENt1 ,"DsK',i,,2,ø,ø,O);.. . 	 V	 -

ENTERt 1, GLIIS' ,FIAG);

LACR_2;
FOR I_I STEP I UNTIL I DO J_RAN(ø);
FUR 1_I STEP 1 UNTiL 8 DO - -	 -
BEGIN V__ 	 VV	 V

cPRINT(1,'INsTRUMENTGL",J.,j__________
OSCiL(P4,NAG/P2,P5)_ .. ___ -

____
VCI (U1,NAGP3+

OUTA_..OUTA+U34P9;	 .
OUTB...OUTBi-U3*(i—P9)

-	 END;);	
V	 V

-----------------------
CPR1NT(1,"NCHIS....2;	 - -	 - V. V

ARRAY F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8(512);	 -	 V	 -

SYN'JH(F3);J,1	 3,.6	 5,.4	 7,.3	 9,.25	 11,,2	 13,.1	 999;

S1rHU4);J,]	 2,.6 4,.4 b,.3 8,.25	 1ø,,2 12,.1 .999,

SEG(rs);	 ,1	 .8,7	 1,12	 2;	 .	 .. ...
SiGLF'b);	 .	 .	 V

SEG(F7); 1,(A	 ø,iø@;	 V	 -V.

SL(;(F8); ',1	 1,95	 ø,1c;	 V

FOR 3_i STrP I UT1L 8 DO -	 -	 V

FOR J_1 STEP I IJNTIb 2 DO	 V

P(1,JJ_RAN(ø);	
V	 V	 V	 . -.	

V

FOR 1_i STEP 1 ufTIL B L)O	 --	 -

FOR I_i SEEP 1 UifiL LAYER DO J_RAN();	 V

FOR I'1 STEP I UNI1L 8 DO
FOR 1_I	 STEP I UNTIL 2 LO
bL1

	EOR J_1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO	 -

VLJ)_(IF KAN(ø)<P[J,VtJ]J THEN I ELSE 2);
V CPRIlT(1,"	 V

GL,',c" 
•I ,i, U 1 ,WNGTH_5*(kAN(ø)+Vt131)," ",

	

PiCu_(21_l)41(2V[2]*RAN()*RA(ø3 i VL23 )+25,	 .
U 2) SI,' V13]1 THEN " F'S " ELSE ' f8 ", 	 /

iF E4)I THEN " F3	 ELSE 
U F4",	 - V

Pil'CtisP1TCH*1.54(RAN(ø)+V[SJI),
iF V(t]=1 UIUv " F6 "
	 JS	 F7 ",	 V

i_1*LENGIH+(1F V(8i1 THEN øEL1SE 5);	 _V

ErD;
.CPR1NT(I, w	-	 VV	

VT	 --	 V	 -

- 	

- 	 V	 - 	 -

CLOSE(1);	 V	

- 	 V

RELE-ASE( 1.);
w V	 -
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Appendix E : Programs and output for application of splitting grammars.

ppendix El. The SPC1 program for generating shaded rectangles.

'BEGIN'
'CcZIMENT' SPC1 : PROGRAM '10 DEMC!STRATE BINARY-SPLITrING

SHADED VERSIC! WITH RANDC.tI ELEMENTS.

DATA IN THE FORM:

- LIST OF SYMBOLS ( .:_!+?%*$E),
- DIMENSIONS OF FRAME (120 X 60 MAX.)
- NUMBER OF FRAMES REQUIRED
- LIST OF DEFINING PROBABILITIES FOR EACH

FRAME. IN THE FORM:

Iii W PS

WHERE THE PROBABILITIES ARE:
PH - OF A HORIZCAL SPLIT
PV - A VERTICAL SPLIT
PS - OF STAYING PCYr

PH+PV+PS MUST EQUAL 1;

'REAL' X,W,PV,PS,R;
'INTEGER' WIIYI'H,EEPTH,I,J,K,FRAMES,L,CT;
'INTEGER''ARRAY' RECT[1:120,1:60],SHADE[1:U];
'REAL' 'PROCEDURE'RNDEC(B);

'REAL' B;
'BEGIN'

X:3.9177137*X+B;
RNrEC:=X:=100*X_ENTIER(100*X);

-
'PROCEDURE' FILL(LH,UH,LV,tJV);

'INTEGER'UI,UH,LV,tN;
'BEGIN'

R:RNDEC(3.5171341791);
'IF' R>PV+PS 'THEN'
'BEGIN'

CT: CT+1;
'IF'CT>20'THEN' 'GO'IO'SKIP;
FILL(LH, (LH+UH)/2,LV,UV);
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FILL((LH+UH)/2+l,UH,LV,UV);
'END'
'ELSE' 'IF'R>PS'THEN'
'BEGIN'

CT: CT+l;
'IF'CT>20'THEN' 'GGIO'SKIP;
FILL (LH,UH,LV, (LV+UV)/2);
FILL(LH,IJH, (LV+UV)/2+l,UV);

'END'
'ELSE'

SKIP:	 'BEGIN'
L:ENTIER(RNDEC(9.3171833) *11+1);

'FOR'I:LH'STEP'l'UNTIL'UH'DO'
'FOR'J: z LV'STEP'l 'UNTIL'LN'DO'
RECT[I,J] :L;

'END';	 I

'END';

X:0.717717391;

'FOR'I:=l'STEP'l'UNTIL']l'DO'
SHADE [I] : =READCH;
WIDTH: READ;DEPTH : =READ; FRAMES: READ;
'FOR'K:l 'STEP'l 'UNTIL'FRAMES 'DO'
'BEGIN'

PH: READ; PV: =READ; PS : =READ;
CT: =0;
FILL(1,WIIYTH,1,DEPTH);
'FOR'J:l 'STEP'l 'UNTIL'DEPTH'DO'
'BEGIN'

'FOR'I:]. 'STEP'l 'tJNTIL'WIDTH'DO'
PRINH(SHADE[RECT[I,J]]);
NEWLINE(1);

'END';
PAPEffl'Hl;

'END';
'END';
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Appendix E2. The SPLT program for generating MUSIC 5 sound data.

'BEGIN'
'REAL'X;
'REAL' 'PIJCEDURE'RNDEC(B);

• REAL 'B;
BEGIN' X:9.2351*X+B;

RNDEC:X:=100*X_ENTIER(lOO*x);
'END';

'INTEGER' 'PROCEWRE'RND(N);
'INTEGER'N;
'BEGIN'	 D:=ENTIER(PNDEC(3 .573) *N)+1 'END';

'PRDCEDURE'NYrE(P,Q,R);
'REAL'P,QR;
'BEGIN'

WRITETEXT ( ' ('NOT')');
PRINT(P,3,4);
WRITETEXT(' ('%l%')');
PRINT(Q-P,3,4);
PR.tNT(R,3,4);
PR.INT(RND(RND(8000)) ,4,O);
WRITETEXT(' ('%%Q%%O;')');
NELINE(1);

'END';
'PROCEDURE 'A (START, FINISH, INTENSITY);

'REAL 'STARF,, INTENSITY;
'BEGIN'

'ITCH 'TYPE :=MS,HS,SND,SIL;
'GGIO'TYPE[RND(4));

MS:
	

A(START,STARr+(FINISH-START)/2,INTENSITY);
A (STARr+ (FINISH-STARr) /2, FINISH, INTENSITY);
'GGIO'SIL;

HS:
	

A(START,FINISH, INTENSITY/2);
A(START,FINISH, INTENSITY/2);
'GCYIO'SIL;

END:	 NOTE (START, FINISH, INTENSITY);
SIL:

'END';
'FOR'X:O.3,O.5,O.9'DO'
'BEGIN'

A(O,1O,1500);
WR1TErEXT(' ('SEC%ll;')');
NJLINE(1);	 *

'END';
WRITETEXT ( ('TER%O .1')');

'END';
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1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

0 0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

0 0;
0 0;

0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;
0 0;

Appendix E3. MUSIC 5 sound data generated by SPLT.

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
SEC
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
SEC
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

-TER

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
2. 5000
3. 7500
3.7500
3. 7500
3. 7500
4.3750
4. 6875
4. 6875
4.6875
0. 0000
0.0000
0. 0000

11;
0. 0000
1. 2500
1.8750
1. 2500
1.2500
1. 2500
1. 4844
1.5625
1.2500
1.8750
2.0312
2.0703
2.0312
2. 0312
2.0312
2.1094
2.1875
1.2500
2. 5000
8.7500

11;
5.0000
0. 0000
8 • 7500
9 • 3750
9.6484
9.6484
9.6533
9. 6570
9.6576
9.6484
9.6509

10;

10. 0000
10. 0000
10. 0000
5. 0000
5. 0000
2. 5000
1. 2500
0. 3125
0. 6250
0.6250
0.6250
0. 3125
0.3125
0.3125
0.3125
5. 0000

10.0000
10. 0000

1.2500
0.6250
0. 6250
0. 0781
0. 1563
0.1563
0.0781
0.3125
0. 6250
0.3125
0. 0391
0.0391
0. 0781
0. 0781
0.0781
0. 0781
0.3125
1.2500
2.5000
1.2500

5. 0000
5. 0000
0.6250
0.1563
0. 0195
0.0049
0.0024
0. 0006
0.0006
0. 0024
0.0002

187. 5000
93 .7500
46. 8750
23. 4375
2.9297
5.8594
5.8594
1. 4648
1. 4648
1.4648
1.4648
2.9297
0. 7324
0. 7324
0.7324

11. 7188
375.0000
375.0000

1500. 0000
750.0000
750.0000
46.8750
46 .8750
93 .7500
46.8750
93.7500

187.5000
187. 5000
46. 8750
23 .4375
23.4375
23.4375
93. 7500

187.5000
187.5000
375.0000
1500 • 0000
1500.0000

750.0000
375.0000
750.0000
93.7500
5.8594
0 .3662
0.1831
0. 1831
0.1831
0.3662
0.0916

2747
16

3783
2596
2481
1928

27
2887
3289
1661
5319
1563
3548
2400
3238
1607
1797

63

556
1746
1049
3036
3148
226
559
141

3313
828

5018
4542
3787
2350
345
3701
3679
519
1707
384

850
341

3799
1688
2579
472

2910
3838
1635
2359
4371
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